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Chapter 1

Introduction

(working draft)

A book reflects the particular history from which it evolved. This history

is really the primary source of a book; a different history would lead to a

different book. The history of this book includes a graduate engineering

course, CE 580, called "Contemporary Technology". I've taught CE 580 for more

than ten years. CE 580 is not required in any academic program. The course

makes no claim to provide a student with special technical skills. It does not

claim to be even a peripheral part of any recognized discipline. The course

deals with technology and its limitations.

Course enrollment ranges from 6 to 18 students. Thus, over the years

approximately one hundred students have passed through the course. Most of the

students taking CE 580 have at least one engineering degree though a few under-

graduates have been included. Students are generally older than average, many

have work experience, and not a few are working on doctoral degrees. A large

number, though not a majority, are foreign students. Essentially all have been

successful in their technological education. In brief, they have the background

to be extremely successful within our technological world. But, it is this

background itself that bothers them. They experience some sort of uneasiness

with the technological world that has selected them as "the most likely to

succeed."

For some engineers, there is a critical time in their professional career

when a disturbing revelation is experienced. After one gains a good technologi-

cal education and some experience but before one becomes immersed in one's

professional career, an uncomfortable realization may arise. You listen to the

assurances that the "experts" make. We are assured that technology will solve



all sorts of problems. "Resource depletion - no matter; technology will make

available new resources. Pollution - no matter, technology will find

solutions." Population growth, poverty, the arms race, crime, no matter what

the problem may be, the presumed solution always seems to come back to a faith

in technology.

"But," you might ask yourself, "what is this thing called technology that

justifies so much confidence?" And then, you might come to realize that it's

you they're talking about. You are technology. You and your peers are the ones

that must come up with all these marvelous solutions; the people who cram for

tests, crank out numbers, grind out term papers. Nobody asked you, of course.

Indeed your opinions are essentially irrelevant to the views of the experts who

make such claims for technology.

"Just what is technology," you wonder, "that inspires such blind faith?"

Or, expressed another way, "what do my peers and I have that is worthy of such

expert confidence?" Such questions arise not because you are against technolo-

gy. No, on the contrary, you support it. Yet at the same time, there is

something uncomfortable in this technological faith.

For some, these uncomfortable questions are forgotten as one becomes

engrossed in one's professional career. For others, however, there is a compel-

ling need to question the limitations of technology. This means questioning the

nature and limitations of the very enterprize that you have been successful

within. This means questioning the limitations of your own technological

background. It is the students with this need that have gathered together in CE

580.

As a teacher, I must prepare for a class by reading books and papers,

attending workshops and conferences, and preparing notes and handout materials.

I've done this in all my courses including CE 580. But CE 580 is different.



There were no textbooks that fit the needs of the class. Few papers addressed

its needs. I prepared my own "text" material but often the results were disas-

terous. I remember one year in particular. I had prepared approximately 100

pages of "text" material over a period of two years. I thought that it was

good. I had an impressive set of references. The material was presented in an

orderly and systematic manner. But, after only two hours of class presentation,

I knew that the material was worthless. It just didn't fit. It wasn't honest

to the actual experiences of the students. They could not relate my theoretical

framework back to the practices that they had actually experienced.

Through a period of ten years, I've had to throw out most of the material

that I had prepared for CE 580. Each year there were new students to again test

what I had rewritten during the previous year. I found that the students were

unimpressed by sophisticated language, lists of references, expert opinions, and

quotations from famous people. What they wanted was something that fit their

experiences within technology, something that was reasonably consistent with the

actual practice of technology.

In the last several years, the "text" material has attained some degree of

stability in CE 580. At least, I'm not finding it necessary to make major

revisions each year. The material does seem to be honest to the actual practice

of technology. This doesn't mean that there is total agreement on everything,

nor does it mean that further revisions will not be necessary. Rather, it means

that the time may have come to share this material in a broader context, that

is, test it against a broader range of practices and experiences to see where it

fits and where it does not.

This book draws upon many references some of which are listed in the

appendix to each chapter. But the tone of the book, its unique character, has

been tested and shaped over the years by the questions from a special kind of



student. This is the student who excels in engineering but then asks, "Why are

we doing this?" "What does all this mean?" "What else is there?" "Where is

all this going?" "What are we missing?" The-character of this book has emerged

through a history of such questions.

This is a book about technology and its limitations. I must stress,

however, that it is not an attack on technology. It is not a call to condemn

technology or overthrow its institutions. It is critical reflection arising

primarily from people who have been successful within professional technology,

who have a bright professional future, and have an appreciation for the services

that technology provides. This book is an effort to assess the essential

limitations of the technological enterprize through the critical inquiries of

people who have been successful within the enterprize.

Unfortunately, the critical assessment of an enterprize from within to

expose its essential limitations is seldom practiced. Those within an enter-

prize usually feel obligated to defend it against unfair attacks. Outside

critics often misperceive the enterprize and thus their attacks are often

misdirected and unfair. Thus, the insiders feel justified in their defense.

Their counteroffensive further cuts off outside critics from the enterprize.

This is in turn leads to further misperceptions. These misperceptions along

with the problems that the insiders have failed to address strengthen the

critical attacks which, in turn, reinforce the defensive posture of the in-

siders. The result is a polarization from which one is forced to be

* for the enterprize,

* against the enterprize, or

* indifferent to the enterprize.

Given such a state, the essential limitations of the enterprize are not likely

to be responsibly examined.



So it has been with technology. A pro-technology camp defends technology

with only token acknowledgement of its limitations. An anti-technology camp

attacks technology with little understanding of its practices. The rest (major-

ity) just go along. The conflicts repeat themselves, over and over, because

there is little learning in the process. For the most part, the technological

enterprize continues uneffected by such conflicts and indifferent to its own

essential limitations. Even the critics fail to see how much they themselves

are caught up within the technological enterprize.

This book attempts to avoid these polarized catagories. It attempts to

identify the essential character of technology in a way that is honest to the

actual practices of professional technologists, particularly engineers. It

attempts to identify this essential character within the common practices of our

technological society. It attempts to identify essential limitations of tech-

nology, not to condem it, but rather to encourage a more responsible use.





CHAPTER 2

PROFESSIONAL TECHNOLOGY AS A HUMAN PROCESS

In this chapter we will examine professional technology, particularly

as it is found within engineering. We will see professional technology as

a human enterprise. The people within this enterprise are not extraordinary

people. Your understanding of ordinary people will thus be important to our

inquiry.

A Quick Look at Technological Knowledge

There is a sequence of courses which nearly every engineer has taken,

usually during their second year of formal education. The sequence is commonly

called "engineering mechanics" and it typically contains three courses,

"statics," "dynamics" and "mechanics of materials." These courses, particu-

larly statics and dynamics, are considered to be of central importance to

nearly all areas of engineering.

These courses place a heavy emphasis upon the laws of Isaac Newton.

Newton's second law of motion is expressed in the equation f=ma ( ). There

are very few equations as widely accepted by engineers as f=ma. It is an

established part of engineering knowledge. It is not necessary for you, the

reader, to understand this equation, its use or implications. Our inquiry can

proceed without such an understanding. For engineering students the situation,

however, is quite different. They must satisfactorily understand this equation,

its different forms, its use and its implications or they fail; they don't go

on to become an engineer ( ). Because of this demand placed upon engineering

students, I have never met an engineer or advanced engineering student who was

not familiar with the equation f=ma.
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Over a period of several years,I conducted a simple survey with engineer-

ing colleagues and students. First, I have asked them, "Do you believe f=ma?"

I have never experienced any of them saying "No, I don't," or even "I'm not

really sure." The typical response was a strange look which said, "You must

be kidding," or "I think you're trying to trick me." They all believed f=ma

and thought it strange that someone, particularly an engineeer, should ask

them a question with such an obvious answer. Then, I asked the second question,

"Why do you believe f=ma?" The initial response was often a nervous smile;

the kind of smile that said, "You're not supposed to ask that kind of question,"

or "Now I know you're trying to trick me." When they felt assured that I really

was intedted in their reply, we began to discuss the question more comfortably.

We very quickly ruled out experimental verification. Most engineers and

students could only vaguely remember the laboratory experiments conducted during

freshman and sophomore physics. As best we could remember, those experiments

either didn't work or we approached them as students bent mainly on following

the instructions; put the right numbers in the right blank spots on the lab

sheet. None-of us considered these experiments to be a sufficient verification of

fundamental belief that we all held. Moreover, none of us personally knew any

individual who had experimentally verified this relationship, nor could any of

us remember any written discussion of such an experiment. We could not recall

any derivation of this relationship which related it back to more fundamental

principles. Yet, we still believe f=ma is true.

Soon, we came up with a number of more honest reasons for our common

belief. These reasons included, "We believed it because the teacher said it

was true," "We believed it because it said so in the texbook," and "We believed

it because lots of people used it." If it wasn't true, we reasoned, some of

these people would have had problems, maybe serious problems, and we would have

heard about it, or at least our teachers would have heard about it. At least

the person who wrote the book would have heard about it. None of us had heard



that f=ma didn't work, at least in the area of engineering problems ( ).

These reasons, at first, don't sound very elegant, yet they do form the

basis of a multitude of our beliefs. We believe things largely because other

people who we identify as authorities or knOljedgeable peers believe them and

use them. We personally check out only a very small portion of that which we

accept as being technically and scientifically sound. We accept concepts and

attitudes because a community of people, who should know, accept them. We

reason that if these concepts were not legitimate, then some members of the

community would find out and, in time, the whole community, including ourselves,

would know and the concept would be rejected. Similarly, concepts and approaches

which did work for members of the community over time would be accepted by the

community and taught to people aspiring to become members of the community.

The equation, f=ma, has been widely used for a long time by a broad community

of people. We have no reason to doubt their honesty or competence. Everyone

whom we have met from thiscommunity believes it. Nobody seems to know of it

failing ( ). So we believe that f really does equal ma. If we didn't believe

it, we probably wouldn't have been accepted within the engineering community.

These discussions with colleagues brought back common memories of our in-

tensive exposures to f=ma as engineering students. Most of us could remember

our courses in engineering mechanics, particularly statics ( ). Often,

memories of these courses brought on a sense of fatigue. Typical comments

were, "I can't believe I worked that many problems." "It wasn't enough to get

the right answer, you had to get it the right way; draw the free body diagram,

set down equations, show units, mark answers, be orderly, be neat, etc." When

I taught statics and dynamics, I assigned about 100 problems for each of the

two ten week courses. The texts are full of example problems and they have

hundreds of unsolved problems for the student to work ( ).



As students, we did get something important from working these many pro-

blems, much more than could be expressed in the simple equation f=ma. There

were problems concerning poles leaning against walls, balls bouncing off tables,

and blocks tipping over or sliding. Although the individual problems didn't

seem to be too important by themselves, through our repeated exposure we

assimilated general abilities, attitudes, commitments and beliefs. We gained

"the ability to analyze any problem in a simple and logical manner and to apply

to its solution a few, well-understood principles ( )." We gained an under-

standing of the physical world but more importantly we gained attitudes, behav-

iors and commitments which are necessary for good engineering work. We gained

a "feel" for good technological work, we gained a technological background.

Believing f=ma involves far more than accepting a simple equation. This

equation is an inseparable part of a more basic background knowledge. Within

the context of this general background, f=ma is understood and accepted. With-

out this broad background knowledge, f=ma is merely an arrangement of symbols.

The concepts of force (f), mass (m) and acceleration (a), are not directly ob-

servable; they are not given to us by nature. They are mental constructs

shared by a community of people that serve to interpret observations and organ-

ize experiences ( ). But, without the background of the community, without

the fundamental commitments, attitudes and expectations of the community,

the symbols, the words, and even the definitions, have little or no meaning.

Disciplinary Communities and Their Paradigms

Our discussion points to an essential characteristic of professional

technology; it is a social enterprise. The technological knowledge of any par-

ticular engineer, as an example, arises largely from communications and social

exchanges with other engineers. Each engineer can personally check out only a

mall fraction of the technological knowledge that he or she possesses. Most

of an individual's engineering knowledge comes from communicating with others.



The knowledge gains credibility, because collectively, communities of engineers

repeatedly check out their shared knowledge under a variety of conditions. By

formally and informally communicating their experiences of success and failure,

they can adjust their shared knowledge to eliminate knowledge which does not

stand up to the tests of shared experience. Thus, an engineer can place some

confidence in f=ma because, if this relationship were false, it would have been

exposed through failures of many sorts. On the other hand, if the relationship

repeatedly leads to success under a variety of conditions, then it becomes well

established within the shared body of engineering knowledge. Technology thus

depends upon collections of people who communicate their knowledge and exper-

iences to each other. We will call such collections of people communities.

People within the professional communities of technology must take their

community responsibilities very seriously. If they did not, there would be

little basis for believing what was communicated within the community. A

trustworthy body of knowledge could not be sustained by an irresponsible

community. If a trustworthy body of knowledge is to be sustained by a pro-

fessional community, then the members of the community must take their respon-

sibilities to the community very seriously. Thus, community members must

mutually sustain a discipline within the community to discourage and expose

irresponsible and inept work. With effective discipline, a professional

community has some hope of sustaining and evolving a trustworthy body of know-

ledge which is shared within the community. We will define such communities

as disciplinary communities. We can say that professional technology (and

science) contains many different disciplinary communities. Each of these

disciplinary communities sustain and evolve bodies of knowledge through

their shared experiences and communications.

Common educational experiences serve to identify disciplinary communities.

Disciplinary education not only seeks to transmit a community's knowledge to a



potential community member (student), it also serves as a demanding initiation

so that those who complete the initiation (education) process are likely to

take the discipline of the community seriously. Common topics of interest and

common frameworks of shared expectations serve to identify disciplinary commun-

ities. Social networks involving technical journals, workshops, meetings and

conferences serve as identifying characteristics of disciplinary communities.

Regularly scheduled social gatherings involving dinner, speaker and drinks serve

to sustain such communities. Professional organizations with elected officers,

newsletters, dues, awards, and meetings maintain individual ties to communities.

Shared standards, networks of peer review, and common jargon also provide

community identity.

Disciplinary communities within technology are active social entities

essential to contemporary technology. However, they may not be easily identi-

fied as clearly distinct units. They can be visualized as social clusters with

shared standards, models, ideals, interests, commitments and experiences. Such

clusters are real and identifiable yet they blend into and overlap with other

clusters. These clusters evolve into new patterns and arrangements. Member-

ship in these communities continually changes. We find communities within larger

communities. The problem of determining who really belongs within a particular

disciplinary community is similar to the problem of who to invite to a wedding.

You can easily identify a group of people w*e you should definitely include,

and at the other extreme, you can identify a group of people who definitely do

not belong. There are people, however, who do not fall into either of these

two groups and it is with these that you encounter your biggest problem. You

simply do the best that you can and accept the consequences.

The problems of precisely describing disciplinary communities should not

serve as a reason for denying their importance. Human understanding is a

social process and the social clusters which we have called disciplinary commun-



ities are important processors of technological and scientific understanding.

An essential feature of disciplinary communities is that they possess

bodies of knowledge. If you observe the literature (e.g., textbooks, journals)

of any particular disciplinary community, if you examine their educational pro-

grams and if you examine the disciplined activities of community members, you

will notice common attitudes, behaviors, topics, jargon, and approaches which

differ somewhat from other disciplinary communities. Electrical engineers do

different things than organic chemists and they approach their work in different

ways. Technology and Science contain many different disciplinary communities.

Each disciplinary community identifies with a body of knowledge which provides

disciplined guidance to community members. I will refer to such bodies of

knowledge as paradigms. A discipline's body of knowledge, its paradigms, are

integrated systems of things such as theories, concepts, laws, procedures,

examples, models and techniques. Because of common paradigms, members of the

same disciplinary community are able to discuss many topics which appear to be

totally confusing to someone outside of the community. As an example, the

Navier-Stokes equations familiar to engineers within the area of fluid mechanics

will be totally confusing to most microbiologists. Most of these same engineers,

however, would find bacterial taxonomy to be overwhelmingly baffling. The para-

digms of fluid mechanics, which contain the Navier-Stokes equations, are sig-

nificantly different than the paradigms of microbiology, which contain bacterial

taxonomy. Within each community, however, these paradigms provide a basis for

rational discipline, dialogue and common ways of doing things.

Members of a disciplinary community employ their paradigms (e.g., tech-

niques, theories, models, laws, concepts, examples and procedures) to identify

and solve problems. The paradigms also serve as a basis for evaluating each

others work. They provide a framework of expectations that members place upon



each other and they provide the know-how to help members meet these expectations.

Work is usually deemed reasonable when it conforms to the paradigms. Work which

contradicts or violates the paraidgms is usually considered unreasonable, irre-

sponsible or inept. Thus, the paradigms of disciplinary communities act as

guides and standards for selecting and evaluating problems, actions,

approaches, explanations and observations; they serve as the basis for defining

members as competent or incompetent. Without paradigms, disciplinary communities

would have no common basis for "doing things properly." Disciplinary education

consists largely of the inculcation of the paradigms within the students through

repetitive exposure until they "get it right."

Our inquiry will examine the nature and character of technological para-

digms. Within these bodies of knowledge (the paradigms) we will find the

character of the technological enterprise which distinguishes it from other types

of human enterprises. In order to do this, however, we need to recognize that

we can view paradigms in different ways. If you and I are not clear about our

view of paradigms, our communication will be far more confusing than it needs

to be ( ).

Paradigms as Constellations

The word constellation has been used to describe a grouping of stars.

There are a number of ways that you can observe a constellation. First, you can

observe the individual component stars. Then, you might observe the arrangement

of a few stars; several stars might be arranged in a straight line or an arc.

Finally, you might observe an entire group of stars against a background image

such as a bear or a big dipper. A constellation, thus, can be viewed from

different levels of resolution. These views differ in their relative degree

of perspective and detail. From a fine resolution view, the individual com-

ponents are seen; at an intermediate view, patterns and arrangements are seen;



from the broadest view, a background image is suggested or implied which defines

the collection of stars as a particular constellation.

Paradigms can be considered as constellations of such things as procedures,

examples, models, theories, concepts and commitments. Like constellations of

stars, paradigms can be viewed from a spectrum of views. We might view para-

digms from a broad perspective; then, we would be concerned with general back-

ground characteristics, attitudes, and commitments. On the other hand, we might

view paradigms from a narrow.jmore detailed perspective; then we would be con-

cerned with specific techniques and procedures. Obviously, if you were to take

one view and I were to take another, our communication about paradigms would be

confused. It seems reasonable for us to make clear the different kinds of

views that we might choose to employ with respect to paradigms. We need names

for such views to minimize our confusion. For our discussion, we will view

paradigms from three different levels of resolution: 1) the component level,

2) the schema level and 3) the backgaund level. The component level will be

the most detailed view,while the background level will be the view with the

broadest perspective.

The component level view reveals high detail with little perspective. From

this view of the paradigms, we see a variety of specific techniques, procedures,

definitions, instructions, and examples which we will call components. Individ-

ual components usually serve a specific purpose and they usually describe how

to do something in a straightforward, step-by-step procedural manner. Compon-

ents may be expressed in handbooks, simple equations,tables, graphs, instruc-

tions or "canned" computer programs. Textbooks contain illustrative components

(e.g., example problems) of a discipline. Collectively, these components serve

to identify the kinds of problems and questions which are of concern to the

community, that is, they identify the community's domain. Thus, the techniques

for measuring dissolved oxygen and biochemical oxygen demand within water serve



to identify kinds of water pollution problems of interest to environmental

engineers. The community tolerates and even thrives upon some differences and

disagreements at the component level (e.g., different ways of measuring

dissolved oxygen). Such readily accepted differences, however, must not involve

significant alterations of the paradigms as viewed at schema and background

levels.

At the schema level, a broader view reveals theories, models, principles

and concepts which are taken as descriptions and explanations of real world

behavior. The schema level gives coherence to the component level. Definitions

intermingle into broader understandings. Individual examples fall under general

models, theories and principles. Techniques and procedures fall into patterns

and arrangements. A relatively small number of theories and principles at the

schema level are found to apply to a wide variety of specific situations.

Dominant models are found which strongly direct a community's attitudes, ques-

tions and concerns, often for long periods of time. For instance, a conceptual

model of water pollution published in 1925 ( ) continues to have a dominating

influence on environmental engineering. Consensus within the community with

respect to the schema level is normally stronger than consensus with respect

to the component level. Some disagreement is tolerated and some innovation is

encouraged so long as it is compatible with the background of the paradigms.

Relative to the component level, the features of the paradigms seen from the

schema level appear more general, fundamental and comprehensive and less speci-

fic, separable and substitutable.

From the background level, we gain our broadest view of the paradigms. It

is from this view that we see fundamental expectations that serve to justify the

wide range of theories, models, techniques and procedures found at the schema

and component levels. Such background expectations serve to guide technological

behavior. They become apparent only when one considers the collective intents



and characteristics of the technological enterprise. The expectations and com-

mitments of the background are typically held so strongly that behaviors, con-

cepts, explanations, observations or actions which cannot be justified on the

basis of the background are often considered to be "unrealistic," "ridiculous"

or even "superstitious." The background is stable and persistent despite changes

at the component and schema levels.

Most technological activity is preoccupied with component level activities.

That is, techniques and procedures are developed and employed to accomplish

specific tasks in a "practical and straight forward manner with a minimum waste

of time." This component level orientation reflects technology's background

commitment to practical activities. Theoretical (schema level) inquiry is

usually considered to be of secondary importance unless such inquiry is needed

for the support of practical (component level) activity.

The technological background provides the overall context for all tech-

nological activity. Such activity, however, does not involve a critical exam-

ination of the background itself. Philosophical (background) inquiry is

avoided in favor of practical action. The background is sustained through

persistent and pervasive practice. Through such practice, the background

becomes established as a taken-for-granted context of expectations within

which all technological activity occurs.

Technology as an Evolving Process

The paradigms of technology provide the knowledge base for technological

actions. Without such paradigms, modern technological society as we know it



would be impossible. Technological paradigms, however, must evolve, change and

adapt to new situations while still maintaining strong disciplinary commitments

to the paradigms.
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FIGURE 1. - A MODEL OF DISCIPLINARY COMMUNITIES WITHIN
PROFESSIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Figure 1 provides a model which describes the orderly change of technolo-

gical disciplines. This model must be viewed as a dynamic process involving

adjustments and changes over time. In this model, members of a disciplinary

community are continually influenced both by their paradigms and by the social-

physical world. The paradigms and the social-physical world change over time;

community activities involve adjustment and participation in such change.

Activities are largely motivated by the desire to do work "properly" (under

the standards of the paradigms) within the social-physical world. Such activi-

ties sustain a process that involves a continual adjustment (Gestalt) between

the paradigms and the social-physical world. This process is continual and

through it, technological disciplines evolve and adapt to new situations and

experiences. The process requires communities of people strongly committed to

paradigms which are directed toward credible actions. The activities of this

process involve discipline, action, innovation and observation.



Discipline

A primary purpose of discipline is to discourage, prevent and eliminate

activities which are incompetent, misguided and inept. The standards for a

disciplinary community's discipline are found in its paradigms. We will examine

a variety of ways that technological discipline is maintained. We will begin

by briefly discussing the more legalistic and authoritarian forms of discipline.

Then, we will proceed to the more basic social forms of discipline.

Technological activities may be performed for people and organizations

who are not capable of critical technical review. Technological professions

need some way of protecting the quality of such work to protect their profes-

sional credibility. Within engineering, a legalistic form of discipline has

been directed at the qualifications and canabilities of individuals. Minimum

professional standards (set largely by the disciplines themselves through their

professional organizations) are legally enforced through a professional regis-

tration procedure. Such legally enforced standards serve to legally restrict

the entry of people into professional practice. To be registered, an individual

must be able to demonstrate through education, experience, written tests and

interviews that he or she can be expected to do work which measures up to the

standards of the community. Review boards are established to make sure regis-

tered professionals do not violate these standards, though such boards only

take action in the more extreme cases ( ).

Most technological activities, however, are performed within institutions

and many of these establish their own process of technological review (e.g.,

large industries, government agencies). Professional registration is often

not demanded. Technological discipline is largely maintained through an insti-

tutionalized hierarchal (authoritarian, chain of command) system within which

advancement is often a major incentive.

The educational experience of individuals prior to their acceptance into



a disciplinary community is of major disciplinary importance; it sets standards

for disciplined behavior, it provides affirmation for acceptable behavior, it

provides rejection for unacceptable behavior, it selects those who demonstrate

a conformance to this discipline,and it prevents those who do not conform from

entering the disciplinary community. Students are continually subjected to an

authoritarian discipline. Grades provide the student with a constant reminder

of his or her ability to meet the standards of the community and, if minimum grades

are not met, the student will not likely be accepted into the community.

Legalistic and authoritarian forms of discipline are not sufficient in

themselves to sustain technology as a disciplined enterprise. Such forms of

discipline can even be destructive if carried too far. Technology could become

a product of power struggles. Its discipline would then depend upon those who

were strong enough to exert their authority over the actions of others. A

discipline based solely on the authority of power would not likely sustain the

evolution of reliable paradigms and communities which took these paradigms

seriously. While some authority is often needed, it can go too far. Technology

depends upon a more personal and social form of discipline which motivates

people to do more than merely following the orders of those in power. Indi-

viduals themselves must take the paradigms seriously. They themselves must

sustain a commitment to the paradigms. They must have the capacity to resist

distortions and falsification, not merely because of a fear of getting caught

and legally punished, but because they themselves believe that such deceptive

behavior is wrong. Such commitments must be sustained and reinforced among a

community of colleagues. The paradigms provide a disciplinary framework of

expectations that members expect of themselves and of each other.

Professional technology depends upon forms of discipline which are more

personal and social in nature. This discipline arises largely because indi-



viduals establish a strong personal identity with a discipline and its ways of

doing things. Formal technological education promotes such personal identity.

To a large extent, such education fulfills the role of a demanding initiation

rite. Much is demanded of students. They are continually reminded of the

demands that technology places on them and they are graded on their abilities

to meet these demands. Demands come at the student in a rapid and continual

flow. If one falls behind, it's difficult to catch up and so one takes little

time to think about the demands or the influence they have upon oneself. Stu-

dents must complete the next assignment and study for the next test. When a

break occurs, most try to forget about the demands until they again resume.

The financial position of students during their formal education is typically

poor and often substantial personal sacrifices need to be made to complete their

education. At times, they may envy students in other majors who seem to be

having more fun. Completing a formal technological education is thus seen by

the successful student as a personal accomplishment which has no small influence

upon the student's own self identity.

The educational initiation is most demanding for those who themselves

wish to be educators. For them, the sacrifices and efforts are large and the

attrition rate is high. Not infrequently, their discipline so much dominates

their personal identity that they find it difficult to personally relate even

to their families. Post-graduate-school personal crises are not uncommon.

The successful technological graduate usually receives more job offers

than others with a non-technological education and the starting pay is usually

relatively high. Such rewards tell students that their educational efforts

were worth it. Often, these first jobs involve some form of apprenticeship

relationship. The young technologist usually has much to learn, particularly

with respect to the practical application of their knowledge. Technological

expectations are placed upon the individual. Success in this situation leads



to advancement, additional responsibilities, status and income. With such

reinforcement, personal identity becomes even more associated with one's tech-

nological work. The satisfaction and excitement that can come from completing

a successful project further reinforces this identity ( ).

With time, succesful technologists become accepted within their professional

disciplines. For some, this may produce a personal excitement not unlike a

little kid being accepted into the gang by the big kids. The respect found

within communities of peers and colleagues becomes extremely important. Peers

and colleagues tend to reinforce in each other the importance and value of their

work and abilities. Members of such communities attach much of their personal

worth and identity to their work; a rejection of this work is taken as a per-

sonal rejection. To have your peers discover gross errors in your work, to

feel that your peers believe your work is ridiculous, sloppy, nonrigorous or

careless, to lose credibility within your discipline; all of these would be

considered as humiliating and devastating personal blows. On the other hand,

to have your peers affirm your work, to feel that they recognize, respect and

even marvel at your work, to feel that you have become a respected authority

within your professional discipline; all of these are considered to be highly

rewarding. These strong social attitudes provide an essential basis for dis-

cipline. The strong social commitment to a community is a commitment to the

community's way of doing things, the paradigms. Members gain much of their

personal identity through their disciplinary community and thus to disregard

the community's paradigms is to discredit oneself. To depart from the accre-

dited paradigms of a community is risky because it increases the risk of being

rejected by the community. Thus, discipline is sustained through the expec-

tations of peers.

Professional societies and organizations facilitate and encourage activi-

ties which sustain the social discipline of disciplinary communities. Awards



and titles are given. Articles are written in professional magazines describing

the success and occasionally the failure of projects. Conferences, symposia and

meetings are arranged where technological work is openly discussed. Task forces

and committees are formed from recognized experts. Memoirs are published.

Journals containing technical papers are published. Such papers are reviewed

by peers. Further papers or discussions are written which may either ignore,

refute or support previous papers. All of these community activities serve to

sustain the social importance of informed peer respect and to use this respect

to maintain responsible order within the community. Such activities sustain

the the identity that individuals have with their disciplinary communities.

Professional societies also seek to place some limitations on the intensity of

economic and institutional competition between members in order to maintain this

social climate. If competition became so severe that individuals profited by

treating other members as cheats, frauds and incompetents, community identity

and discipline would decline, and the evolution of a reliable body of knowledge

would become doubtful ( ).

Without the social discipline of disciplinary communities, technological

activities would most likely decline in quality regardless of legal certifica-

tion procedures or institutional reviews and supervision. High quality pro-

fessional work requires a disciplinary social climate in which personal identi-

ty, pride and responsibility are important. Such a social climate not only

discourages poor work but, it encourages good work and advancement of the

community's capabilities.

Probably the worst technological work is done when several conditions occur.

First, the professional expectations, reviews,and accountabilities within dis-

ciplinary communities are circumvented. Motivation may then become dominated by

other incentives such as financial success and institutional advancement. Dis-



ciplinary communities find it difficult to expose incompetence and support

quality work. Second, personal identity with work and responsibility for it

is avoided or diluted. Work then becomes merely part of the job, merely a way

to make a living or turn a profit. Identity with the work is weakened or trans-

ferred to the institution which provides the individual with status and income.

Third, sufficient time is not allocated to do the work properly. Emphasis is

instead given to grinding out the work. Fourth, the work performed is such

that failures are not obvious. Poor work gets by because it is not likely to

be exposed by some obvious failure (like a building collapsing). Fifth, good

work is not appreciated and may even be called disruptive or wasteful; morale

becomes low and personal identity with the work declines. All such conditions

weaken personal and social discipline. People don't care. When such condi-

tions persist, poor, inept, shallow and even deceptive work may be expected.

Environmental impact studies have contained many examples of poor work performed

under these conditions.

Action

Technology is based upon strong commitments to action, particularly action

which involves the design, construction, operation and service of devices and

structures ( ). Technological discipline, innovation and observation are

primarily directed toward the accomplishment, success and improvement of tech-

nological action. The technological paradigms provide the knowledge and tech-

niques which support and make possible an enormous range of technological

actions. Techniques are available for many technological actions such as deter-

mining the size of a beam needed in a structure, selecting the size of a pump

needed in an irrigation system or testing a new material for its structural

properties. Some techniques are relatively simple. Others may involve complex

computer programs and instrumentation. They share, however, a common purpose;

they contribute directly or indirectly to some type of technological action.



One of the common characteristics of technological action is the breaking

down of complex tasks into more manageable component tasks. One does not try

to accomplish a complex technological action all at once. Rather, technologi-

cal action is approached fromFnveral levels of organization. Complex technolo-

gical tasks are broken down into component tasks and these may be further broken

down. Complex technological systems are composed of many component parts which

can be separately designed, constructed and tested. Component parts are

arranged into sub-systems which can also be designed, constructed and tested

as separate entities. As an example, the parts of a carburetor can be construct-

ed and tested according to set specifications. The carburetor made up by these

parts can also be tested. An automobile engine, including the carburetor, can

then be tested. Finally the entire automobile, including the engine, can be

constructed and tested.

Complex technological systems are made up of component parts and subsystems

which can be separately designed, constructed and examined. When a complex

system fails, the cause can usually be determined by examining the component

parts. Repairs and improvements can often be made without having to alter the

entire system. This piece-by-piece approach to technological action permits

the allocation of tasks to separate groups and organizations. As an example,

if a particular type of pump is needed for an irrigation system, one can either

select the pump from those already available or one can contract4a manufacturer

to make the pump according to the needed specifications. Those who design,

construct, and test the pump do not need to understand the design of the overall

irrigation system.

The technological approach to actions, the breaking down of tasks into

manageable and testable components, has made possible a host of complex tech-

nological actions which are well beyond the technological capabilities of



individuals or small groups of individuals. Technological systems in such

areas as energy production and distribution, transportation, medicine, defense

and manufacturing require the applications of many diverse technological capa-

bilities. Such activities require the control and coordination of huge amounts

of human and natural resources. To accomplish such actions requires institu-

tional organization. Technological actions are now primarily accomplished

through large organizations, many of which have gained substantial social and

political influence. Such institutions provide the resources needed by modern

technology and they guide and coordinate technological action to sustain the

institutions. Technological actions are strongly motivated by the needs of

institutions. Institutions allocate resources to accomplish particular tasks,

solve particular problems and answer particular questions. These allocations

are largely shaped by the needs of the institutions themselves.

Another characteristic of technological action is the practical "can do"

attitude associated with such action. Sophisticated theoretical inquiries are

generally not pursued unless needed for an action. Rather, time saving tech-

niques are commonly employed. Such techniques allow one to "get on with the

tasks." Incomplete or uncertain information often prevents a scientist from

making a conclusion; it does not so easily prevent a technologist from complet-

ing an action. Technology applies factors of safety to permit action despite

incomplete and uncertain information. As an example, it may be far more prac-

tical to use a larger structural member than to more closely determine the

structural load so that a smaller member might be justified. As another example,

if you're not sure how much water you need to pump, it might be more practical

to select a pump large enough to handle the maximum expected flow than it would

be to take the time and effort to more exactly determine the quantity of water

to be pumped. Such practical decisions are not taken lightly, however,



because large costs may be involved.

There are a number of misconceptions concerning technological action. A

common misconception is that technological action arises solely from society.

The role that technology and its instritutions play in selecting and promoting

actions tends to be minimized or overlooked by technologists themselves. This

attitude is expressed in the following statement by a prominent technologist.

"Society rightfully sets technology its tasks. We the people, through our

role as consumers of industrial output or through our government of elected

representatives, determine the goals and put technology to work on them" ( ).

Such statements are misleading. It is true that technological disciplines

respond to economic and political demands but,the identification, appropriate-

ness and selection of demands is largely guided by disciplinary paradigms.

The paradigms provide guides as to what demands are reasonable, where demands

should come from, and how demands should be presented. This does not mean that

demands should be in the form of technical instructions. Rather, demands must

reasonably conform to the background expressed in the technological paradigms.

A demand such as "I'm lonely, do something about it" would be an inappropriate

demand because technological paradigms do not deal with stories of loneliness.

This does not mean, however, that the physical structures built through tech-

nological action do not have influence on the loneliness and personal security

of individuals who live among and within these structures ( ). Technological

paradigms do provide guides as to what actions should be taken and why certain

actions are better than others; they function as filters for selecting demands

to respond to and needs to be addressed.

There are other reasons for not considering technology as a passive ser-

vant to society. Technologists are often enthusiastic about their work. If

your job is not menial, there is often a great deal of satisfaction in working



on a technological project, seeing it completed and then observing it being

used ( ). There is a real excitement when one finally realizes, "the thing

really works!" In contrast, a rejection of a project or, worse yet, a project's

failure can be terribly disturbing. It's a horrible feeling to realize "the

thing doesn't work." The excitement and satisfaction that comes with success-

ful action and the distress and disappointment that comes with failure, these

feelings are motivated by much more than financial gain or social status. The

sense of accomplishment, the commitment to do something, these often provide

strong motivations for technological action. Because of such motivations,

professional technologists are not passive neutrals when it comes to their work;

we often promote it and defend it against criticism. Engineers, as an example,

are probably known for their ability to hustle support for the kinds of things

that they want to do ( ); indeed, such hustling is typically an economic

necessity, even within universities.

Many powerful organizations are closely associated with and often dependent

on particular technological actions (e.g., automobile and oil industries, state

highway departments, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, public utilities). Such

organizations are often powerful advocates for those technological actions

which serve their own interests ( )o and they exert a significant influence on

the development and application of technology ( ). Consider engineering edu-

cation. Large organizations influence engineering education through funding

research, providing consulting opportunities for faculty, endowing academic

positions, providing jobs for graduates and, in general, by exerting political

and economic influence. As a result, there have been many established courses

and programs in such areas as industrial engineering, nuclear engineering and

highway engineering, yet there have been relatively few courses and programs

which might support less consumptive life styles through such technological

approaches as solar heating of homes and bicycle transportation.



Through education and job experience, engineers establish professional

identities. A societal rejection of those actions which provide one profes-

sional identity is a serious economic, social and psychological threat that

most of us would prefer to avoid. It often takes significant commitment and

courage to speak out against actions upon which you and your professional

colleagues depend. Consequently, some actions which society might have reason

to reduce (e.g., construction of dams and highways) appear to be more technolo-

gically justified, (i.e., they appear to receive more support from technologi-

cal experts)) because the professional identity, skills, and employment of

technologists are closely identified with these activities rather than with

/*

less grandoise alternatives ( ). As an example, consider the tremendous tech-

nological and resource commitment to the automobile as a form of day to day

transportation when, in an overall sense, bicycle riding and walking might

have been a far more reasonable alternative if taken seriously ( ).

We also find that people within modern societies often must rely upon

technological devices in order to socially survive within a society which has

been transformed by technology. As an example, people choose to drive auto-

mobiles on a day-to-day basis because the streets, highways, shopping centers

and general sprawl made to accommodate automobiles and the heavy traffic of

automobiles make it inconvenient, difficult, and even dangerous to walk or ride

a bike. Competition also tends to force people and organizations to accept

technological devices and approaches in order to competitively survive. In

short, the portrayal of contemporary technology as a passive servant to humanity

is terribly misleading!

Innovation

A technological innovation is basically a new way of doing something.

Because of innovation, technology is a learning and evolving enterprise. New



techniques and procedures are developed. New problems are addressed. Paradigms

evolve. New disciplinary communities emerge and old communities split, changed

or disappear. Some innovations, of course, are strictly local affairs. They

have little or no influence upon technology at large. They are mainly "common

sense" adjustments to make the paradigms work in unique situations. Technology

would likely become immobilized without such "common sense" adjustments.

Rigidly enforced regulations, adminstrative demands, tight time schedules and

narrow specialization can have the effect of promoting such immobilization.

Technology needs "common sense" but, of course, disciplinary technology is

much more than mere common sense. Technology has disciplined ways of doing

things; technology has paradigms. The non-local innovations, the innovations

which are communicated and shared within the disciplinary communities of tech-

nology, these are the innovations that shape technology's paradigms. Without

these shared innovations, we would still likely be in the stone age.

Technological innovations are strongly motivated by the actions which tech-

nology is directed toward. Technology is action oriented, it seeks to accom-

plish useful tasks, solve important problemsland answer pressing questions.

Thus, technoldgical innovations are directed toward the tasks, problems and

questions which confront technologists. Through such innovations, the paradigms

are adjusted over time to better meet the demands of technological actions.

Technological action and innovation are closely related. The development of

a new piece of equipment may alter the way a water treatment plant is designed.

New safety requirements may motivate design changes in nuclear power plants.

More advanced computers may enable improved structural designs of bridges or

buildings. Political and economic changes may result in new needs and demands

for technological actions. Such changes motivate technological innovations.

Innovations which do not support actions tend to be considered impractical or

useless.



Technological innovation is, of course, related to discipline and observa-

tion, particularly when non-trivial alterations of the paradigms are involved.

Such innovations are not done in a haphazard way (unless, of course, discipline

has declined). One looks for proof and verification. Does it make sense? Does

it work? Can you prove that? These are the kinds of questions which are

addressed to innovations. Answers to such questions, based upon discipline and

observation, provide a basis for separating valid innovations from work which

is just different because of sloppiness, ineptness or fraud. Through disci-

plined innovations which are shared within communities, paradigms may be adjusted

over time to be more compatible with actual observations. Innovations may seek

to simplify or resolve inconsistencies within the paradigms; they may enable

technological communities to better respond to institutional demands or new

information, tools and ideas. Innovations may also be needed to resolve pro-

blems which involve the interests of several disciplines ( ). Innovations are

needed to better accomplish the actions which technology is directed towards.

The alteration of a community's paradigms depends upon a social process in

which innovations are discussed, reviewed, criticized and altered within the

disciplinary community. If members of the community find that an innovation

helps them to be more technologically successful, then, the innovation has an

increasing influence upon the community's way of doing things. Innovations

which better meet the needs of community members and survive their critical

reviews tend to replace older alternatives.

With time, successful innovative concepts, ideas, theories, approaches,

techniques/and procedures become assimilated into the community's paradigms;

they become established within the disciplinary literature, education programs,

established techniques and accepted procedures. This social process of disci-

plined examination, alteration, testing, discussion,and critical review and



the assimilation of successful innovations into the paradigms is essential to

technological advancement. The process serves to filter out incompetent,

irrelevant and sloppy work, and it provides some assurance that technological

paradigms will improve rather than degenerate into a "grab bag" of personal

styles, attitudes and biases.

Existing paradigms are used as guides for judging innovations; those inno-

vations which depart most significantly from the paradigms are most likely to

be rejected. However, a community may continue to find that without a substan-

tial alteration, the existing paradigms remain deficient in some significant

way. If the paradigms have nagging inconsistencies, if they are unable to re-

solve important problems, if they are becoming fragmented and confusing and if

they "don't seem to be going anywhere," then a community may eventually accept

innovations which significantly alter the theoretical framework of their para-

digms ( ). New disciplinary communities may form from several previous commun-

ities and old communities may fragment and disappear.

Most innovations noticeably alter a community's paradigms only at the com-

ponent level and they seldom cause great controversy. Innovations which noti-

ceably alter the paradigms at the schema level are usually more disruptive and

controversial. Community members may need to update their education to main-

tain proficiency with the altered paradigms. At the background level, however,

the paradigm commitments are stable, consistent, persistent and common despite

a great deal of diversity and change at the component and schema levels.

In a sense, discipline and innovation are in tension with each-other ( ).

Discipline needs innovation so that the basis of discipline, the paradigms,

can continue to improve and be relevant to current conditions. Discipline,

however, tends to constrain innovation. But, innovation needs discipline, for

without it, there is no basis for separating the best innovations from incom-

petent work ( ). At the same time, however, innovation may depart or even



reject the basis of discipline. This tension is necessary if the process of

disciplined innovation is to continue. A disciplinary community which accepted

nothing new would become outdated and irrelevant. A community which accepted

anything would deserve no credibility. The discipline of the paradigms has

credibility not because the paradigms are dogmatically imposed but because they

can stand up to serious criticism and they can assimilate better ways of doing

things. Innovations do challenge the established paradigms. But, because

discipline does not totally suppress innovation but rather grows from it, the

standards of discipline, the paradigms, sustain credibility and discipline is

taken seriously.

There are numerous examples of technology's capacity to innovatively

respond to the needs, demands, schemes, and whims of contemporary society.

Without minimizing the importance of these innovations, it appears prudent

to consider the limitations of technological innovation so that unrealistic

expectations do not encourage unwise and even catastrophic social behavior.

I will briefly mention two aspects of technological innovation that deserve

some serious thought ( ).

First, some tasks are far more difficult than others. In general, it is

far more difficult to manage the ecological and social consequences of a

technological change than it is to produce that change. Thus, with continued

technological development, we will most likely face a continuing predicament:

our ability to produce changes will increasingly exceed our ability to manage

the consequences of these changes. This predicament necessitates-strategies

which recognize the limitations of our knowledge and the catastrophic poten-

tial of our capabilities ( ).

Second, time is an essential ingredient for disciplined technological

innovation. It takes time to formulate new ideas, review, discuss, test and



examine these ideas, and identify the good ideas from those which are poor,

inept/and even catastrophic. It takes time to gain experience with new ways

of doing things,and it takes time to recognize the limitations and consequences

of these new ways. Technology, like any other human enterprise, can be pushed

too fast. When this occurs, poor work gets by,,and important, but difficult

and unprofitable problems tend to be avoided (e.g., the decay of cities).

Statements like, "we were under very tight time constraints" become justifica-

tions and excuses for poorly thought out work. Those who take the time to "do

it right" find it difficult to keep up and compete with those who do not. The

pressure to rapidly "grind out" work which may be of questionable quality

serves to weaken morale and promote a decline of personal identity and respon-

sibility toward the work. Work becomes just a job. Social discipline weakens.

Those who are self serving and not strongly committed to professional excellence

tend to find it easier to exploit the situation for their own advancement.

Technology can innovatively respond to human needs, but technology itself

is a human enterprise with human limitations. Technological advancement can

occur, but naive and unreasoned expectations of technological solutions to all

our problems can serve as excuses for wasteful and destructive social choices.

The metaphorical comment of economist Herman Daly seems appropriate, "while

technology will continue to pull rabbits out of hats, it will not pull ele-

phants out of hats - much less an infinite series of even larger elephants ( )."

Observation

Technological observations are experiences which can influence people's

technological understanding and behavior. Observations may reinforce or

challenge established ways of doing things. They may provide information need-

ed for disciplined action. They may motivate innovations and direct people

towards different types of actions. Observations can expose inadequacies,



mistakes, ineptness, problems, contradictions, inconsistencies and failures.

They also serve to verify improvements, solutions, consistencies, and success.

Observations may result from disciplined analysis or experimentation. They

may also come as an unwelcomed surprise and shock (e.g., a bridge collapses).

Technological observations are largely concerned with performance, includ-

ing cost. That is, observations are directed towards questions such as "how

well does it work, what do I need to know to make it work better, how much

does it cost and how can the costs be decreased?" As an example, the charac-

teristics of a waste, the capacity of a pump and the properties of a chemical

are the kinds of information which may be needed to design a waste treatment

facility that performs satisfactorily. The costs of materials, labor and

equipment are also important technological considerations for such an action.

Observations are sought to provide such information. .Often, this kind of

information is availabe in lists, charts, tables or other quantitative forms.

Occasionally, experiments and tests are needed to determine or refine such

information.

Technological observations are principally directed toward the accomplish-

ment, success, improvement and evaluation of technological action. Every tech-

nological action is in effect an experiment because it has the capacity to pro-

duce observations of success or failure. The comparison of the observed per-

formance of an action to the expected performance provides a continuing basis

for shaping technological understanding and behavior. The practical experience

of an individual has credibility when it is based upon a history of observing

what does work and what does not work. Such practical experience enables the

individual to make more reliable judgments concerning technological actions.

This experience based judgment is necessary for the accomplishment of techno-

logical actions. Technological observations, however, cannot be limited to



individuals or small groups. Disciplined observations need to be shared

within disciplinary communities. Through such sharing, the common under-

standings and behaviors of communities, as expressed in the paradigms, evolves

in response to new information.

The communication of observed technological information is important,

particularly when such information serves as evidence to alter community's

paradigms. Technology and science share some common requirements for valid

communicated evidence. Communicated observations must strive to be clear,

unambiguous; and reproducible, at least in concept, within the community.

These requirements promote critical review, testing and checking before an

innovation becomes an established way of doing things. Precise and unambig-

uous communication of observations is needed to expose ineptness and fraud,

and minimize misunderstanding so that technological actions can be accomplished.

Technology seeks "objective" observations. It is a common misconception

that disciplined (objective) observations are independent of the beliefs and

commitments of the observer. This is not the case. Disciplined observations

depend upon those beliefs and commitments which are shared by the disciplinary

community of the observer. Personal taste , bias and fancy should not distort

disciplined observations. Too often, however, "objective" observations are

considered to be determined exclusively by the nature and behavior of the

observed systems; they are considered to be independent of the beliefs and

commitments of the observer. This notion is misleading! The observer is

intimately involved in the observation and the kinds of information selected

as valid observations reflect the disciplinary beliefs and commitments of the

observer, they reflect the paradigms of the community to which the observer

belongs. As an example, a number of experiments (actions) may be conducted

and observations recorded as data. These data will reflect the nature of the

experiment which was largely guided by the questions and approaches deemed



reasonable by the paradigms ( ). The selection and arrangement of the data

are also guided by the paradigms. The paradigms provide guidance as to what

observations and experiences are relevant. As an example, the natural beauty

of a river would not likely be recorded as a technical observation,yet the

dissolved oxygen content of the water would likely be recorded in an engineer-

ing study. "Natural beauty" is not accommodated by the established environ-

mental engineering paradigms,but dissolved oxygen content is.

The paradigms of a community act as filters through which disciplined

observations are made. That which passes through the filter is accepted

for discussion as a reasonable observation. That which does not pass through

these filters is considered to be irrelevant, nonrigorous, someone else's

concern, or even ridiculous with respect to the activities of the community.

Paradigms thus give stability and rigor to the activities of a disci-

plinary community by directing members'attention to observations which can be

addressed and evaluated by the community in an orderly manner. But these same

filters may block out important observations and experiences. A community may

be protected from critical observations and difficult questions which cannot

be satisfactorily addressed under the guidance of its paradigms ( ). As an

example, let's consider the controversies over nuclear power. I spent some

time discussing these controversies with several opponents of nuclear power.

This discussion initially involved such issues as reactor safety. I stated

that I had no reason to doubt the assurances from nuclear engineers that

reactors were reasonably safe. My assurances didn't reduce tensions, they

increased them! If I sounded very convincing that reactors were safe (though

I'm certainly no expert), a strange thing happened; these opponents of nuclear

power became more distressed! I began to realize that issues like reactor

safety were real, but they were not the primary issues. There are more basic

concerns and questions. Where is our society going? What happens to a



society which has large amounts of energy available to it? Do the beautiful

and sensitive aspects of life get sacrificed to 'idols' of production, effi-

ciency, convenience and technological growth? What is our covenant with future

generations? ( ). What are the moral and social implications of such concen-

trated power? Make no mistake! Many opponents of nuclear power have not

approached these questions lightly. But, the concerns often most important to

them seldom get publicly discussed to any depth, particularly among technolo-

gists. The technological paradigms don't deal with such concerns; they deal

instead with such things as radiation levels, economic efficiencies and reactor

safety. Things like sense of community, loneliness, feelings of insecurity,

closeness to nature, and covenants with future generations aren't accommodated

by technological paradigms; they don't pass through the technological filters,

and so they tend to get dismissed as personal, emotional, impractical or un-

realistic. Discussions then shift to topics like reactor safety. But the

conflicts do not become resolved,because concerns important to some people are

avoided or discounted as irrational or emotional (a term used with a negative

connotation). The technological paradigms have tended to protect technological

communities from a number of controversial issues by filtering out concerns

which are difficult if not impossible to address through the technological

paradigms.

Technology as a Social Process

The process described in Figure 1 is sustained by ordinary people. They

discuss their work, share experiences, argue over differences, compliment each

other for successes, criticize each other for failures, and gossip over inappro-

priate behavior. Their paradigms, however, provide a common framework not only

for their work but also for their discussion, sharing, arguing, complimenting,

criticizing,and even their gossiping. Their work and social exchanges serve



to sustain the interaction of discipline, action, innovation and observation.

Discipline guides and directs actions while actions provide a need for disci-

pline. New actions require innovations while discipline is needed to separate

sound innovations from the activities of fools, bunglers and frauds. Observa-

tions of unsuccessful actions promote innovations while observation of success-

ful actions reinforces discipline. Discipline provides a basis for credible

observations,yet observations may reveal inconsistencies and shortcomings of

discipline, thus motivating the need for innovation to change discipline. A

change in discipline through innovation is tested through disciplined obser-

vation. Through this continual process, the paradigms and behaviors of tech-

nological disciplines evolve and adapt to new situations while still main-

taining order and discipline.

The social process described in this chapter provides a model or descrip-

tion of the many disciplines within professional technology. We have not

yet, however, described the technological character that these different

disciplines hold in common. By examining disciplinary communities within

professional technology, we have gained an understanding that technology

involves a social process that depends upon the shared expectations and

commitments of ordinary people. This understanding is essential to our

inquiry. Those who persist in thinking of technology merely in terms of

machines and devices will miss the essence of technology.





CHAPTER 3

TECHNOLOGY AS BACKGROUND

Technology's Distinctive Character: Where shall We Look For It?

Let's briefly review our inquiry. Professional technology consists of

communities of people who have shared bodies of knowledge called paradigms.

The paradigms express the communities' ways of doing things. The paradigms

evolve through the activities of community members,whilejat the same time, the

paradigms provide a discipline to these activities. In this chapter, we will

describe the distinctive technological character of this enterprise. This will

be a difficult task because professional technology contains many different

disciplines and these different disciplines are changing their ways of doing

things.

Technology's character should be found within its professional paradigms,

its distinctive ways of doing things. To identify this distinctive character,

we will consider two questions:

1. How can we gain a relatively common (broad, universal) under-
standing of technology by examining paradigms which are
obviously different?

2. How can we gain a relatively stable (consistent in time)
understanding of technology by examining paradigms which
change over time?

The answers to these questions are found in the ways we look at techno-

logy's paradigms. Recall the three levels of views discussed in the last

chapter: component, schema, and background. If we take a detailed view at the

component level, we will see a wide diversity of ever-changing techniques, methods,

and procedures; answers to our two questions will not come from such a view.

Even if we take a broader view at the schema level, we will still be overwhelmed

by technological diversity and change. As an example, at the schema or component



level, electrical engineering and environmental engineering are quite

different. Moreover, both of these disciplinary areas have experienced sig-

nificant changes in their techniques, methods, procedures,and even their

theories. The use of the computer alone has brought about major changes with-

in the last two decades,and such changes will likely be even greater within

the next two decades. From a component or schema level view, we can't find

common and consistent characteristics of technology; we see too much diversity

and change.

We must look to the background level of technology's paradigms. We

must look at the common background from which all sorts of technological

theories, concepts, models, techniques, methods, and procedures emerge. We

must seek out that which is common and consistent within technology's many

and changing ways of doing things. This task will not be easy. Let me explain.

We are looking for something common and consistent in human behavior. But

that which is common is hidden because it doesn't stand out as something

unique. That which is consistent is hidden because it doesn't jump out as

something new. A common and consistent way of doing things tends to be taken

for granted. It becomes "common sense' and thus we find no need to write it

down or define it. It fades into the background.

Our inquiry in the last chapter, however, should help us describe this

technological background. We reasoned that professional technology is a social

process. Without people committed to the process itself, we wouldn't have

technological theories, techniques, designs, machines, etc. That is, commit-

ments to the technological process are more fundamental than the products,

including knowledge, produced by the process. Thus, the technological back-

ground must involve those commitments which sustain the technological process

itself. Only then can communities of people act to evolve such things as

mutually accepted theories, explanations, proceduresjand techniques;



only then can communities of people act to produce machines, devices, and struc-

tures which are beyond the abilities of any individual or small group. The

human commitments which sustain this social process are more fundamental to

technology than are the particular products of this social process. Different

products (theories, techniques, machines, devices, etc.) come and gcl,but the

social process continues. Thus, a fundamental definition of technology should

refer to the background of commitments which sustain this process rather than

the diverse and changing nature of its products.

Technology's background commitments must be sustained by the people with-

in the technological enterprise. If these commitments were externally imposed,

then this external authority could be easily identified. But there is no

such external authority. The people within technology themselves sustain

these background commitments. That is, they place expectations on each other.

Technology's background consists of a framework of mutually shared expectations.

The technological process is sustained by this framework of shared expectations.

The products of technology emerge from the activities of people within this

framework of expectations.

Describing this framework of expectations, this background of commitments,

is not a simple task. Remember, professional technology is a social enter-

prise that contains a diverse collection of characters and personalities. It

contains liberals and conservatives, members of different religious groups as

well as agnostics and athesists, interesting as well as dull persons, people

who are creative and those who "play it by the book." Their individual

commitments arise from many different ideologies, traditions, life styles

and beliefs. They respond to differing expectations from families, employers,

churches, organizations/and social systems. This diversity of commitments



and expectations tends to hide their shared technological commitments and

expectations.

Our task faces a further complication. Technology is a human enterprise,

and thus, we can expect to find commitments to abroad range of human ideals

within it. As an example, one can expect a commitment to honesty. While

such commitments are important, they cannot be used to distinguish technology

from other human enterprises.

Our task then is to sort out the technological commitments from a large,

diverse and often conflicting collection of non-technological commitments

(voting Republican, voting Democrat, having one's hair cut to a certain length,

etc.) and a more universal set of human commitments (honesty, hard work,

helping people, etc.). In order to do this, we will begin by examining a

human setting where the technological commitments are strongly demanded while

at the same time, other non-technological commitments have a relatively minor

influence. That is, we will examine a situation where the technological expec-

tations are most obviously demanded.

Recall from our last chapter that education largely served as a demanding

initiation. Education inculcates the technological paradigms into students

through repeated demands placed on the students. If the students don't measure

up to these demands, "they fail!" Fortunately, for our inquiry, the "proper

ways of doing things" are not yet firmly established in the minds of new

students. Thus, the educational system must establish and reinforce a back-

ground of disciplinary commitments early in the educational process. Only

after such a background is established can education proceed to more special-

ized topics.

Our inquiry will focus upon the engineering mechanics sequence of courses

that engineering students usually take during their second year of college.

In particular, we will direct our inquiry to the first course in this sequence,



"statics". Nearly all engineering students take statics regardless of their

specialty area. Thus, there is reason to believe that something universal

to engineering and technology is experienced in statics. The material that

I recently taught in statics is essentially the same as the material that I

experienced as a student more than twenty years ago ( ). Statics has re-

mained relatively constant,and thus we have some reason to believe that

statics expresses something relatively constant about engineering and techno-

logy. Our inquiry into statics, however, must not be directed toward the

particular subject matter. Remember, we are looking for behavioral commit-

ments which are more fundamental than particular techniques, procedures or

theories. We must look for these behavioral commitments in the work exchanged

between teacher and student. We must seek out expectations placed upon

students which are universal and not unique to particular assignments.

Statics as an Experience

The first thing to understand about engineering mechanics, including

"statics," is that it does not involve the construction, operation or repair

of machines. The students wouldn't think of bringing a screwdriver, wrench

or a grease-gun to class. They don't construct, design,or operate anything.

There aren't any machines in the classroom. We don't need any. Instead, the

room contains a blackboard and (in my class) about eighty desk-chairs bolted

to the floor in orderly rows. That's all there is, because that's all that's

needed.

The students need a textbook, pencil, a hand-held calculator (we older

engineers used slide rules); and lots of paper. The calculator, by the way,

is merely a device to save time. The calculator doesn't do the work; the

student does. The text contains hundreds of problems which involve such

things as levers, pulleys, bridges, beams, boys standing on ladders, rockets,



and flag poles. The particular problems are not really that important. As

an example, I'm now looking at two pages of problems in a statics text ( ).

There are eight problems. They involve a wheel, a T-frame, a bracket, a man

holding himself up on a swing with a rope and three pulleys, a boom with a

barrel, a trailer launching device (whatever that is), a jet airplanesand a

boy standing on a beam and pulling on a rope. Two of these problems are

shown below.

A

-4 -2' > 6'

\0

2' ).1

(A)

To test the deflection of the uniform 200-lb beam
the 120-lb boy exerts a pull of 40 lb on the rope
rigged as shown. Compute the force supported by
the pin at the hinge 0. Ans. Fo = 820 lb

The resistance of the bracket to bending is tested
under the 2 -kN load. Compute the force on the
roller at A and the total force supported by the pin
at 0.

FIGURE 2 - TWO ILLUSTRATIVE STATICS PROBLEMS ( )

(B)



You may think that this is a strange collection of diverse problems, but

that is not the case. Yes, this collection of problems appears diverse, but

this diversity is intentional. You see, the problems are not meant to teach

about boys, brackets,and booms. They are meant to teach disciplined problem

solving. It doesn't really matter whether a student works a problem involv-

ing the boy, bracket,or boom. The disciplined way of problem solving is the

same in all of these problems. The particulars of boy, bracket or boom are

unimportant. The background discipline being imposed is more universal than

the particulars of individual problems. The student who cannot grasp this

common and consistent discipline, but instead focuses upon the uniqueness of

each problem, is bound to fail.

Disciplined problem solving is the real subject matter. Let's look at

these example problems (Figure 2). Notice how concise they are. Only two

sentences are involved. The exact amount of information is provided,and the

task for the student is precisely described. The student who cannot recognize

the specific task at hand is going to get into trouble. Successful students

learn to not waste time on such questions as "why is that boy standing on

that beam and pulling on that rope to deflect the beam?" That is not the

proper question! Successful students learn to identify the specific required

question. Then, they can get on with the task answering the question, they

can work toward a specified objective (i.e., the answer to the question).

They're not expected to expand the question. They quickly learn that expanded

questions often cannot be answered. As an illustration, there is no answer

that explains why the boy is deflecting the beam. Students learn to look

for precisely defined questions, specific objectives to work towards, and

they expect to find them. Students who can't or won't do this fail.



Notice that the information needed to solve the problem is precisely

stated. The information and questions are well organized. Quantitative

information is used where ever possible. Visual images (diagrams) are par-

ticularly useful. Problems which are even slightly ambiguous can cause

students a great deal of frustration and loss of time. Students learn to

expect precise information and unambiguous organization. If they are

successful, they transfer this expectation to their own work.

Now, let us consider the proper approach to problem solving. Success-

ful solutions depend upon breaking the problem down into workable parts. In

statics, this is done by drawing "free body diagrams". As an example, I

have drawn a free body diagram of the boy on the beam.

FIGURE 3 - THE FREE BODY DIAGRAM FOR PROBLEM A,
FIGURE 2



In this diagram, I have treated the boy, beam and a portion of the rope as

a single object (body). The lower pulleys and the ground are not included

in this "free body" diagram. Forces acting on the "boy-beam-rope object" are

shown. By organizing the problem in this way, I am able to solve the problem

quite simply. If I broke the problem down in a different way, say by drawing

only the beam and the forces acting on it, I might not be able to solve the

problem.

Statics problems are such that if you organize them into workable and

usable parts (i.e., you draw the proper "free body diagrams"), then the solu-

tions are usually relatively simple. If, however, you fail to break the

problem into workable parts, then, the solution will likely evade you,

you'll waste huge amounts of time,and your instructor will likely fail you.

It is not unusual for a student to spend many long hours on a single problem

and still not get anything done because the problem has not been properly

broken down. Once the student is shown a proper way to break the problem

down ( a simple sketch will usually do), then this same student will probably

complete the problem in a few minutes. Obviously, the student is taught,

through frustration and success, that problems, tasks and questions should be

divided (broken down, organized) into workable and usable parts. The student

who does not learn this fails!

Having broken the problem down into workable parts and drawn the free

body diagram (some problems require more than one free body diagram), one

usually proceeds with a mathematical formulation. The successful student

learns to use mathematics and diagrams as a precise way for organizing their

work. I have provided an example of the mathematical solution to problem A,

Figure 2.



Z-M
A

0
= 4 060 + i0(6) + 12o(4)

+2oo (3) - zpo = 0

o 820 lb

ZF; :::

=o

F. oy =. 820 Ihs

FIGURE 4 - CALCULATIONS FOR PROBLEM A, FIGURE 2
(see Figure 3 for the free body diagram)

The problem solution is organized, precise, unambiguous and directed toward

the specific objective. Any significant departure from these requirements

would not be accepted. Once the answer to the proper question is obtained

and clearly identified, the student proceeds to the next problem which is

worked essentially in the same way. Success comes about through precisely

organized solutions directed toward the specific assigned questions. Other

behaviors lead to failure.

The student turns in many such problem solutions. Such solutions are

the essential communications from the student to the teacher. Based on these



communications (homework, tests and quizzes) the teacher will grade the

student. These communications are used to evaluate the students performance,

the student's ability to do the assigned work properly. If student's try to

communicate more than this in their assignments, they will likely be graded

down; if they persist, they will likely fail the course. In their communica-

tions (homework, quizzes, tests) students are not supposed to communicate any-

thing else about themselves as a person. They're not supposed to tell about

their health, anxieties, ambitions, dreams, familiesjor love life. All these

things may be personally important, but they are to be isolated from the

assignments that they hand in. The problem solutions are independent of their

feelings, personal situations, political views,or life styles. A student

wouldn't think of writing on an assignment something like, "this work expresses

the deep dispair that I have experienced as a result of my separation from my

fiancee".

This impersonal attitude toward assignments does not reflect the inhumaness

of the teachers; NO! It reflects the discipline that the teachers are teaching!

Teachers may be very sensitive to the feelings of students,and they may be

personally helpful; however, such sensitivities, feelings and personal help

are not exchanged through work assignments. The student is required to

communicate the proper free body diagrams (Figure 3) and the proper calcula-

tions (Figure 4) precisely in response to the specified assignments. Anything

more personal than this is irrelevant to the assignments.

Each student works approximately one hundred problems during aten week

term. A student who falls behind in assignments may never catch up. The

course has a set pace. The weekly topics and assignment are essentially

fixed ( ). Students who have difficulty keeping up with the pace of the

course face a continuing survival crisis. The course won't slow down and

wait. If you can't catch up, you fail. Through these experiences, an atti-



tude toward time is reinforced. Time goes on regardless of what you do.

Time is a necessary and limited resource. If you fail to use time, you waste

it. Time should be used efficiently. The student who does not learn to use

time efficiently runs a high risk of failing ( ).

The struggle for academic survival instills certain behaviors and weeds

out students who don't conform to these behaviors. Through such experiences,

successful students gain a background that helps prepare them for more

advanced technological work. This background contains taken-for-granted expec-

tations that they place upon technological work, including their own work.

Our inquiry into statics has identified several such background expectations

which include the following:

Information, (questions, tasks, solutions, and explanations)
should be stated in a precise and unambiguous manner.

Solutions should be directed toward the specified questions,
tasks and objectives.

Problems should be solved in an efficient and orderly manner.

Problems and tasks should be divided (broken down, organized)
into workable parts.

Assignments should not express ones personal feelings,
emotions, or prejudice.

Time is an irreplaceable resource which should be used
efficiently.

Tasks should be evaluated on the basis of precise and objec-
tive (impersonal) criteria and observations.

Such background expectations are inculcated into students through exper-

iences in courses such as statics. Statics is one of the first engineering

courses taken by students. At this stage in their education, specialization

has not yet occurred. For such pre-specialization courses, assignments are

selected for which this technological background is most appropriate. Thus,

assignments involve mechanical systems, objects and forces on objects. At



this point in the education, the reasonableness of these background expecta-

tions appears rather obvious/because they provide essentially the only way to

complete the assignments. The assignments themselves, however, have been

selected for this purpose.

Having established a technological background through these more obvious

assignments, students then proceed to a much broader range of assignments.

What is significant, however, is that once the technological background is

established within the early educational experience, students are not required

to go back and re-examine this background ( ). Instead, the technological

background is applied to an ever widening range of specialized problems which

further reinforces the background as "taken-for-granted expectations." Rather

than examining the background itself, students learn to more effectively

respond to the background in a variety of specialized areas.

Let us summarize our inquiry into statics. We have reasoned that the

experience of statics serves to inculcate taken-for-granted expectations which

serve as a background for further technological work. Essentially, all engin-

eering students are expected to gain this background and the ability to respond

to its demands; the background itself is not opened to question and inquiry.

Instead, the background serves as an accepted basis or foundation for disci-

plined activities. The background is more universal and fundamental than the

particular procedures and theories that the students learn. It appears that

by examining this background, we have gained at least a partial characteriza-

tion of the background level of technological paradigms. That is, we

have begun to approach a fundamental characterization or definition of the

technological enterprise.

The Technological Commitments

In seeking a definitioh of technology, we must look for distinguishing

characteristics which honestly reflect the deliberate activities of technolo-



gists. It's too easy for practioners to describe technology in idealistic

and noble terms that any number of other human enterprises might also claim

(serving people, working for the betterment of humankind, making a better

future, etc.). The fact is that the technological education of novices is

not characterized by such idealism. The idealistic student who can't effi-

ciently solve problems fails. Obviously, virtues such as honesty, are

advocated and enforced but such virtues cannot be used to distinguish tech-

nology from other human enterprises ( ).

It's also easy to mistakenly distinguish technology by the details of

what technologists do/instead of a more universal background. The facts don't

support this detailed view of technology. Consider statics. I suspect that

most successful engineers would fail a statics exam unless they had substan-

tial review. They simply could not remember the details. Even basic theories,

derivations and principles would be only vaguely remembered. But such exper-

ienced engineers can still be successful technologists. They've gotten some-

thing out of such courses, and they've applied it to many diverse and demanding

problems. But they still might fail an exam in statics,so, obviously, what

they have retained is not found in the details of particular statics problems.

A good education and practical experience can, however, provide a "solid

background", even though particular details cannot be recalled. It is in the

fundamental character of this background that a definition of technology must

be sought.

We get some clues to the technological background in the use of language

within the technological enterprise. There is a positive (favorable) attitude

towards words such as practical, objective, efficient, planned, controlled,

precise, measurable, quantitative/and useful. A negative (unfavorable) atti-

tude tends to be directed towards words such as emotional, subjective, spon-

taneous, ambiguous, intuitive/and imprecise.



The taken-for-granted expectations of the technological background are

expressed in communications including technical journals, plans, specifications,

and textbooks. The background is expressed in the ways work is organized and

evaluated. It is also expressed in the products of technology. When looking

in such places, one must again be reminded to not become lost in unique details.

The background must be expressed in the social behavior of disciplinary

communities. It must provide a basis for professional discipline. It must

promote the evolution of a wide range of specialized theories, concept models,

techniques and procedures. It must function as a relatively universal and

constant characteristic of technology's way of doing things. It must express

the very basic kinds of things that technologists need to do in order to

accomplish what technology has indeed accomplished. Finally, we would expect

such a background to be drilled into novices in courses such as statics.

The characteristics of such a background are described in Table 1 as

seven commitments. These commitments describe the background of the

technological paradigms. They express the taken-for-granted expectations that

technologists place on their work. They express the fundamental discipline

of technology. Without communities of people that take such commitments

seriously, we wouldn't have technological theories, models, procedures, and

techniques; we wouldn't have technological professions; we wouldn't have the

machines, devices and systems that make up our technological world; in short,

we wouldn't have technology. Thus, we can say that

Contemporary technology is a human enterprise that
takes the commitments of Table 1 very seriously.

We will apply the above description (definition) of technology not only

to professional technology, but to technology in general. Thus, as an example,

a technological society is one in which these commitments have a dominant

influence on its behavior, attitudes,and decisions. When we speak of trans-



TABLE 1 - THE TECHNOLOGICAL COMMITMENTSa

1. One should solve problems and complete tasks so that resources
can be productively and efficiently put to some useful purpose.

2. Tasks should be broken down into workable parts which can be
explained, completed, and evaluated in a practical and orderly
manner.

3. Information should be precise and unambiguous.

4. Activities should be planned, organized,and controlled so as to
meet specified objectives and minimize unanticipated changes,
surprises, and disorders.

5. Communicated evidence should be independent of personal feelings,
emotions, needs, and experiences; it should be objective, factual
and non-subjective.

6. Evaluations, verifications,and validations should be based upon
observations of performance.

7. The passage of time is uniform, universal, constant, measurable,
uninfluenced by events,and entirely impersonal. Time is a
resource that should be used efficiently and not wasted.

a
A description of the Technological Background, Technology's
Framework of Expectations



ferring our technology to another society, we mean more than giving them the

physical objects designed and deemed reasonable by these commitments (e.g.,

dams, roads, cars, factories, tractors, planes, etc.). Whether intentional

or not, we also alter their social background toward the framework of expec-

tations described in Table 1.

Non-Technological Commitments

Our inquiry into the nature of technology will focus upon the technologi-

cal commitments of Table 1. Let us briefly contrast these technological

commitments with non-technological statements. I have listed a number of

non-technological statements in Table 2 in order to provide some contrast to

the technological commitments. I believe that it would be quite unusual to

hear such statements within a serious technological discussion. I doubt that

these statements would describe the basis of an engineering study. Any

student who relied upon such statements would not likely pass a qualifying

exam for an advanced engineering degree. In the second column of Table 2, I

have listed the commitments from Table 1 which the statement violates. Viola-

tions may be either direct or implied; there may be more violations implied

than are listed. In the third column, I have listed a type of person who might

find the statement to be acceptable and reasonable. Thus, Table 2 seeeks to

illustrate that statements which are not technologically acceptable may be

acceptable on a non-technological basis. Try this simple exercise. Read a

statement or quotation from Table 2, and then immediately compare it to the

appropriate commitments in Table 1 (identified in Column 2, Table 2). I

believe that you will notice the contrast. The examination of such contrasts

helps one better understand the particular characteristics of technology

which differentiate technology from other human enterprises.

In our world, the technological commitments have a major advantage with

respect to other sets of human commitments. The technological commitments



TABLE 2 STATEMENTS AND QUOTATIONS
WU ICH ARE NOT COMPATABLE
WITH THE TECHNOLOGICAL COMMITMENTS

Statement or Quotation

I know that it's not practical but sometime::
you just have to rely upon faith and eternal
grace.

My writing is beautifully subtle.

It's a beautiful device; of course, it doesn't
do anything.

I'm going to have a baby!!

Violated Commitmenta

1,2,3,4,5,6,7

"the oauli Exclusion Principle - -a law concern-
ing the total atom which cannot conceivably be
derived from laws concerning individual electrons"

"Law is only fulfilled if it is fulfilled with
joy"

"Future and Past are separated by a finite time
interval the length of which depends on the dis-
tance from the oeserver."

"The surest mark of bad planning...the planner is
tempted to set up a single standard of success,
that of qoantitative use, and overlook the need
for variety and choice."

"Atoms consist of empty space and probability
waves."

"You do not know how to point to or define the
meaning, you lack any formula or image fur it
and yet is is more certain for you than the
sensations of your senses."

"We are conditioned to believe that the purpose
of knowledge is to utilize the world. We forget
that the purpose of knowledge is to celebrate
God."

Persons for which Statement
or Qeocat,an is Rea-.unablv

Minister, Priest

3.5 Poet

1 Modern Artist

4,5

2

5,6

7

1,3

6,7

5,6

"It is only with the heart that one can see 6

rightly; what is essential is lnvisable to the
eye."

"If you wish to follow-the poets calling-you've 1,3
got to come out of the measurble doing universe
into the inneasurable house of !icing."

"The wise have one wish left:
to know the whole, the Absolute
The foolish lose themselves

in fragments
and ignore the root."

2

Expectant Mother

Physicist-Philosopher-Theologian,
Ian Barbour (1971, p. 29S).

Theologian, Paul Tillich comment-
ing on the words of Jesus, Paul
and Luther (1959, p. 142).

Modern Physicist, Werner Heisenberg
commenting on relativity (1962,
p. 115).

Historian-Sociologist, Lewis
Mumford commenting on city and
transportation planning (1968, p. 87).

Physicist-Philosopher-Theologian,
Ian Barbour com:rtenting on Quantum
Theory (101, p. 257).

Theologian; Martin Buber (1970, p. 159).

Theologian-Philosopher, Abraham
Heschel (1965, p. 117).

Antoine de Saint Exupery, author
of The Little Prince (1943, p. 87).

poet, e. c. cummings (1965, p. 3)

Seventeenth Century Poet, Angelus
Silesius, (Frank, 1976, p. 86)

a Numbers in this column refer to technological coamitments from Table 1.



are a basis for cumulative power. They provide a competitive advantage for

the control of natural and human resources. When confronted with the implemented

technological commitments, other sets of commitments find themselves at a com-

petitive disadvantage ( ). As a consequence, huge amounts of human and

natural resources are directed and controlled from the basis of the technolo-

gical commitments. Social and physical environments are transformed by tech-

nology, and, consequently, the technological commitments tend to become a

necessity not only within an army of professions and vocations, but within all

of society. Other sets of commitments tend to be labeled as impractical,

strange, unproductive,and unrealistic. Such alternate commitments tend to

be called "subjective" which means they should be kept private and not inter-

fere with such things as efficiency, productivity, analysis, design, precision,

and measurement; that is, they should not interfere with the technological

framework of expectations through which technological things get done.





CHAPTER 4

THE TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND AND PROFESSIONAL TECHNOLOGY

The Background of Professional Technology

In this chapter, we will examine the response of professional technology

to the technological background. We will draw upon our examination of dis-

ciplinary technology in Chapter 2.

The technological commitments of Table 1 seek to define the background

for technological discipline. This background, however, is not something

chiseled in stone. It becomes an accepted but largely undefined way of acting.

Amid a wide range of individual differences, the technological background

pervasively and persistently shapes the activities of technological professions.

The technological commitments provide a description of this background. The

description is always less than the experience. It's like a cold; no matter

how good a description you devise, it's not the same thing as having one.

But the technological background is even more difficult to describe,because,

unlike a cold, its character is hidden in normalcy. Descriptions, however,

allow us to better share and interpret experience and thus, we need them

despite their limitations.

The technological background establishes itself through practice. It is

not established by memorizing and explaining lists of rules and principles.

It is not established through theoretical and philosophical inquiry. Rather,

it's like learning to ride a bike. If you have the ability and practice, you

eventually "get it", although some "get it" better than others. Principles,

rules, explanations, theories and philosophical inquiries don't help you to

"get it". After you've learned how to ride a bike, after you've "gotten it",

then you might formulate some statements, principles, explanations,and



theories that would allow you to discuss bike riding and compare bike riding

to some other activity such as horse riding. Then, it might be meaningful to

point out the difference between pedals and stirrups. Such distinctions, how-

ever, won't really help anybody learn how to ride a bike. So it is with our

inquiry. The technological background becomes established through practice and

experience. Thus, experienced engineers have it even though they can't define

it or recall from memory the many theories, derivations, and techniques of

their discipline ( ). A description (Table 1) may be necessary to discuss

the technological background but such a description will always be less than

the background itself. Thus, when I refer to the technological commitments of

Table 1, you must remember that they point to a background that is employed in

a taken-for-granted manner (much like bike riding), not as a defined set of

commandments.

The technolgoical commitments describe the taken-for-granted expectations

held within the disciplinary communities of professional technology. They

describe a framework of shared expectations that guide technological disci-

pline, action, innovation and observation. If the commitments of this frame-

work are not taken seriously then all else will fail. Without such commitments,

a disciplinary community could not evolve credible theories, techniques and

procedures. All sorts of hunches, prejudices and wild ideas could be forced

on a community as "innovations". Observations could not be credibly checked

within the community. There would be little basis or reason for social disci-

pline and technological actions would be disastrous. In short, without such

a framework of commitments and expectations, one wouldn't have disciplinary

communities! and the technological accomplishments that surround us would be

impossible.

The technological commitments describe shared expectations that serve to

sustain the social enterprise of professional technology. The commitments say



to technological communities, "these are the basic expectations that this

community has found to be desirable and important; activities within this

community should be guided, evaluated,and justified on the basis of these

commitments." As an example, in my research, I may develop a new idea through

guesses, intuition, indirect means or even by accident. But, when I present

my results as professional technological work, I must express and support my

claims on the basis of the technological background. Thus, in a technical

paper I don't say things like, "this idea came to me as I was watching my sons

play in a mud puddle," even though that may be true. Instead, I express and

justify my idea by showing its usefulness and validity in an analytical and

objective way, preferably with quantitative data properly presented in tables,

graphs,and equations. That is, I attempt to justify my idea through the

technological commitments of Table 1.

Disciplinary technologists do respond to hunches, intuition and guesses.

Individual initiative, judgment and creativity are often required. The tech-

nological commitments, however, impose a fundamental discipline on such indi-

vidual behaviors. They demand that technological communication be sufficiently

precise to minimize misunderstanding. They force technologists (as individuals

and communities) to critically examine work which claims to be technological.

They direct technologists toward practical endeavors. In doing these things,

they protect the integrity of the technological community from the individual

idiosyncrasies of its members. The private lives and personal styles of tech-

nologists can and do include a wide variety of divergent behaviors. But, when

these same people present technolgoical designs, proposals, solutions, reports,

papers, plans, explanations, or instructions; then, the technological commit-

ments are expected to provide a common background for behavior and action.

The technological commitments are not rules or instructions as one finds

in computer programs. The commitments must often be balanced against each



other. This requires a level of human judgment that cannot be precisely

specified in any fixed set of rules or statements. As an example, commitment

1 demands the efficient use of resources. Commitment 3 demands precise infor-

mation. It often takes substantial resources to gain precise information.

Thus, if too many resources are directed toward gaining precise information,

then the use of resources may become inefficient/in violation of commitment

I. On the other hand, confusion and disorder can result if too few resources

are applied toward precise information; then commitments 3 and 4 are violated.

A practical balance between efficiency on the one hand and precision on the

other is needed. The need for such practical balances is common. The

ability to attain such balances is highly valued. It is an ability developed

and tested more through practical experience than through formal education.

The recent graduate has a lot to learn in this regard from the experienced

practitioner.

The technological commitments are more fundamental to technology than

are beliefs concerning the nature of reality. These later beliefs arise from

disciplined communities which are held together by shared commitments. Through

a history of activities conducted by communities under the demands of the

technological commitments, bodies of knowledge have evolved. These bodies of

knowledge (concepts, models, theories, etc.) express beliefs concerning the

nature of the world. Practical experience under these commitments further

enhances these technological beliefs. Our technological beliefs concerning

the nature of our world are compatible with the technological commitments because

such beliefs have evolved out of human behavior guided by these commitments.

Thus, we (engineers) say that f = ma (Newton's second law of motion) describes

real world behavior, because we have analyzed mechanical systems (commitment

2) and found this relationship to be compatible to objective observations

(commitments 5 and 6) involving precise information (commitments 3 and 7); it



is also a highly useful relationship (commitment 1) which enables orderly plans

(commitment 4) to be completed in an efficient manner (commitments 1 and 7).

The technological commitments themselves are not "the facts given to us

by nature." True, we have found these commitments to be useful and reliable

for a wide range of actual applications. But, our technological understandings

of the words useful and reliable presume these commitments. If, as an example,

we hadn't already accepted these commitments, or something like them, Newton's

second law of motion (f = ma) would make little sense to us. The basic commit-

ments upon which technology rests, its foundations, do not say, "this is the

way the world really is." Instead, they say, "our own activities should be

guided and justified in this way." These guided activities then lead to

accepted "facts."

The models, conceptsand theories found at the schema level of technolo-

gical paradigms and the procedures, techniques,and examples found at the com-

ponent level of technological paradigms are deemed reasonable because they

enable technologists to fulfill the background expectations. As an example,

standard techniques to measure dissolved oxygen in water are part of the envi-

ronmental engineering paradigms because they enable objective (commitment 5)

and precise (commitment 3) observations (commitment 6) of pollutant impacts

within a river ( ). The measurements can be made efficiently with a minimum

waste of time (commitment 7). The impact of low dissolved oxygen (dead fish)

can be observed (commitment 6). Objectives can be specified and orderly plans

can be developed (commitment 4)
)
so that sewage treatment plants can be con-

structed and operated to reduce adverse impacts (commitment 1). The performance

of these treatment plants can be observed (commitment 6). The tasks of measure-

ment, design/and construction can be broken down into workable parts (commit-

ment 2). We could examine the paradigms of all technological disciplines in

this way. All sorts of technological theories, models, practices, techniques,



and procedures could be justified through such a step by step conformance to

the technological commitments. Technological professions come to accept their

specialized facts and practices because they meet the demands of the background

expectations. In turn, their specialized facts and practices provide disci-

plinary communities with the ability to live up to these background expecta-

tions.

The technological commitments describe the common background for proper

technological activities. All technological disciplines are committed to

solving problemsthrough the efficient use of resources (commitment 1). Their

activities are efficiently (commitments 1 and 7) organized (commitment 4) by

breaking tasks into workable parts (commitment 2). They employ precise infor-

mation (commitment 3), so that performance can be objectively (commitment 5)

evaluated (commitment 6). It is these kinds of commitments and the abilities

to live up to them that allow technologists to pride themselves as reliable

and efficient problem solvers.

Some Experiences

I'd like to illustrate the experience of the technological background by

telling a brief story. After graduating in 1961 with a degree in Civil Engineering

from the Virginia Military Institute, I worked as a field and project engineer

for the U.S. Public Health Service, Division of Indian Health. My work involved

the design of water distribution and sewage collection systems for several

Indian Pueblos located in the state of New Mexico. I also acted as a field

engineer and later a project engineer during the construction phase.

The origins of these Indian Pueblos goes back before Columbus. Each

pueblo (village) had a population of several hundred to several thousand people.

The buildings of the Pueblo are constructed from adobe in a manner that has not

greatly changed for centuries. I will limit my discussion, however, to the

more modern technological design and construction of water mains and sewers



within the Pueblos. My intent is to discuss contemporary technology, not

Pueblos.

Early in our design, we developed a map of the Pueblo. The map described

only those features of the Pueblo which we needed to accmoplish our task.

Thus the location of homes ( ), the well and possible sites for the water

storage tank were shown. Other features not pertinent to our task were omitted.

With the map, we were able to describe the general location of water mains. We

could then estimate the length of water pipes needed. We had the ground ele-

vations from our maps. We also had the water flows and pressure requirements

as stated in the design objectives. A simple technique allowed us to compute

the required diameters of the pipes. We had standard sets of specifications

for water mains. These specifications had been prepared by other teams of

technologists. These teams had been given the task of testing pipes and pre-

paring specifications. They didn't need to know anything about our project

and we didn't need to understand the specific testing procedures that they

employed. We never met them and theynever met us.

We followed essentially the same procedure for sewer mains. We determined

likely locations of sewers. From our map we could determine the depth and

slope of the sewer pipe. This was important because the sewers depended on

gravity flow, thus they obviously had to always slope in the desired direction.

We had to select depths and slopes so that a minimum slope was maintained, a

maximum slope was not exceeded and a minimum depth was maintained. We Were

able to obtain the proper locations, lengths and sizes of sewer mains, and

again we were able to refer to standard specifications done by some other

group.

We obviously had to make adjustments and readjustments in our design.

As an example, the location of a water main had to be changed in some places

because it came too close to the sewer. (We wanted to minimize the chance of



water contamination by the sewer). Our adjustments sought to meet our design

objectives at a minimum cost. The standard specifications that we referred

to made our task much easier. In addition, we had item by item cost estimates

for all parts of the project. Our work could focus on the site specific

design requirements and costs. We relied upon others for the standard speci-

fications of materials.

In time, we had a set of working diagrams and project specifications

which referred to a more detailed set of standard specifications. Our design

had been adjusted to minimize costs and keep within our budget. Then the

project went out for bid. Approximately ten contractors bid on the project.

Each of them had to determine what it would cost them to build the project

according to our plans and specifications. Obviously, clarity and precision

were required in their bid and in our plans and specifications. If their

figures were off, they would either fail to get the job (bid too high) or get

the job and lose money (bid too low). If our plans and specifications weren't

clear and precise, we might not get what we wanted. We usually selected the

low bid.

We now had a prime contractor who, in turn, had several subcontractors.

The task of the contractors was different than ours. We performed the site-

specific design, they constructed the project according to our plans and

specifications. We inspected their work. The contractor relied upon a wide

range of suppliers and manufacturers. Each of these had specific tasks to do,

such as manufacturrmanhole covers or gate valves. The manufacturers were,

of course, familiar with the same standard specifications that we relied

upon (and specified in the contract).

We would inspect the work of the contractors to make sure that they were

following the plans and specifications. Periodically, we would test portions

of their work. As an example, pressure tests were run on portions of the



water mains to check against leaks. As construction proceeded, I gained a

great appreciation for proper planning, organization, clarity, precision and

efficiency. Contractors taught me this much more forcibly than college pro-

fessors. Contractors can be tough when they feel that you've caused them

problems. Believe me, it's not at all fun to have a contractor complain (an

understatement) that some mistake, confusion or delay has wasted their time

and money.

The contractors placed expectation on me. They expected the plans and

specifications to be orderly and precise. They expected me to not waste their

time with unanticipated changes, surprises and disorders. They expected me to

do my part. I also had expectations of them. I expected them to perform

their part of the project effort so that the design objectives would be met

in an orderly and efficient manner according to schedule. I expected their

work to measure up to objective evaluations based on reliable observations.

We both placed expectations on all sorts of manufacturers. We expected their

products to measure up to specifications. We expected to observe the required

performance of their products. Suppliers were expected to meet schedules.

The whole project depended upon a universal background of mutually accepted

expectations. These background expectations are expressed in the technological

commitments of Table 1. I will briefly describe one situation which illus-

trates the taken-for-granted experience of such expectations.

Before the contractor began laying the sewer pipe, it was my job to place

wooden stakes at regular intervals along the side of the proposed sewer line.

With the use of a surveying instrument, I established the top elevations of

each stake. On each stake I wrote a number that told the contractor how far

below the top of the stake the invert (lower inside surface) of the sewer pipe

should be placed. By referring to my "cut stakes", the contractor would dig

and grade the trench to the proper depth and then place the sewer pipe in the



trench to the proper depth and t en place the sewer pipe in the trench so

that the invert ended up at the roper depth below the top of my cut stake.

If this depth was off, even by a inch, the sewage might not properly flow

down the pipe. Problems could also arise if the contractor dug the trench too

deep and then backfilled with lo se material to attain the proper elevation.

Such backfills tend to settleich nging the elevation of the pipe and possibly

causing breakage. Thus, it was important to properly dig the trench and place

the pipe according to my cut stake instructions.

The contractor began sewer construction at two locations. A large exca-

vation machine dug the trench at the downstream end of the sewer ( ). A

smaller "back hoe" dug the trench at the upstream end. In between these two

locations, the proposed sewer line jutted its way for about a mile (along the

pipe) through the irregular streets, plazas and spaces of the pueblo. You

could not see the downstream construction site from the upstream site.

The ground in this area is relatively flat and elevation changes are

deceptive. The slope of the proposed sewer line was very gentle (less than a

few inches per hundred feet). Thus, it is not at all obvious to an observer

that the sewer is sloping in the right direction. Each stretch of sewer looks

quite flat. The proper slope of the sewer depended upon precise measurements,

calculations, and the instructions that I placed on the cut stakes.

Now, imagnine yourself in my position. Equipment and men are busily

working at both ends of the sewer line. They're working under the direction

of an experienced, competent,and tough contractor who has a lot of money riding

on this project. Pipe is being laid and pipe is being covered up. In my mind,

I say to myself, "will the two ends of this sewer really line up in the middle?

Maybe the downstream end of the sewer isn't deep enough. Maybe my cut stakes

will result in a stretch of pipe sloping the wrong way." The possibilities

for error are there; a wrong elevation, a mistaken assumption in the calcula-



tions, an arithmetic error, an improper reading, a poorly set up instrument;

all of these are possibilities. Unlike my educational experience, I won't

get "partial credit" if the sewer doesn't work. The "bottom line" for all

my effort will be, "does the sewer really work?"

Now, how did I respond in this situation? I did not respond as some

sort of unemotional human machine! I was anxious; wouldn't you have been

if you had been in my situation? But what was I anxious about? There was

the possibility of the sewer not working. Maybe the pipe wouldn't line up

in the middle. That would be a problem, but is this in itself something to

be anxious about? There are other sewers that might not work, bridges might

fall down, planes might crash and dams might fail. I didn't get anxious over

these possibilities. There was something more personal involved. I was

responsible for the cut stakes. I was much more anxious about the possibility

of my own failure than the failure of the sewer.

The task of constructing the sewer had been broken down into workable

parts which could be evaluated (commitment 2). I was responsible for several

of these tasks, including the placement of the cut stakes. A variety of

techniques and instruments were available to me and I was expected to use

them. But there was also a taken-for-granted background of expectations placed

on me. One of these expectations was that my work should be evaluated on the

basis of actual observations (commitment 6). Thus, in the end, we would

actually see if the sewer lined up properly. In other words, the performance

of my work would be checked through the observed behavior of the sewer. My

anxiousness reflected my acceptance of the taken-for-granted expectations

placed on me. I was concerned that I might not meet these expectations.

I did not become immobilized in my anxiousness; that kind of behavior

would have not met the expectations placed upon me. Instead, I responded out

of my technological background to what was expected of me. My own response



to the possibility of my own errors was quite properly compatible to the tech-

nological commitments. I organized my work so that it could be easily checked;

I broke it down into parts that could be carefully evaluated. I was precise in

my calculations. I verified my work through observationsoand I sought out

objective reviews from others ( ). As an example, I checked critical eleva-

tions against a different bench mark,and I surveyed back to the start of my

survey to see if my calculations resulted in essentially the same elevation

that I started with.

My behavior, as I have described it in this simple situation, was not

unique. The background of expectations that I experienced, accepted and

responded to were universally applied to all of the people directly and indi-

rectly involved in the project. Thus, the technological commitments described

the framework of expectations within which this project was conducted. I

responded to the background of commitments described in Table 1. My behavior

was guided by the framework of technological expectations placed on me. My

own specialized work (setting cut stakes) was done within the context of the

taken-for-granted expectations that all participants in the project fell

under. Each participant had unique tasks, but, these diverse tasks were per-

formed within a pervasive and persistent context of common expectations. We

checked up on each other to make sure that people would not "cut corners" on

this framework of expectations.

All sorts of persons were involved in this project. There were contrac-

tors, machine operators, plumbers, manufacturers, engineersjand many others.

If we include those indirectly involved, we will need to include such people

as those who manufactured the machines, those who constructed the factory

where the machines were made, those who mined the coal that ran the factories,

and countless more. My small project was done by a vast army of strangers

from all over the world. Very few of them knew each other,and very few of



them even heard about the project. Yet, in doing their diverse tasks, they

faced the same background of expectations that I faced when I set my cut stakes.

And, for the most part, their behavior, like mine, was shaped by the commit-

ments of this background.

If the people in this army of strangers hadn't conformed to the framework

of technologica expectations, then, the project would never have been completed.

We had living proof of this! Remember the project occurred in an Indian Pueblo.

The Pueblo Indians are intelligent people with a rich culture. Their culture,

shared expectations, concerns and behaviors, however, were not dominated by

the technological commitments. Consequently, for many centuries they carried

their water in pots and disposed of their wastes on the ground. Then, in a

period of one year, an assortment of strangers constructed a system which

instantly delivered on demand huge quantities of clear water into each home

and then quickly removed wastes and unwanted water with essentially no effort

on the part of the user. Apart from a shared framework of technological expec-

tations, this assortment of strangers is a uncultured menagerie of all sorts

of characters with all sorts of diverse abilities, habits, and prejudices.

In comparison, the Pueblo Indians are a refined, consistentjand stable culture.

But this shared technological framework of expectations makes a difference2and

this difference is vividly demonstrated by the fact that the Pueblo Indians

no longer have to haul their water in pots.

There is a tremendous sense of satisfaction in participating in such pro-

jects. It's exciting to finally turn on the water and see with your own eyes

that the system really works. (By the way, the sewer worked; my cut stakes

were right). I look back on these projects with a feeling of nostalgia. I

enjoyed this work. It was challenging and fun. But I must tell you something

more. Ten years after completion of this project (and several others), I went

back to visit the Pueblos. I can remember one Pueblo in particular. It had



been the recipient of several technological projects. In addition to water

and sewage facilities, a freeway had been constructed in the vicinity. The

Pueblo had its own freeway exchange. Orderly streets and housing had been

provided and a number of large buildings had been constructed. It was obvious

that the technological army of strangers had been there several times; in
43ft a

fact, the people of,Pueblo were well on their way to becoming functioning

members of this technological army. I felt a terrible sense of loss, anger,

and even guilt. I can't explain specifically why. It seems as though the

Pueblo Indians had something that doesn't fit into the technological background.

It may be that the technological framework which is now shaping their destiny

cannot accommodate this special something. All I can say is that I felt a

loss. I realize that this is not the kind of evidence expected of me; it

doesn't fit the technological commitments. Several times, I've dismissed

such feelings as mere sentimentalism on my part, but,to be honest, these

feelings at times seem to call to me.

The Pervasive and Persistent Background

Professional technology contains many disciplines that conduct highly

diverse and often rapidly changing activities. These activities arise, how-

ever, from a common and persistent background. A widespread framework of

expectations steadily shapes these activities and gives them their technolo-

gical character. But this background is not limited to formal professions.

Technology's framework of expectations has a widespread and continuous influ-

ence on the activities of all persons within a technological society, though

the degree of influence may vary. Thus, behind the diverse and often hectic

activities of modern technological society lies the persistent and pervasive

technological background.



The technological commitments that we have used to describe this back-

ground look deceptively simple. They sound like platitudes, but remember,

platitudes are remarks that describe the commonplace, statements that express

nothing new. That's just the point! These commitments describe a common and

persistent background. Other commitments may periodically jump out at us;

they may stand out against the background. We should not confuse this dra-

matic standing out as some evidence of long-term power or forceful influence.

On the contrary, the persistent, pervasive,and common character of the tech-

nological background that prevents it from standing out provides it with power

to cumulatively shape our world.

If we wish to understand technology must examine this background that

hides itself in commoness and normalcy. The impressive accomplishments of

technology, however, tend to seduce us. We identify technology with its

impressive accomplishments and in so doing, the background from which these

accomplishments arise escapes our inquiry. As an example, a large and impres-

sive rocket might catch our attention. Our discussion of technology focuses

on the rocket, its power, impressiveness and complexity. When we ask,"Where

did the rocket come from?," we say that, "technology made it". Then, we might

point out that,"technology is run by people." Such answers are common,but

they tell us very little about technology. What should draw our attention is

the essential character of what goes on between these people. We should ask,

"What goes on between this vast body of strangers that enables all of their

diverse activities to result in this rocket?" What explains the integration

of these diverse activities? As an example, why did the screw fit the brace

that held the air filter on the car that drove the repairman to the office to

fix the typewriter that typed the draft of the specifications for the test

that showed that a particular valve was not acceptable for the fuel line in



the rocket that was tested before our impressive rocket was even considered?

Or, why did the bulb fit the socket in the light in the office of the college

professor who failed the student in a statics class so that the student did

not graduate and get a job testing valves.

We could think of countless such questions, all of them relevant to the

development of our impressive rocket. But what kind of answer could we

possibly get? Without some sort of answer, we can't really explain where our

impressive rocket came from. We could, of course, identify brilliant indi-

viduals. We could give credit to a number of organizations. We could cite

important techniques or procedures. We could point to significant technical

breakthroughs. But the fact remains that without the widespread and persis-

tent influence of the technological background, the rocket would never have

come into being. Particular individuals, organizations, devices, techniques

and breakthroughs may have been important, but they are all sustained by the

technological background; they are individually expendable but, the background

is essential. Our answer to the diverse questions concerning our rocket is

stated simply as follows. People solved problems (commitment 1) by breaking

them into workable parts (commitment 2). Information was stated in a reason-

ably unambiguous manner (commitment 3) and activities were planned and organ-

ized to meet specified objectives (commitment 4). Objective evidence (commit-

ment 5) was employed to evaluate performance (commitment 6). Activities were

done according to universal schedulesjand time was used efficiently (commitment

7). If this kind of behavior had been ignored, if this behavior had not been

expected of people, then, the rocket (and a lot of other things) would not

have come into being. The technological background lies behind all the

diverse activities that enabled the rocket to come into being. It lies behind

the screw fitting in the brace, the lightbulb fitting in the socket, the valve



being tested, and the student failing the statics course. Without these kinds

of activities, the rocket would not have come into being. It is through the

widespread and persistent influence of the technological background that such

things as rockets and sewer systems in Indian Puebloes come into being. Our

inquiry will examine the technological background and the kinds of things

that come into being because of the pervasive and persistent influence of the

technological background.
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CHAPTER 5

MACHINES, TOOLS AND DEVICES

BACKGROUND!

Behaviors, habits, beliefs,and experiences that are consistently part

of our shared existence tend to be taken for granted. We seldom inquire

into their nature or try to figure them out. We don't figure out breathing

because we all do it all the time. We seldom wonder about the nature of

gravity, because its always present for all of us. If an audience likes a

performance, they all clap their hands; don't ask me why. A visitor from

another planet would find such behavior quite strange. They might report

the following:

I observed a strange human behavior today. Several hundred
people sat silently facing one single speaker. Then, all

of a sudden, without any signal, plan, or order, they began
beating on themselves, mostly on their hands. Some even
shouted, though such shouts might not have been from pain,
because some were smiling. I was shocked but the speaker

in the front seemed to enjoy this self-inflicted violence.
She even stopped what she was doing and smiled until they

were finished.

Unlike our visitor from another planet, we don't find such behavior to be

strange. It's common behavior, everyone around us does it,so we don't think

much about it. We don't observe it, study it/or figure it out. We simply

participate in it.

So it is with the technological background; we seldom take notice of

it. It's simply there, the way things are. Yet, because of its commoness,

persistence, and consistency, it shapes our customs, practices, language,

behaviors, relationships, and perceptions. The technological background

submerges itself into ordinariness and becomes so much a part of our being

that we have difficulty observing it. It becomes like a pair of eyeglasses.



When you wear them, your vision is good but, of course, you can't see them

because you4wearing them. If you take them off to look at them, then you

can't see them because your vision is blurred.

Because of the technological background is hidden in the ordinary, we

usually direct the word technology to more clearly visable entities. We

tend to define technology by its physical products (machines, devices, struc-

tures, tools, etc.). The products are easy to see. Ironically, however,

this misguided view of technology is promoted by the technological back-

ground itself. The technological commitments tell us to be objective and

not subjective; they tell us to seek some precise information. Rather than

examining behavioral commitments that we ourselves sustain, we look outside

ourselves for technological objects. Thus, the word technology tends to be

used in reference to machines, devices, structures,and tools. Technology

itself is called a tool, as though it was something that passively waits for

our use.

The approach in this book is quite different. The word technology

should refer to a framework of expectations (Table 1) that serve as a back-

ground for much of what we do. We will reason in this chapter that, given

this technological background, people tend to develop and use all sorts of

machines, devices, and structures. But, to define technology in terms of its

physical products is a mistake that allows the essence of technology to

escape our inquiry. We must not make this mistake!

MACHINES, TOOLS AND DEVICES

Technology is associated with all sorts of machines, devices, and instru-

ments. Our world is full of things such as cars, trucks, planes, televisions,

radios and refrigerators. There are all sorts of hidden machines and

devices that we depend upon such as pumps, generators, furnaces, and even



heart pacers. We have huge systems of machines which manufacture all sorts

of things for our direct and indirect use. Certainly,all of these machines

and devices have something to do with contemporary technology, however, we

should not define technology itself as a collection of machines nor should

we define technology merely as the development and use of machines, tools

and devices. Such "machine" definitions result in misconceptions of tech-

nology; they fail to grasp the essence of technology. It is important for

us, therefore, to examine the relationship between technology and machines.

Consider an automobile. It is a product of technology and it is a

machine. But the road that the car rides on is also a technological product.

The testing and compaction of the soil upon which the road rests is also a

product of technology. But/you might reply, the construction of the road

and the testing of the soil and the compaction of the soil made use of

machines, tools, devices and instruments. I agree, but the sculptor can

also use tools, devices, and instruments. Should we call the sculptor a tech-

nologist? Machines, tools, instruments/and devices are used by all sorts of

people for all sorts of activities. Babies use rattles for play. Poets

make use of printing presses. Musicians employ all sorts of instruments

and devices. Should we call all these activities technological? I think

not.

To define technology as the development and use of machines, tools,

devices, and instruments is inconsistent with formal technological education.

The development and operation of actual machines and devices is a relatively

minor aspect of engineering education. Engineering education is directed

toward human beings, not machines and devices. If the use of refined tools,

instruments/and devices is to define technology,then the University Orches-

tra would be much more of a technological endeavor than most engineering



courses (including statics). Technological education provides a way of

doing things, and this way of doing things often (but not always) leads to

machines and devices. But the essence of technology (what technology

fundamentally is) lies in the way of doing things, not in a collection of

particular things that get done.

I once met a marvelous non-technological machine in a modern art

museum. It rattled, banged, clanked,and jiggled around,but it did abso-

lutely nothing. It didn't make anything and you couldn't do anything with

it. It just ran. It was well designed (I think)/and the craftsmanship was

excellent. In this sense, it was a very good machine. As I experienced

this rattling, whiring, clanking, banging machine, I asked myself "what use-

ful purpose does it serve?" The machine itself seemed to rattle back the

reply, "Absolutely Nothing!" This machine was in a museum because someone

thought it to be an important accomplishment. It might be, but I certainly

wouldn't call it an important technological accomplishment! It's non-techno-

logical character was expressed in its defiance of useful purpose (commitment 1).

A technological machine is one which conforms more closely to the technolo-

gical commitments.

The essence of modern technology lies in its background of expectations

that have been described as commitments in Table 1. The development and use

of machines (devices, instruments, structures, etc.) is a response to the

demands of the technological commitments. That is, if you have a community

of people tied together within the common framework of technological expec-

tations, then one of the things these people will tend to do is develop and

use machines. Think back on the technological commitments (precision, con-

trol, efficiency, utility, etc.). If you hold these commitments,then the

development and use of machines comes quite naturally. Machines don't com-

plain about precisely repeatable tasks done over and over again. You can



control machines with simple switches and dials. Machines can perform complex

tasks with precision and speed. You can precisely monitor and evaluate the

performance of machines. You can break them down into pieces and replace

deficient parts. You don't have to apologize to machines, inspire them, or

humor them. You don't need to feel guilty if you run them until they wear

out. With no remorse or guilt, you can scrap old machines and replace them

with more efficient models. With machines, you can more objectively pursue

efficiency, productivityland utility. You can better meet the technological

expectations that you yourself take for granted.

The technological commitments place demands on people, and machines help

people to meet these demands. Some people, of course, get forced out of

their jobs by machines. Machines do not, however, replace human labor simply

because they are more economical. Economic efficiency is only one part of

the technological commitments. The commitments to control, precision, order,

and non-emotional involvement also influence such choices ( ).

Technological progress involves the alteration, rearrangement and shaping

of activities to better meet the demands of the technological commitments.

Such progress comes about largely through the development and use of machines

to replace human labor. We can define a technological machine as a device

which comes closer to the technological commitments than ordinary human

behavior would permit. Vocational training is a socialization process that

helps ordinary humans do something in a way that better fits the technologi-

cal commitments so that they can better compete with machines and other

people for the nitches left over by machines. Vocational guidance largely

involves finding useful nitches where one is not likely to be replaced by a

machine. It's amazing how many vocational fields young people are told not

to go into and how few fields there are where secure opportunities are



available. This vocational insecurity reflects the technological "progress"

which is largely brought about through the use of machines. Even profes-

sional engineering will face the competitive pressures of machines (computers)

that can employ technological techniques more precisely, efficiently, and

objectively than can mere humans.

Despite the importance and pervasiveness of machines (devices, tools,

structures, etc.) within a technological society, we should not equate tech-

nology to the use of machines. Nor should we think of technology as some

form of sophisticated tool use. These "machine and tool" definitions and

descriptions of technology miss the motivating drives of technology; they

miss the essence of technology. Technology is too forceful and dynamic to

be described as a mere tool or machine passively waiting for human use. The

essence of technology lies in the background of expectations that motivates

(drives forth, brings about, leads to) and sustains the development and use

of machines (instruments, devices, structures, etc). The "motivating,"

"driving forth," "bringing about", "leading to," and "sustaining" character-

istics of technology must be preserved in our understanding of technology!

By focusing our attention on machines, tools/and devices we miss these essen-

tial "motivating" characteristics. Technology becomes dead; it becomes a

mere collection of things which passively lie around waiting for use.

We have described technology as a framework of expectations, a taken-

for-granted background of commitments (Table 1). Given the technological

background of expectations, the development and use of machines is bound to

occur. Machines and devices don't just happen by themselves. They emerge

from the intentional behavior of people doing what is expected of them.

People act within a context of expectations; to not develop and not use machines

would be out of context with the technological expectations. Thus, people



develop and use machines because of the context of expectations that they

live and work within. The essence of technology does not lie in the ever

changing collection of machines, tools, and devices that people develop and

use. The essence of technology lies in the background of expectations that

leads to the development and use of machines, tools and devices. It is this

common pervasive background that we must examine.

MAINTENANCE

The maintenance of technological devices, machines, and systems deserves

special mention. There ist,tendency to be impressed with the design, construc-

tion and operation of dramatic technological devices. As an example, we are

impressed with a rocket that sends men to the moon. Certainly such perfor-

mances are dramatic and impressive,but undue attention to such events and

devices leads to a distorted view of technology. From this distorted view,

technology becomes identified with impressive devices and the elite corps of

specialists and managers associated with them. Technology becomes something

practiced by distant and exceedingly clever groups. The overwhelming majority

of people merely follow along. This view is a gross distortion.

Technological elites and, in particular, the heads (administrators,

presidents, directors, generals, etc.) of institutions that produce impressive

technological devices take far too much credit for the accomplishments of

technology. The accomplishments of modern technological societies depend

upon pervasive technological behaviors throughout the society. This broad-

based dependency is seen in our collective dependency upon maintenance (though

this is not the only example of such broad based dependency). Without proper

technological maintenance, the results of design and construction would turn

into useless piles of junk. But maintenance is not a dramatic activity.

Maintenance involves keeping things running. Nothing dramatically stands out

as an impressive accomplishment. Instead,proper maintenance results in nor-



mal operational behavior that is often not appreciated. Recognition, reward,

and status are often difficult to sustain through continued maintenance. Yet,

maintenance is an essential technological activity. It requires widespread

and continued behaviors and actions that conform to the technological back-

ground within highly diverse sets of circumstances. Tasks are often repeti-

tive and boring. Social affirmation is often minimal. Good maintenance is

often done not because of proper management from the top, but rather in spite

of incompetent management. It follows that good maintenance depends upon a

strong, pervasive and persistent technological commitment.

A common form of technological incompetency involves the failure of

management to appreciate the needs of maintenance and the demands that main-

tenance place upon people. In third world countries, this failure can be

disastrous. Elaborate technological efforts are often undertaken only to have

them crumble away through lack of maintenance. Such failures reveal a mis-

taken perception of technology. Technology is mistaken for machines and

devices. But, the essence of technology is to be found in a background of

human expectations. In the absence of this technological background, imported

devices, machinesiand systems cannot be maintained without substantial outside

help. The machines and devices are out of context with the persistent and

pervasive practices of the non-technological culture. The machines and de-

vices don't fit/and thus, like plants out of their climate, they wither, die,

and decay. Tragically, the people of the non-technological culture typically

get the blame for this failure, and they often suffer great losses not only of

their resources but of their cultural background.



TECHNOLOGY AS BACKGROUND

In recent years, there has been much written on the "computer revolu-

tion." Computers and computer-directed robots are being applied to all

sorts of tasks. Their use is not limited to manufacturing but extends to

entertainment, education,and "artificial intelligence." In the early 1980's,

even with the economy lagging, the "personal home computer" became a multi-

billion dollar industry within the United States. We are told that the

computer will alter our work, play, language and relationships. It will

produce a revolutionary change in our lives ( ). I don't deny the extent

or significance of such changes; however, we may become so preoccupied with

these diverse and dramatic changes that we fail to notice the persistent and

pervasive background that brought them forth. Behind the dramatic changes

resulting from the computer and its supporting devices lies the technologi-

cal background.

What is new about the computer is the degree to which it allows one to

conform to the technological expectations. Through the computer, precise

information (commitment 3) can be objectively communicated (commitment 5)

and evaluated (commitment 6) with a minimum waste of time (commitment 7).

The computer can control activities (commitment 4),,so that tasks can be com-

pleted and evaluated in an efficient, practical and orderly manner (commit-

ments 1 and 2), so that objectives can be met (commitment 4) more efficiently

(commitments 1 and 7). The modern computer allows us to conform to.the

technological expectations far more than we could with pre-computer devices

and machines.

If we are to understand the essence of technology, we must constantly

remind ourselves that technology is a human enterprise. The technological

expectations have a persistent and pervasive influence upon human activities.



The technological background provides the context within which humans design,

manufacture, purchase, maintain, utilize and depend upon all sorts of devices

and machines. Devices such as computers reflect this common context. Thus,

the computer symbolizes the background of human expectations that technolo-

gical societies take for granted. It is in this background that the essence

of technology is to be found.

The essence of technology lies in a taken-for-granted back-
ground of expectations that persistently and pervasively
shapes human behavior.

There are, of course, other notions, descriptions and definitions of

technology, but I find these to be inadequate; I find little in them that

describes my own experience as a technologist. In contrast, the technologi-

cal commitments feel familiar. I can't imagine teaching engineering mechanics

or designing a sewer without accepting these expectations. Moreover, if we

accept such commitments as a description of technology's background, then,

other definitions make sense not as a definition of technology itself, but

as a description of the kinds of things that come forth from this background.

As an example, technology has been described as the use of tools. As

a technologist, I do use tools. While particular tools are useful (to meet

the expectations placed upon me), they are fundamentally dispensible. Remove

my calculator and I'm still an engineer. But should I abandon the tech-

nological framework of expectations placed upon me, then, I cease to be an

engineer regardless of the tools and devices that clutter my existence. You

can put all sorts of machines, toolsland devices at the disposal of a person/

and you may still not get a technologist. But find a person with the ability

and dedication to fulfill technology's background expectations,and with merely

pencil and paper that person will become recognized by technologists as a

technologist.



Remember my story in Chapter 4 in which my job involved placing cut

stakes for the construction of a sewer. I used a surveying instrument for

this job. But if that instrument had been taken away from me, I wouldn't

have given up! I would have complained, "how am I supposed to do what is

expected of me without the proper tools?" Despite my complaints, I would

have still worked to get the job done anyway, instrument or not! Somehow

I would have struggled and improvised to best meet the technological expec-

tations placed upon me. My technological identity, my commitments, lay not

in the instruments that I happened to use but in the background of expecta-

tions that I took for granted.

Instruments, tools, and machines are devices to help meet technology's

background expectations. As such, they are considered to be important. The

essence of technology, however, lies in the background of expectations that

deems the use of machines, tools, and instruments as important, useful,

necessary,and even essential.

We are surrounded by a host of technological devices. But, these

devices are more than mere things. Their very nature is determined by func-

tion and expectation. I hold a calculator in my hand. It is more than a

mere object. Its character comes from what I can do with it. But it also

stands as a set of expectations placed upon me. I am expected to do certain

things (push certain buttons in particular ways), and if I don't do these

things, then the function of the calculator cannot be realized. I myself

am caught up in the function of the device through my use of the device and

my dependency upon it.

Each technological machine, instrument, device, and piece of equipment

has its own unique functions and expectations. The function of a garbage

grinder is different than the function a calculator, and the expectations



placed upon me for its use are different. We are surrounded by all sorts of

these devices] and we live within a field of functions and expectations. The

uniqueness of particular functions and expectations cannot be denied. There

is, however, a pervasive and persistent character in this field of functions

and expectations. Here we find the technological background.

When a device allows me to do "something better," the device reinforces

in me that this "something" is indeed "better." My calculator allows me to

be more efficient and more precise. As I use the calculator and as I grow

dependent upon it, the importance of efficiency and precision are reinforced

in me. I shape my behavior to the specific requirements of the calculator,

and in turn, the calculator allows me to be more efficient and precise in

my calculations. In time, I take the calculator and my relationships to it

for granted. Often, my attention is sharply focused upon the calculator in

my hand as I peck away at its buttons and observe its numbers, however, I

don't reflect upon such behavior. I accept it. But what have I really

accepted? The calculator? Not really. If a better calculator becomes

available, I'll abandon the old one and take up the new. I have accepted a

meaning for "better." Better means more efficient, more precise, more use-

fuL and more controlled. Through my use of the calculator, a particular

context for "doing things better" has been reinforced. This context is the

technological background.

I am surrounded by devices with buttons, switches,and dials that enable

precise and efficient control. My world is filled with orderly devices that

are useful for specific purposes. An army of devices serves a host of

specific tasks. I depend upon the specific performance of many instruments.

As I come to take these devices for granted, I also come to take for granted

the common background of expectations that arises from the use of all these



devices. I accept the pervasive context within which such use occurs.

Order, utility, efficiency, control, observed performance, specific objectives

and clearly defined tasks are persistent and pervasive expectations that are

sustained through such practical use. By using and depending upon our fan-

tastic array of technological devices, we assimilate these pervasive expec-

tations. These expectations do not come to us through the formulation and

learning of rules or principles. Rather, we assimilate these expectations

in a manner more similar to swimming, through practice, by coping with the

technological medium that we are within.

The technological background is sustained in human practice through our

day to day practical use of technological devices, machines, equipment and

instruments. Thus, the technological background is not merely a set of pro-

duction practices. The consumer and user are shaped by the technological

products and services that are produced. The technological background ex-

presses itself as a context of human practices that is not limited to the

workplace. We are surrounded by technological expectations. They are the

common milieu within which we live. This background brings forth all sorts

of products/and in turn, the production and use of such products sustains

this background in human practice. The products are diverse and they change;

the same is true for the particular methods of production and use. But

behind such diversity and change there lies a pervasive and persistent back-

ground of expectations. It is here where the essence of technology is to be

found. It is this pervasive and persistent background that we must examine.





Chapter 6

TECHNIQUES

Specialization

The technological background promotes specialization. Tasks are broken

into workable parts (Commitment 2) and different specialists identify with

different parts. The machines, tools, instruments, and devices that come forth

from the technological background (Chapter 5) require the services of many

different specialists. We depend upon all sorts of devices, and thus we

depend upon the many specialists who develop and maintain these devices. In

Chapter 7, we will examine how the technological commitments lead to an organ-

izational arrangement that promotes and requires specialization.

Different specialty areas have different bodies of knowledge and skills.

These differences may become so significant that members of one specialty may

find it difficult to work or even communicate with members of other special-

ties ( ). Despite such differences, these specialists fall under the same

technological framework of expectations. It is the background itself that

brings forth such specialization, and this common background influences all

these specialty areas. We will reason in this chapter that the common tech-

nological background of expectations has a distinctive influence on all

specialized bodies of technological knowledge. In other words, the technolo-

gical background tends to bring forth a distinctive general type of knowledge

despite the diverse requirements of different specialists. Further, we will

reason that the kind of knowledge that emerges from the common technological

background tends to discourage, disparage and prevent the examination of the

background itself. That is, technology (as we have described it) tends to

protect itself from inquiry.



Our study in this chapter faces some difficulties. Technology is a frame-

work of expectations that place's demands upon people. Most of the time,

these demands are simply taken for granted. They become part of a background

of expectations that technologists seldom give much thought to. The way we

do things is well accommodated to this background and so reflection on our

part is seldom needed. We should not, however, be fooled into thinking that

the demands are weak simply because they are not shoved in front of one's
A

face. On the contrary, the taken-for-granted acceptance of these demands

reflects their power upon people, not their weakness.

In order to highlight the technological commitments in a way not normally

experienced and show their relationship to technological know-how, we will

refer to a story. The story is told by a person who is struggling to become

a technologist. He or she has a list of the technological commitments

(Table 1). The story involves the person's efforts to obtain the knowledge

necessary to meet the demands of these commitments. Through this story, we

can examine the relationship between the technological expectations (which

normally appear as taken-for-granted background) and the type of knowledge

which tends to meet these expectations.

A Story Told by a Person Struggling to Become a Technologist

I was determined to be a technologist. I had the technological commit-

ments all written out for me, but, to be honest, I really didn't know what to

do. I obviously had to do some learning; I needed to develop the "know-how"

for meeting these technological expectations. But what kind of knowledge did

I really need? I decided to first look for something very general. Then, I

could latter be specific. At the time, I thought to myself, "you need to

examine technology from a more philosophical perspective; then you might be

able to apply it."



I went to the library and found a book entitled "The Question Concern-

ing Technology" by Martin Heidegger. I certainly had a question concerning

technology. So, I reasoned, this book might be a good place to start. I

was told that Martin Heidegger was indeed one of the leading philosophers of

this century,so I felt that I had a reputable source. I spent three diffi-

cult weeks with this book. The language was strange to me and the concepts

were difficult to grasp. Let me give you a brief example of the kinds of

things that Heidegger had to say about technology.

"The essence of modern technology shows itself in what we call

enframing. Enframing is the gathering together which belongs
to that setting-upon which challenges man and puts him in
position to reveal the real, in the mode of ordering, as

standing-reserve. As the one who is challenged forth in this
way, man stands within the essential realm of enframing. He

can never take up a relationship to it only subsequently.

Thus the question as to how we are to arrive at a relation-
ship to the essence of technology, asked in this way, always
comes too late." ( )

I had great difficulty understanding these kinds of things. In fact, to be

honest, I didn't really grasp what Heidegger had to say.

I began to get uneasy about my philosophical inquiry. I wasn't solving

any problems or completing any tasks! My inquiry wasn't leading to any use-

AZ purpose. Commitment 1 made me nervous.

Commitment 1: One should solve problems and complete tasks so that

resources can be productively and efficiently put to some useful

purpose.

I was not responding to this commitment. Moreover, I had doubts that my

philosophical inquiry could ever get precise and unambiguous information as

demanded in commitment 3.

Commitment 3: Information should be precise and unambiguous.

Philosophy was too vague; I couldn't "pin it down."

I finally gave up my philosophical inquiry when I realized that I would

not be able to evaluate any philosophical product through objective (Commit-



ment 5) observations of actual performance (Commitment 6). What should I

observe? What objective perfbrmance criterion could I apply? What impersonal

evidence could I possibly offer? I couldn't answer these questions and those

commitments kept staring at me.

Commitment 5: Communicated evidence should be independent of personal
feelings, emotions, needs,and experience; it should be objective, fac-
tual and non-subjective.

Commitment 6: Evaluations, verifications and validations should be
based upon observations of actual performance.

As you can see, these commitments placed demands upon me that were not

likely to be met through my philosophical inquiry. So I gave up on my search

for philosophical knowledge.

I felt helpless to meet the expectations of the technological commitments

until, one day, the usefulness of Commitment 2 struck me.

Commitment 2: Tasks should be broken down into workable parts which can
be explained, completed and evaluated impractical and orderly manner.

Now I knew my problem! I had tried to do too much. My task had been too big.

I couldn't solve technological problems in general (something Heidegger

apparently tried to do). I needed to break off a more "workable part."

I decided that I would study the problems of water pollution within

rivers. I would specialize and leave the other problems to somebody else! I

felt a sense of relief, as if an impossible burden had been lifted from me.

I set about my work with a new determination. "But," I asked myself "where

should I begin?"

I decided to develop a sound theoretical grasp of my subject. I reasoned

that if I had a sound theoretical understanding, then I would know what to do.

I found that a number of leading technologists supported my theoretical

inquiry whereas essentiaZZy none had supported my philosophical inquiry. I

began to feel more Zike a technologist and far less like a philosopher. Mind

you, it's not that technologists are against philosophy; it's just that phil-



osophy is rather impractical and useless. Who ever heard of philosophy being

used to build anything? Technologists don't advocate getting rid of philosphy

or philosophers. Rather, philosophy and philosophers are more Zike whopping

cranes.; they're not very useful,but, still, we don't want to make them extinct.

So, society should preserve a few of them within some protected refuges.

So much for philosophy. I had decided to gain a theoretical understand-

ing of water pollution in rivers. I went back to the library and began read-

ing papers from technical journals. I learned that one form of water pollu-

tion involved the depletion of dissolved oxygen in the water as the result of

the decay of organic wastes. If too much organic waste is added to a river,

the oxygen drops too low; then, fish die and unpleasant odors occur. A

treatment plant cuts down on the amount of organics in the waste so this won't

happen. But of course sewage treatment plants cost money. If I could

determine how much organics the river could take without these problems occur-

ring,then I could determine the most cost-effective type of treatment. I

had found a useful and practical problem to work on and there was a theore-

tical literature to draw upon!

I pursued my theoretical understanding with interest but it wasn't easy.

I began to encounter some difficult mathematics. As an example I found that

several papers described the "one-dimensional, non steady-state, mass-balance

of dissolved oxygen within a stream" with the following equation ( ).

3(AC) a(DLA ac/3x) 3(UAC)
K1AL f KaA(Cs-C) 4. PA -RA

at ax ax

Now I don't mind telling you that I had a difficult time understanding such

equations and there were Zots of them. I went back to my math books to

"brush up',' but what I found was discouraging. As an example, the introduc-

tion to "Advanced Calculus" had 124 equations and the author numbered the

introduction as Chapter 0 (zero). I had great difficulty even making it to



Chapter 1! Explanations were difficult to understand. As an example)the

"basic properties of derivatives" were summarized in the following way.

THEOREM. Let u = f(x), v = g(x) be defined for a < x < b. Then, for
each x of this interval for which u' and v' exist, the functions u v,
u v, u/v also have derivatives, given by the formulas

(u v)' = v', (u v)' = vu' , (n ) = vu` uv'
v2

(except, in the last case, when v
If w = h(u) and ,u = f(x) t.c such that w = hl f(x)] is a, fined for

a < x < b, then, if n' exists at a portieular x mai h'(u) for the,

corresponding value of u, w = hif(x)] has a derivative for this value of x,
given by the rule:

dw = h'(u) du
dx dx

I expected technology to be difficult/and so this theoretical difficulty

itself didn't upset me. What bothered me was that my work was beginning to

pile up. At first, I told myself that the problems could wait, but then,

the expectations of Commitment 1 began to make me feel irresponsible. I had

just about rationalized to myself that I needed and deserved some "time out"

to develop my theoretical understanding/when all of a sudden the demands of

Commitment 7 hit me.

Commitment 7: The passage of time is uniform, universal, con-
stant, measurable, uninfluenced by events and entirely imper-
sonal. Time is a resource that should be used efficiently and
not wasted.

Time goes on regardless of what I need or want. There is no "time out"!

Moreover, I'm expected to use time efficiently and not waste it. I got the

auf4Z feeling that I had better get going and do something useful.

I began to doubt the wisdom of my theoretical endeavors. I wasn't against

theoretical work! But, I needed some sort of knowledge that would allow me to

keep up. I was falling behind. I was wasting too much time with my own



theoretical inquiries, and consequently I wasn't keeping up with the task of

practical problem-solving. That made me uncomfortable. The trouble with

theoretical work is that it takes too much time. A theoretical capability

is Zike an athletic ability; it takes a Zot of time to stay in shape. You

can't simply put theoretical knowledge on the shelf and then grab it for

immediate use whenever you need it. You've got to stay in shape and that

takes time.

There was something else about theoretical knowledge that began to bother

me. There seems to be an "art" to theoretical work. You can't schedule and

plan your work very precisely,unless, of course, you already know the answers.

I can't say something Zike, "it will take me four days to complete this

theoretical inquiry." Theoretical inquiry has too many dead ends. Too often

you work very hard and get nowhere. Then, the demands of Commitment 4 hit me.

Commitment 4: Activities should be planned, organized and con-
trolled to meet specified objectives and minimize unanticipated
changes, surprises, and disorders.

I obviously needed some other type of knowledge that would make my own

activities more efficient, controllable, predictable and organized. I needed

something that I could "put on the shelf" and then use immediately whenever I

needed it. But. I also needed something that was not a reflection of my own

personal needsleven though these needs were great. I needed something objec-

tive, something that other people also used so I wouldn't be accused of simply

using it to meet my own needs. I needed a standard approach to my work.

Something that described in a step-by-step way what had to be done to solve

a particular problem without surprises or "dead ends." I needed something

that would allow me to "get on with the job" without "wasting time." I needed

something to help me meet the expectations placed upon me.

I knew what I was Looking fbr,and I found it. I found all sorts of

standard techniques, procedures and methods. /'ZZ use the word "technique"



to describe this entire body of technical methods. They aZZ had similar

characteristics that met my needs. Typically the involved a standard, clearly

defined, step by step way of doing something. Usually they involve quantita-

tive measurements that meet the demands for precision and objectivity. Often

the best techniques made use of example problems. With a good example pro-

blem then, I can line my work up to it and follow the example problem step by

step. When I use a standard technique (method, procedure)" I can order my work

in a controllable manner, direct it toward specific objectives, be specific,

avoid wasting time, meet schedules, and get answers. Moreover, if I properly

follow a standard technique, I cannot be accused of being personally biased

or Letting my feelings get in the way. In short, techniques allow me to meet

the demands of the technological commitments.

Because a good technique is clearly defined, I can "put it on the shelf"

and then later use it whenever I need it. I don't need to stay in "theoreti-

cal shape" and I certainly don't need any philosophical inquiry. As an

example, if I want to measure the dissolved oxygen in a water body, then I

pull "Standard Methods" off the shelf, Zook up dissolved oxygen, and then

follow the specified procedure.

Techniques come in many forms, but the characteristics that I described

are there for any good technique. Techniques may use example problems,

instructions, sketches, graphs, tables, "plug-the-number-in-and-turn-the-crank"

equations, charts, and sliding scales. Increasingly, techniques make use of

computers which can precisely solve complex problems without wasting time.

The skill in the use of techniques is to know when to use them and how to use

them. You begin to get this skill down through practical experience. As you

repeat a particular type of task, you get to know what techniques are needed,

where they are to be found, and how they should be used.

Before I end my story, I want to point out that I'm not against theoreti-



cal work. Obviously we need theoretical work for jobs where standard tech-

niques are not available. We need theoretical work to improve techniques

and develop new techniques where they are needed. People are needed for this.

I am not against theory, but it should be directed toward techniques, methods

and procedures which can be put to practical use. I hope that this story

explains why I think this practical orientation is necessary.

Some Examples

As our story illustrates, the technological commitments lead to procedural

ways of doing things that allow users to perform specific tasks without

"wasting time" on philosophical or theoretical inquiry. These ways of doing

things stress methodical order to meet specified objectives. The technologi-

cal enterprise develops and employs a storehouse of standard techniques that

enable its members to meet their common technological commitments within a

wide range of different situations. Often such techniques involve quan-

titative measurement or calculation. Quantitative information meets the

technological demands for precision, order and objectivity. By directing

attention to that which is measurable through standard techniques, one need

not "waste time" on "fuzzy" ambiguous and controversial concerns. By employ-

ing standard methods of calculation, one can avoid controversy and quickly

obtain precise results without becoming lost in theoretical or philosophical

inquiry.

A technique serves a specific purpose; that is, a technique provides

readily available answers to a specific type of question. If you have a par-

ticular question likei"how large a pipe should I use," then, there are tech-

niques for giving you the answer if you provide the proper input information.

As an example, if you want to select a pipe size and you know the rate of water

that is to pass through the pipe, the piping distance and the pressure differ-

ence (head) available over this distance; then, there are several simple tech-



niques for calculating the size of the pipe for a given type of material.

You can use such a technique with a minimum and even trivial understanding

of hydrodynamic theory; philosophical inquiry would probably be worse than

useless.

Let us examine another example of technological technique. Imagine that

you wish to evaluate several proposed construction projects in order to select

the best one. We will assume that these projects are spublicly funded.

Assume that you, as a professional representative of the public, are consider-

ing several alternatives: 1) build one large dam, 2) build several small dams,

or 3) don't build any dams. Each one of these alternatives will result in

different benefits and costs over time. The most favorable projects, of

course, will be those which provide relatively larger amounts of benefits and

relatively smaller amounts of costs. Obviously, you don't want to select any

project which has higher costs than benefits; that would violate Commitment 1.

To make your selection, there are benefit-cost techniques available to you.

The standard techniques (which are widely employed for public projects) demand

quantitative measurements of benefits and costs (in units of dollars).

Let us imagine that you, as a representative of the public, wish to

assess the relative merits of proposed alternatives. Assume that you have

quantitative measurements of benefits and costs. Some of these benefits and

costs occur in the near future,while others appear in the distant future.

You now face the problem of deciding the relative value of present benefits

and costs in comparison to future benefits and cost. What is the relative

value of a benefit now in contrast to a future benefit? Can we justify a

benefit now even though it results in a large cost in the future? Should we

sacrifice benefits now so that the future will benefit? Should we pay a

high cost now so that the future can obtain a benefitior should we sacrifice

future benefits so that we can save costs?



These are certainly difficult questions. They have very strong ethical,

moral, cultural, philosophical, religious/and theological implications. Whole

societies have centered much of their cultural and spiritual existence around

covenants which tied together past, present/and future. Now, consider how

benefit-cost techniques help you to address these most difficult questions

First, the technique demands that you obtain a number that is called the

social discount rate. And where do you get this number? Somebody else pro-

vides the number. Most likely, you don't know who these people are and they

don't know you. The people who decided on the number probably had no know-

ledge of the particular decisions that you're struggling with; their decision

was not based upon an awareness of the particular alternatives that you are

assessing. You probably obtained the "proper" social discount rate through

your employing institution. You're likely to be unaware of the actual reasons

why this particular number was selected. Technique only demands that you

obtain a discount rate, and somebody else tells you the "proper" one to use.

Now that you have the proper number (the social discount rate) and the

measurements of benefits and costs over time, the rest is easy. Technique

always tries to make things easy. All you have to do now is take your numbers

and insert them into technique (equations, tables, example problems, "canned"

computer programs, etc.), and technique adjusts all benefits and costs over

time to a few simple numbers. Usually you obtain a single number called

"benefits" and a single number called "costs" ( ). Questions of time pre-

ferences and responsibilities to future generations have been compressed by

technique into these two numbers. Your benefit-cost assessment now involves

a simple comparison of the two numbers that technique has given you; in fact,

technique provides you with these simple comparisons: ratios and differences.

You can recommend the rejection of certain alternatives. You can recommend

the one that gives high "benefits" in comparison to "costs" (as long as you



stay within your budget). You can, of course, use your "benefit" and "cost"

numbers to argue that your project deserves funding rather than someone

else's ( ).

You can see from this benefit-cost example that technique can make life

much simpler for the user. Because of technique, you don't have to ask the

difficult questions; you don't have to struggle with the difficult ethical,

moral, cultural, philosophical, religious and theological implications con-

cerning our responsibilities to the future. The value of technique is that

it allows you to avoid the broader and more difficult questions and instead,

you need only deal with simpler questions, for which standard instructions are

available. Your task is largely mechanical. Your degree of decision is

minimal. If you get the right numbers and follow the right instructions,

precise answers become readily available. Despite the complexities of the

decisions and their ethical, moral, religious, cultural, philosophical and

theological implications, your personal responsibility is minimal as long as

you use the "proper" technique, employ the "proper" numbers, and follow the

"proper" instructions. Moreover, the responsibility of those who selected

the "proper" social discount rate or developed you "proper" technique is also

diffused; after all, they weren't even aware of you or your particular pro-

jects/and, chances are, they also used techniques to make their decisions.

We can now better appreciate the practicality, usefulness,, and efficiency

of techniques/and we can understand why they are so widely used. Techniques

make life easier by allowing us to quickly make decisions and accomplish

specified tasks without having to ask broad and difficult questions. Because

of technique, our personal responsibilities are more limited and simple/and

we can take on a multitude of difficult tasks without wasting time.

Because of techniques, our tasks are more manageable and orderly. We

are told how to do something and with this standard "know-how;" we can take



on difficult tasks without wasting time. The context of our responsibilities

is defined by the technological commitments, and techniques provide the means

for meeting these responsibilities. Through our use of techniques, our respon-

sibilities become largely directed toward using the proper techniques and

using them properly. The. use of techniques, methods, and procedures decreases

the need for personal involvement, speculative thinking, reflective inquiry,

and human dialogue. Instead, this use increases efficiency, precision, organ-

ization, and control. That is, the use of techniques brings about that which

the technological commitments deem important.

The use of standard techniques, procedures and methods is far more pre-

valent than many technologists care to admit. Engineering texts may discuss

theory, but the students rely heavily upon the step-by-step methods shown in

the example problems. Economics and mathematics are primarily applied as

technique; theoretical inquiry is rare, and philosophical inquiry is essentially

non existent ( ). The technical literature may contain theoretical deriva-

tions, but very few people go through these derivations; it is far more

common for people to simply "plug in the number and turn the crank." If you

ask these people why they don't take a more theoretical approach, their reply

will describe the technological expectations placed on them. They might say,

"I couldn't waste the time," "I've got more useful things to do," or "I'm

kind of rusty in my math." They might later point out that their methologi-

cal approach "works,: which really means that it conforms to the technological

demands placed upon them.

Techniques and the Asking of Fundamental Questions

The use of techniques helps one conduct work under the demands of the

technological commitments. But the use of techniques involves more than

simply getting a job done in a particular way. The repeated use of techniques

reinforces certain attitudes and behaviors. These attitudes and behaviors



tend to protect the technological background from inquiry.

The behavior of humans and other animals is shaped and molded by repeated

experiences of success. As an example, a pigeon through repeated success

(with the reward of bird seed) can be "taught" to peck out certain patterns.

Repeated success shapes behavior. Techniques do work; they are highly use-

ful, they are used over and over again, and those who properly use them are

likely to be successful in their tasks with a minimum of personal risk and

waste of tme. Use leads to success with relative ease,and this leads to

further use. With each use and success, a subtle message is reinforced with-

in the user. It is this repeated message that we should consider, a message

repeated over and over again through the use of techniques upon which our

technological world depends.

Each time a technique is successfully employed, the user is toldillyou

don't need to ask why, I'll tell you how." Each time technique works and we

don't know why, it says "someone else has checked it out, just do your part

properly." And each time technique is successfully used by someone who doesn't

examine the basis of technique the message says, "It's not necessary to ask

big questions." And if we do question the basis of technique, if we do ask,

"why do it this way?" our simple technique usually turns into a tangled web

of strange unknowns. Usually, we don't have the time, the ability, or the

motivation to work our way through to an answer of the question "why?" It's

easier to accept technique and,in the ease of accepting techniques, we let

bigger questions go by. We depend upon technique until we forget that there

really are bigger questions. We get so used to routinely using things like

social discount rates, that we don't even think of examining the ethical and

philosophical implications of their use ( ).

Because techniques are so useful and even necessary, we need to consider

the fundamental kinds of questions that technology's techniques do not address.



As we get into the habit of using techniques, we are apt to forget these

kinds of questions. These questions are concerned with the very background

that motivates the use of techniques. When we employ techniques as a matter

of habit, we tend to neglect the assessment of these motivations. The techno-

logical background itself remains unexamined. We grind out our work, but the

question, "why am I really doing all this?" escapes us.

There are no technological techniques for examining the nature and limi-

tations of the technological background itself. The use of techniques assumes

this background as given. The use of technological techniques, methods, and

procedures involves the assimilation of the technological background into our

own behavior. The background becomes the taken-for-granted "way things are"

and we don't even think of examining it. We depend upon techniques,and we

expect others to employ them. The use of techniques gets us into the habit

of not asking fundamental questions. We narrow our questions to those that

technique can handle. But, if we don't struggle with these broader fundamental

questions, then, how can we examine this background of expectations that we

ourselves are within? The answer is, we don't. We have techniques for our

work, and techniques don't require such examination. Our work is possible

because we don't ask such questions!

Through the repeated use of techniques for all sorts of tasks, we assim-

ilate the technological background into ourselves, and we lose the interest

and ability to examine this background. We adapt to the practical world of

techniques. We expect to "get on with our job without wasting time with use-

less philosophical inquiry." Thus, the background itself remains unexamined.

The technological commitments remain as unexamined background. The technolo-

gical background protects itself from inquiry by providing the means to meet

its demands without examining the demands themselves.



Technology Protects Itself from Fundamental Inquiry

Let us go back and consider the nature of technological paradigms. In

Chapter 2, we reasoned that these paradigms could be viewed from different

levels of resolution. We employed three levels of views: background, schema,

and component. From a component level view,we saw detailed collections of

techniques, procedures, and methods which could be applied to specific tasks

in a step by step manner. A schema level view revealed more general and

basic theories, concepts and models. From a component or schema level view,

technological paradigms were highly diverse. In Chapter 3 we reasoned that

these different technological paradigms blended together at the broadest back-

ground level. Here is where technology needed to be defined. We described

the technological background as the set of commitments given in Table 1.

In this chapter, we have characterized a basic relationship between the

technological background and the more specific knowledge found at the schema

and component levels of technological paradigms. We have found that the tech-

nological paradigms orientate people toward the component level. That is,

technological knowledge motivates people toward component-level activities

that do not involve philosophical speculations and inquiries. Instead, com-

ponent level activities involve "getting down to specifics," "getting the job

done without wasting time," "delivering the goods," "dealing with practical

realities," and "not getting side'''tracked." These practical activities are

supported by a host of techniques, procedures,and methods that allow one to

"get the job done without wasting time." Indeed, the push toward component-

level techniques is so strong that technology itself is often equated to the

use of techniques or the collection of techniques that are used.

Schema level (theoretical) inquiry is, of course, often needed, but the

common expectation is that something "practical" should result. Such "prac-

tical somethings" are normally provided through the techniques, procedures,



methods, instructions, plans, etc. found at the component level. Thus, as

an example, if research engineers develop elegant theories, they are expected

to apply them to practical ends that practitioners can employ. A useful (and

thus technologically worthy) contribution to a technological paradigm tends

to be considered as something which can be seen and used from a component

level view.

Without such practical component-level emphasis, technology could not

possibly accomplish what it has done. The power of the technological para-

digms results not from its reflective thought, philosophical inquiries, or even

its theoretical models (though the later are often important) but- from its

practical techniques that allow the majority of practicing technologists to

"get the job done." But this practical emphasis that directs attention to

the component level of paradigms has another side. By directing attention

toward the component level, attention and inquiry is directed away from the

background. Background level inquiry is philosophical, but technology's

background commitments call for practical inquiry and the means for practical

inquiry are found at the component level. Background level inquiry thus tends

to be considered impractical and useless; such inquiry "does not help one to

accomplish specific tasks in an efficient and productive way," The words

impractical, unproductive, useless and inefficient become associated with

philosophical inquiry, and thus the technological commitments tend to dis-

courage and disparage philosophical inquiry. Instead of promoting reflective

thought and the asking of fundamental questions, technological emphasis is

directed toward practical techniques which can be readily applied in an orderly

and efficient way that saves time. Expressed bluntly, technology has a built

in narrow-mindedness. The technologist who truly questions the essence of

technology itself ceases to behave in a technological manner. Such question-

ing is out of context with the background expectations that are the essence

of technology.



The technological paradigms are consistent. They place technological

demands upon people and, at the same time, provide a host of component level

techniques to meet these demands. The technological enterprise is also

remarkably stable, despite the revolutionary social and physical changes

that it brings about. The technological background provides the context

within which huge numbers of people drive themselves to do all sorts of work.

This work consumes huge amounts of resources. Yet, despite all this activity,

the technological background itself is seldom examined or assessed, and when

some assessment is given, it is ignored by the vast majority because it is

out of context with the background itself. Indeed,the majority are correct!

Inquiry into the background is out of context with the backgrounds own

commitments, expectations) and demands. To assess the background is out of

context with the background of technological expectations that all of us

fall under. The technological background calls forth techniques and the use

of techniques establishes a pattern of human inquiry that is not likely to

examine the background itself. But the use of techniques helps one to meet

the background expectations.

We can summarize our inquiry as follows:

Technology motivates and sustains the use of techniques,
and this very use of techniques protects technology
itself from inquiry.

Thus, technology sustains itself as a taken-for-granted background of commit-

ments, expectations, and demands. Technology's "know-how" is not only incapa-

ble of examining the essence of technology, but it prevents such examination

from even being considered.



CHAPTER 7

ORGANIZATIONS

Introduction

In this chapter we will reason that the large scale organizations that

we now find in modern societies are brought forth and sustained by the tech-

nological background. That is, the technological framework of expectations

that people place upon themselves and upon each other result in the particular

pattern of human relationships and behaviors characterized by large-scale

organizations.

Organizations are a means to power. They provide a disciplinary struc-

ture to control people and "other resources." But too often power, control,

and discipline are seen merely as coming from a few powerful people at the top,

who exert their control through an authoritarian hierarchy. From this view,

each person falls under the authoritarian control of a supervisor, with the

ultimate supervisors being the people at the top who have the real power. I

think that this view is too narrow. There are, of course, powerful people

and groups, and they do need to be held accountable ( ). However, to under-

stand the discipline of contemporary organizations, we must look for more

than a hierarchy of authoritarian control.

Hierarchal authority alone cannot explain the discipline of modern organ-

izations. We see far too many people doing disciplined work with little or

no direct authoritarian supervision. In fact, it is not uncommon for people

to resent supervisors because they "get in the way." People often do their

work not because of their supervisors, but despite their supervisors. "Direc-

tors" and "managers" are often viewed as incompetents. In both the public

and private sectors, we frequently hear the complaint "they can't do anything;

they're just waiting for retirement. We have to do all of the work." Such



views suggest that authority from the top is often not so highly regarded,

competent or powerful.

The trouble with the top-down authoritarian view of organizations is

that it focuses all attention on the imposition of discipline,while ignoring

the acceptance of discipline. Peer discipline tends to be overlooked despite

its importance. The needs of people to feel competent are not adequately

considered. This imbalanced view is particularly deficient for explaining

professional organizationsjwhere authoritarian threats are minimal but disci-

pline still remains.

We will maintain that both the imposition and acceptance of organiza-

tional discipline arise from the framework of technological expectations that

people hold in common at all levels ( ). The modern organization is consis-

tent with the technological framework of expectations,and thus the organiza-

tionApattern of human relationships is sustained even when people don't like

it. We will illustrate the relationship of the technological commitments to

organization through a story. The story tells how an imaginary group struggled

to become more technological.

A Story

I once belonged to a group of friends and relatives who made toy soldiers

for a living. We shared tools, supplies, ideas, jokes and stories. We had a

great time,but we had difficulty meeting our quotas without sacrificing

quality. So we decided to become technological by altering our behavior to

meet the demands of the technological commitments. We read the commitments,

but they didn't make much sense. They certainly didn't tell us how to make

toy soldiers. So we continued in our wayibut Commitment 1 began to cause us

some concern.



Commitment 1 One should solve problems and complete tasks so
that resources can be productively and efficiently put to some

useful purpose.

The fact is, we weren't being very productive or efficient. As an example,

sometimes many of us had to wait for the use of a particular tool. None of

us really minded waiting.; we'd joke around, tell stories, play games, and have

a grand time. But-we weren't being very productive or efficient.

We decided to work harder and periodically hold meetings to resolve our

inefficient use of resources. This worked well for a while, and our group

grew Larger. As our group grew larger, we began to have additional problems.

As an example, some of the newer members were great at making arms but they

made terrible heads. Others had the opposite problem. It's not very good

to make toy soldiers with ugly heads or grotesque arms, so, we held more

meetings to resolve these problems.

The situation began to worsen. We were spending too much time in meet-

ings, training new people took too Long, our efficiency was dropping, and we

were still getting ugly heads and grotesque arms. It was terrible. Then we

noticed Commitment 2.

Commitment 2 Tasks should be broken down into workable parts
which can be explained, completed,and evaluated in a practical

and orderly manner.

Our problem was that each of us was trying to make an entire soldier. We

decided to break toy solider building down into five workable parts. Each of

four groups specialized in arms, legs, heads or bodies. A fifth group assem-

bled these parts into toy soldiers.

This worked fine for a while, and our production went up. But some new

problems began to emerge. Each of the parts were made very well, no more

ugly heads or arms. The parts were being put together well. But sometimes

the heads were too small or maybe it was that the bodies were too large.

Either way, some of the toy soldiers were very strange Looking. As an example,



some had larger arms than Zegs. We never had such problems when we each had

made an entire soldier. This problem caused a Zot of arguments. Then, in

the midst of an intense argument, someone suggested that we consider Commit-

ment 4.

Commitment 4 Activities should be planned, organized and con-
trolled to meet specified objectives and minimize unanticipated
changes, surprises,and disorders.

That was it! When we broke our work into parts (Commitment 2), we failed to

set up a group that would plan, organize)and control the activities of the

other manufacturing groups.

We elected a management group from each of the five manufacturing groups.

The managers went back and forth among the five manufacturing groups. Our

problems were reduced but not as much as we thought. You see, we often got

conflicting and ambiguous information from the managers. As an example, a

manager with head experience would come up to a Zeg manufacturer and say,

"make the Zegs a little smaller so that they'll match up with the heads." At

the same time, a manager with Zeg experience would teZZ a head manufacturer

'make the heads a little bigger so they'll match up with the Zegs." Instead

of small heads with big legs we'd end up with big heads and small legs. In

either case, we'd end up with a ridiculous looking toy soldier. Then, one

day someone noticed:

Commitment 3 Information should be precise and unambiguous.

That was it! The managers could get together and decide upon the proper dimen-

sions. Then they could pass on precise specifications to the manufacturing

groups.

Our problem had been solved! Things went well for a while but some new

problems began to emerge. We began to accumulate an abundance of heads while

at the same time we had a shortage of arms. We never had such problems when

we each had made entire soldiers. The head people complained that the arm



people were going too slow while the arm people complained that the head

people were over staffed. The management group faced some terrible conflicts.

What they did, however, was quite clever. They divided the management task

into more workable pieces. One group handled design and specifications., while

the other group managed the manufacturing process. A higher-level management

group was formed to coordinate the two lower level management groups.

The management group responsible for the manufacturing process pointed

out two commitments.

Commitment 6 Evaluations, verificationsland validations should
be based upon observations of performance.

Commitment 7 The passage of time is uniform, universal, con-
stant, measurable, uninfluenced by events, and entirely impersonal.
Time is a resource that should be used efficiently and not
wasted.

This group placed clocks in each manufacturing group. Then, they broke each

task down into a definite set of standard steps. Then, they determined how

long each task should take; each task had a standard task time. Then, the

performance of each manufacturing group was evaluated by observing how Zong

they took to do their work in comparison to the standard task time. This

information was routinely passed on to the higher management group. The job

of this new higher level management group was to allocate tasks and resources

in response to the performance evaluations. This approach worked quite well,

and our productivity and efficiency increased.

Those of us in manufacturing were now working against the clock. In

time, we decided to let the managers reward people for higher performance,

while penalizing people for Lauer performance. We also got rid of people with

very low performance. All this tended to increase productivity. The managers,

of course, gave themselves higher incomes because they had more responsibility.

But it really wasn't that unfair, because if anyone excelled in performance,

he or she could move up to a higher management position.



The managers made more changes. In order to control operations (Commit-

ment 4) and not waste time (Commitment 7), more machines were broup* in,

specialization increas4and standard techniques were adopted. I won't bore

you with all of the details, but Zet me say that our productivity and effi-

ciency became far higher than our original group of family and friends could

ever had imagined.

I'll close with one story. One day a group of efficiency experts were

collecting evidence on a new process. An old man who hadn't said anything

for a long time suddenly shouted out,"It's not fun anymore! I used to enjoy

making toy soldiers. Not anymore! Take that down in your report!"

For a moment I felt a sudden excitement. I had once been a great toy

soldier maker. Now, I operated a drill press which made a hole in the bottom

of the head for the neck to fit in. It's not much fun spending eight hours

a day drilling holes into the heads of toy soldiers.

But then, I felt embarrassed for the old man. So did everyone else. He

also felt embarrassed. His eyes dropped. "Sorry; he said. We all went back

to work.

Commitment 5 Communicated evidence should be independent of
personal feelings, emotions, needs and experiences; it should
be objective, factual and non-subjective.

Organization and the Technological Background

In our story, a group of people placed themselves under the technological

framework of expectations. As a result, things changed, but this change in-

volved much more than the increased productivity of toy soldiers. The pattern

of human relationships originally found within the group of friends and rela-

tives was drastically transformed in response to the technological commitments.

The group's work, making toy soldiers, remained the same, but their ways of

relating to their work and to each other became entirely different. That is,



the group's organizational character changed so as to be in context with the

technological expectations; they became a modern organization.

Human activities were divided into specialized tasks for which impersonal

evaluations of performance are made. Allocations of tasks and resources

occurred through a hierarchy of management levels. Efficiency and producti-

vity became paramount objectives,while fun and play became irrelevant or even

irresponsible. People became resources; they were managed for efficiency by

objectifying, as far as possible, their jobs and applying quantitative stan-

dards in order to evaluate their performance. Activities were related more

to the clock and less to personal interactions. Spontaneity declined as work

plans and schedules gained prominance. Advancement in status, income and

authority came about through promotion to higher management levels. Standard-

ized techniques, forms, requirements, specifications,and procedures gained

prominence. Method and order became more importantwhile individual style

and flair became less acceptable. Control, order, and routine prevailed. Work

became a job and the primary relationship between job and family became income.

These organizational characteristics, of course, are not limited to the

manufacturer of toy soldiers. Such organizational characteristics are rela-

tively independent of particular tasks or individuals. We find such organi-

zational characteristics arising in all sorts of endeavors and tasks; they

encompass all sorts of skills and professions. This widespread organizational

character occurs because it arises out of a background of human expectations

that span all sorts of professions, tasks and skills. Remember, in Chapter 3

of our inquiry we deliberately sought out that which was common and consis-

tent despite diversity and change. We found the technological commitments;

they described the common and persistent technological background of expecta-

tions within which all sorts of activities occur.



In any group of people, the behaviors and relationships between people

reflect the expectations that they place upon themselves and each other. The

organization of a group is characterized by its pattern of relationships

through which authority, responsibility,and communication mediate behavior.

It follows that the character of an organization reflects the framework of

expectations that people relate through. This framework of expectations sus-

tains the group's pattern of relationships and thus, it sustains its organiza-

tion. If conflicting expectations arise, the organization breaks down. The

organization does not demand that the members like these expectations; it

only requires that they accept them as a means of shaping behavior.

Groups of people acting within the technological framework of expecta-

tions will tend towards those relational patterns characteristic of modern

organizations. They will break down tasks into workable parts (Commitment 2)

in order to employ resources more productively and efficiently (Commitment 1).

They will need management levels to plan, organize,and control activities

(Commitment 4). These management groups will evaluate performance (Commitment

6) and allocate resources accordingly/in order to increase efficiency (Commit-

ment 1). They will require precise and objective information (Commitment 3

and 5). Standardization will be needed to maintain order so that specified

objectives can be met (Commitment 4) without wasting time (Commitment 7).

They will depend upon clocks (Commitment 7). People and things will be

applied as resources to serve useful purposes (Commitment 1) and meet speci-

fied objectives (Commitment 4).

The modern organization depends upon the technological background of

expectations that we accept for ourselves and others. Supervisors, peers,

and subordinates expect people to respond to these demands within their areas

of competence. In the modern organization, supervision largely consists of

providing a job climate where people can demonstrate that they are meeting



the technological expectations. Thus clocks, performance evaluations, check-

lists, time logs, instructions, machines, techniques and procedures are pro-

vided so that people can meet the expectations placed on them. Those who

don't meet these expectations are considered to be incompetent, regardless of

whether they are subordinates, peers/or superiors. If someone loses a job,

even through no fault of their own, they lose self respect because they them-

selves feel like they are not meeting the expectations placed upon them.

Thus, a job is more than a means to meet living expenses; it is a means to

express ones worth within the context of expectations placed upon people.

The specific expectations placed upon people are highly varied but the

background of technological expectations has a persistent and pervasive influ-

ence. Thus, it shapes human interactions. It is the background through which

the word "competence" gains consistent meaning despite differences in skills,

tasks and specialized know-how. It is the background shared by supervisors,

peers, and subordinates/and through it, each may refer to the other as compe-

tent or incompetent.

"But," you might reply, "am I not ignoring authoritarian control in favor

of a common background that all share?" I agree that rigid and harsh author-

itarian control often occurs; however, I would point out that it is an act of

technological incompetence for a higher-level authority to insist upon making

decisions at a higher level when these same decisions could better be made at

a lower level. In this statement, the word, "better," means "in conformance

with the technological commitments." The ideal technological organization is

one in which decisions are made at those levels that enable the overall

behavior to best meet the demands of the technological commitments ( ).

One reason why strict, inappropriate/and incompetent authority is often

sustained is that the higher-level authorities themselves control the evalua-

tion process (Commitment 6) for their own needs. This is a violation of



Commitment 4 (objectivity) and subordinates will see this as unfair. Under

such conditions, subordinates may be able to use the technological expecta-

tions to label a superior as incompetent. I've heard several versions of the

following story that illustrates this method. The men of a military unit

deeply resented the strict yet incompetent authority of a commanding officer.

They finally "rebelled" by doing only what they were exactly ordered to do,

no more, no less. Any form of individual initiative was abandoned. As an

example, if they were ordered to "be at the mess hall at 6:30," that's exactly

what they did; they didn't pick up any food, they didn't sit down at the

tables and they didn't eat. They just stood at the mess hall entrance block-

ing traffic, all day if necessary, until given another specific order. If

someone asked them what they were doing, they would reply, "I don't know sir,

I'm just following orders." I have heard people explain with a sense of joy

and excitement,"this drove our commanding officer crazy." I recall one per-

son who told me,"our howitzer was off by 180 degrees and the idiot didn't even

know it. When he ordered us to fire, we did." In such situations, observa-

tions of actual performance (Commitment 6) will obviously reveal that some-

thing is wrong and the commanding officer is likely to be in trouble.

The point of this story is that there is more to an organization than a

hierarchy of authority. Without the acceptance of such authority and some

forms of peer reinforcement, organizational dysfunction and breakdown are

likely to occur. The technological expectations provide a background for the

imposition and acceptance of authority and the peer reinforcement needed by

modern organizations.

Modern organization comes into being and is sustained by the technologi-

cal framework of expectations which are mutually held by supervisor, peer and

subordinate. There are, of course, those with special privileges far beyond

their competence. There are powerful people who manipulate others for their



own gain. There are those who cheat and cut corners. There are those who

are threatened and exploited. But behind all these diverse behaviors is the

pervasive and persistent influence of the technological background that sus-

tains the modern organization despite special privileges, manipulations,

cheating, cut corners, threats, and exploitations.

Modern organization is power. It has the power to transform the pattern

of human relationship to conform to its own organizational demands and needs.

But too often, we think of power in terms of particular organizations. We

fail to see that the power of modern organization itself exceeds the power of

any particular institution. Wipe out the worlds most powerful institutions,

and technological organization will still hold its power.

The basic power of technological (modern) organization is to sustain the

technological framework of expectations which sustains the organizational

pattern itself. Modern organization is that arrangement of human interactions

within which the technological commitments are sustained through resources,

tasks and social pressures. Through modern organization, the technological

commitments are acted out in the accomplishment of all sorts of diverse tasks.

Modern organizations are characterized by their tendency to treat everything

within its span of control as a resource for its own survival. Nothing is

more basic to the survival of modern organizations than the acceptance of the

technological expectations as background. Accept this background as taken-for-

granted and you accept modern organization as taken-for-granted. The fact that

we seldom think of organizational power in this way reflects our own acceptance

of the technological background. Modern organization has transformed the ways

in which we relate to each other. The human environment within which we live

has been transformed for all of us. Other ways of relating have given way to

the ways of modern organization. But, despite such dramatic changes, our pri-

mary suspicions are directed toward particular organizations and the few who



have been best able to exploit them. We have failed to identify the back-

ground from which our own behavior is conditioned to accept such organization,

and thus we ourselves have accepted and sustained such organizational rela-

tionships with little reflective thought ( ).

Organizational Bias

Let us reconsider the relationship of professional technology to modern

hierarchal organizations. Modern organizations provide the dominant social

context within which professional technology evolves. We will reason herein

that this organizational context results in professional knowledge that is

strongly biased to the needs of the dominant organizations which support tech-

nology. We will not argue, however, that this bias is the result of dishon-

esty, fraud or deception. On the contrary, this bias results from ordinary

people doing what is expected of them, and for the most part, these people

resist dishonesty, fraud and deception.

Let us consider some characteristics of the modern hierarchal organiza-

tion. The lower hierarchal levels include workers; their primary tasks involve

carrying out rather specific instructions and routine tasks. The mid-levels

include professionals; their tasks involve problem solving which often requires

special skills and knowledge (expressed in paradigms). The higher levels of

the hierarchy include managers; their tasks involve allocating resources so

as to keep the organization healthy and surviving. An "ideal" organization

displays the following characteristics.

1. Work is divided among a number of specialized groups.

2. Advancement occurs on the basis of experience, ability, and
service to the organization.

3. A common path to advancement leads to increased management
responsibilities.

4. Management responsbilities involve the efficient running of
the organization,largely through the allocation of tasks
and resources.



Organizational advancement to management positions (with higher status

and income) is largely based upon service to the organization,or at least

apparent service to the more immediate higher levels. Individuals who are

disruptive to the organization are not likely to be promoted to management

levels. A hierarchal organization is thus self-selecting. Those who manage

the organization and allocate its resources tend to be selected because of

service, ability,and interests which conform to organizational values. These

values stress the importance of running the organization, meeting organiza-

tional needs, sustaining its resources, and allocating these resources in ways

beneficial to the survival of the organization. Organizational values are

reinforced within the peer communities of those selected for advancement.

Those selected through hard work within the organization establish strong

identities with the organization's survival and growth. Information passed

up the organization tends to be polished and selected by subordinates (in

the name of respect, loyalty, duty, tact, support, manners, etc.) to better

reinforce organizational values. Thus, higher levels tend to be protected

from information which might suggest that the organization isn't worth their

effort.

Through selection, peer reinforcement, personal identity, information

selection, status and income, organizational values become firmly established

within those who allocate resources, assign tasks, and determine the advance-

ment of subordinates. In this process, those who might disrupt the running

of the organization, threaten its survivallor even question its worth. are

prevented from allocating its resources. Thus, the organization protects

itself from uses of resources which might be disruptive or threaten its sur-

vival.
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FIGURE I. - A MODEL OF DISCIPLINARY COMMUNITIES WITHIN
PROFESSIONAL TECHNOLOGY (from Chapter 2)

Contemporary technology thrives within such organizations. Modern organ-

izations organize, direct, coordinateiand control the many complex technologi-

cal tasks upon which our modern society depends. Consider the evolution of

the technological paradigms within this context. These paradigms evolve in

response to the activities of professional technologists (Figure 1). These

professionals are largley found within the mid levels of organizations. That

is, they solve problems and complete tasks assigned to them from higher manage-

ment levels. Management allocates resources to particular actions and not

others; certain innovative efforts are supported, while others are avoided;

certain studies are supported through which observations emerge. The selec-

tion of technological actions, innovations and observations is largely deter-

mined through management decisions that respond to organizational values and

needs. Thus, the process through which technological paradigms evolve is

managed to meet the values and needs of organizations. Because the process

conforms to organizational values and needs, the paradigms which evolve out of



this process will also conform to organizational values and needs.

Refer to Figure I. Management allocates resources towards actions and

innovations which meet organizational needs. They also pursue, sustain,

emphasize, and give exposure to observations which best meet organizational

values, needsiand ambitions. Given this influence, the technological para-

digms evolve in response to organizational needs and values. The paradigms

also serve as a basis of discipline for technologists. Consequently, techno-

logists serve organizations quite well, not so much because of organizational

pressures but because, on the basis of their paradigms, it is reasonable and

proper to do so. The paradigms, however, are biased toward organizational

needs and values.

Those disciplines whose paradigms best meet organizational needs are

sustained with the resources from organizations. Disciplines whose. paradigms

fail to meet the needs of organizations tend to wither and die,unless, of

course, they can adapt in a more "useful" direction to obtain sufficient

resources for survival. Technological paradigms and the communities that sus-

tain them evolve through a "natural selection" where survival is dominated

by the allocation of resources to disciplinary communities on the basis of

organizational needs. Consequently, when an individual comes up with an

idea that doesn't meet the needs of an established organization, he/she has

no community that could assimilate the idea into its paradigms. Technolo-

gists may say "that's an interesting idea", but the idea doesn't go anywhere

because there are no communities to sustain the idea.

If public pressure or external crises force organizations to change (for

there own well-being), then technological disciplines may assimilate organi-

zationally acceptable new ideas into their paradigms, but this process takes

time because of the disciplinary resistance of the paradigms. The environ-

mental movement and the energy crisis have motivated such change, but these



changes come slowly and they tend to be directed toward the needs of dominant

institutions ( ).

Technology's organizational bias does not result from fraud, misrepresen-

tation/ or deceit (though these may occasionally occur). Such unethical be-

haviors are strongly resisted by professional technologists, and they are sel-

dom demanded by managers. Organizational bias, however, does not require such

behaviors, in fact, such bias is more effective and credible without fraud,

misrepresentation,and deceit. The bias arises quite naturally from honest

hard working managers and technologists who do their job well. This bias

does not mean that the paradigms are false. Rather, it means that they are

weighed heavily to emphasize and favor the needs and values of dominant organ-

izations.

This organizational bias helps explain many paradoxes of contemporary

society. Technologists advocate rational conflict resolution, yet citizens

groups opposing organizational actions find it nearly impossible to obtain

qualified professional assistance ( ). Nuclear power has rapidly reached

high levels of technological sophistication and capital investment while

solar heating has been left to a counter culture - back yard technology

practiced by individuals who are highly suspicious of large organizations.

Many technological paradigms serve the dominance of the automobile despite

its waste of natural resources and human life, yet, long after the energy

crisis had become old news, transportation engineers could not take the bicy-

cle seriously as a transportation mode.

In summary, contemporary technology contains a organizational bias which

may be stated:

Technological knowledge and expertise tends to be biased toward
the values and needs of the organizations that support tech-
nology; this bias does not arise from deception, dishonesty and
fraud, but rather, it arises from the normal functioning of the
technological enterprise itself.



Back to the Background

The organizational bias described above is difficult for people to accept,

because the word bias tends to imply distortion, dishonesty and fraud. At the

very least it implies unfairness. This difficulty arises because we ourselves

have fallen into a technological trap. We have divided technology into two

workable parts, professions and organizations. We have applied Commitment 2

to the study of technology itself. If we take an alternative view, then we

will not need the word bias. Instead, the words consistency and mutual sup-

port will be more appropriate.

We must go back and recall that both professional technology and modern

organization are brought forth from the same technological background. But

this background also brings forth the compatability between them! If we look

for a bias between two distinctly different things (professions and organiza-

tions),then our inquiry looks away from the technological background common

to both-of these things. Indeed, we try to explain this bias from the basis

of the technological background itself. Thus, we look for distortions based

upon personal needs rather than objective evaluations (Commitments 4 and 6).

We must take a broader perspective and look more toward the technological

background itself!

What we have called a bias is rather a characteristic of the technologi-

cal background that involves consistency rather than dishonesty, deception/

and fraud. The technological background is such that the knowledge that it

brings forth is consistent with the patterns of human relationships that it

brings forth. That is, technological knowledge and organization are compati-

ble expressions of their common technological background. Thus, what we call

a bias is more fundamentally a mutually supporting manifestation of the tech-

nological background.

Professional knowledge and modern organizations are expressions of the

technological framework of expectations that consistently influence our



behaviors. The same is true for techniques and machines. When we separate

professions, organizations, techniques,and machines into distinctly different

things, we are responding to the technological background itself; we are

identifying "workable parts "in accordance with Commitment 2. But, the back,

ground itself is the source of these "separate" things! If instead we think

of these things as manifestations of the technological background then we

see that:

the technological background has the capacity to consistently
express itself in mutually supporting manifestations.

The "organizational bias" is an outcome that is an expression of this back-

ground capacity. It is a character of the technological background that

should fundamentally concern us. If we only look at the distortions, dis-

honestyl and fraud that the background itself condems, then our own actions

serve to hide the technological background and sustain its pervasive but

unexamined acceptance and influence.

One additional concern deserves our attention. Organizations act to

select managers who serve the survival needs of organizations. Those in higher

level management strongly identify with the task of keeping the organization

healthy. Thus, they tend to assign tasks which support the organization,and

they tend to avoid tasks which might disrupt the organization. Let us not

get lost in the specific tasks of specific organizations, but rather let us

consider the general types of tasks that are least likely to be supported by

organizational managers. Such tasks are those which would most universally

threaten organizations themselves.

We have reasoned that modern organizations are sustained by technology's

background expectations. To question the limitations of these expectations

is to question the modern organization itself; it is to question the very

system that deems the managers themselves as successful and competent. One

could hardly think of an inquiry more generally threatening to modern organi-



zation. It is not likely that the managers selected by such organizations

will examine the technological background itself or assign this task to sub-

ordinates. The anti-philosophical attitude of adminstrators and managers is

probably stronger than that of engineers!

If we look to lower levels in the hierarchy where organizational selec-

tion, identityjand reinforcement has not been so complete, we find that tasks

have been so specialized (Commitment 2) that a broad philosophical inquiry

into the background would be completely inconsistent with one job. Indeed

such an inquiry would likely be considered as a sign of irresponsibility and

even incompetency. Moreover, the specialist depends upon the organization;

without organizations many specialized skills are worthless. Even the family

of a specialist may not be able to understand or affirm the abilities of the

specialist. Thus,the specialist will tend to affirm the organizatioh,because

only the organization can affirm the specialist.

We may summarize these observations as follows:

The technological background shapes the pattern of human rela-

tionships so as to sustain the technological background, reward

behavior which conforms to the background, penalize behavior
which does not conform to the background, direct resources
toward those activities which conform to the background and pre-

vent inquiries into the nature of the background itself.





CHAPTER 8

TIME, CLOCKS AND THE TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

"One of the peculiarities of modern civilization is the importance
it attaches to the idea of time. Time is considered a kind of
linear progression measured by the clock and the calendar. The

tendency is to regard this idea as a necessity of thought, but
acquaintance with the beliefs of other civilizations shows that
this is not the case. --- Generally speaking, time was not a con-
cept of primary importance in ancient thought."

Encyclopedia America - 1980.

Look at a Clock

I have reasoned in this book that the essence of technology lies in a

background of expectations that we live, think and act within. The word back-

ground means, something that is so persistent and common that it is seldom

examined. Other things may stand out in more dramatic ways, but the background

itself becomes so common that it is taken for granted. Yet the background,

because of its commoness and persistence, shapes our knowledge, relation-

ships, actions, language,and reality itself.

In this cahpter, I will attempt to demonstrate the persistent, pervasive

yet hidden presence of the technological background within our day-to-day

lives. I will attempt to show that technological background shapes the prac-

tical day to day behaviors that we all have come to accept. I will attempt

to illustrate how technology's expectations were imposed upon us and how we

impose these expectations upon others, including children. I will seek to

demonstrate that we force our own lives and the lives of others to meet these

background expectations, yet we accept this background as "natural." Despite

our diverse beliefs, behaviors,and commitments, there is a persistent and

pervasive technological background of expectations that powerfully shapes

our collective behavior.



Our inquiry must look into the common and practical kinds of things that

all of us tend to take for granted. Take a look at a clock. A clock is not

a particularly impressive device. I'm sure, though, you won't have trouble

finding one. Maybe you have one strapped to your wrist (a watch). You may

also have one next to your bed and one in your kitchen. You may have them

peering over the rooms in which you work. Think how often you look at clocks.

Think how you wait for them or rush off to meet their demands. Think how they

serve to persistently and pervasively mediate the collective activities of

people, including, of course, yourself.

Now think about time itself. What do clocks really measure? What is

time? How could time always be or continue forever? What does the word "now"

actually mean? Try to explain time to a child or an imaginary visitor from

another world. Try to explain something more about time than how to read a

clock. If you're like me, I suspect that you'll have difficulty with such

questions and explanations. You'll probably get frustrated and annoyed if

someone presses you on these questions. Without any really good answers,

you'll probably dismiss the questions as a "waste of time".

We have something rather strange here; clocks are very important in our

lives. We shape our lives to clocks. We take clocks and what they measure

(time) seriously. Yet we really don't understand what it is that clocks are

actually measuring. Moreover, we don't "waste time" thinking about time. In

short, our lives are shaped by something that we give very little thought,

I'd like you to think about clocks and time in a different way. Think

of a clock as an expression of the technological background. From this alter-

native view, time as we know it is not a fact given to us by nature. Instead,

time as we accept it is a conditioned behavioral response to the framework

of technological expectations that we place upon each other and accept for

ourselves. Our taken-for-granted acceptance of time, measured by clocks, is



really our taken for granted acceptance of the technological background. The

clock is thus a symbolic expression of our common, pervasive, and persistent

technological commitments. Our technological background is so pervasive that

we no longer see time as our way of enframing (structuring, grasping, enfold-

ing) reality; rather, we see it as reality itself. If we didn't share this

common technological background, then our response to clocks and our common

notion of time would be seen as absurd.

In the next few pages, we will attempt a very difficult task. We will

try to see "time" in a way that is different from our common notion of time.

We will try to see our own concept of time from a different perspective.

A Different View of Time

I spent several years working with the Division of Indian Health within +he

U.S. Public Health Service. During my stay in the Southwest United States,

I became acquainted with "Indian time" (Native American). "Indian time" is

quite different from the technological time which we accept. There is a

tendency on our part to view behavior within Indian time as inefficient, unpro-

ductive and unreliable. Let us try to shift our outlook, however slightly,

into Indian time. From this different perspective, we may be able to catch

a critical glimpse of our own notion of technological time and how it shapes

our behavior. I will attempt this venture into Indian time by telling a story

of an encounter with Indian time.

I recall a celebration in a remote Southwestern town. The celebration

was a joint effort by the Indians and non-Indians of the area, but .the char-

acter of the celebration was primarily Indian. It was announced that the

celebration would begin at "four o'clock - Indian time." I arrived slightly

before "four o'clock - technological time" in order to see Indian time unfold.

At four o'clock, only one other person was there, he was a Navaho announcer.

A loud speaker system had been set up. The announcer began making announce-



ments. For him, it was announcing time. My family and I, plus a very few

other people were the only other ones there during these beginning announce-

ments. The announcement continued, in Navaho, of course. I doubt that any-

one there for the first hour of announcements understood Navaho, but this

didn't matter; it was announcing time for the announcer.

As I waited and watched, I could see the celebration coming into being.

New people arrived, met friends, talked and made preparations. Clusters of

preparation and communication emerged. Exchanges between these clusters began

to form and the clusters began to mutually influence each other. Gradually,

patterns of actions and organizations emerged. The announcements no longer

seemed to be independent of everything that was going on. Then, one of the

clusters and patterns of actions emerged into a more prominent position and

attention was drawn to it. Then, that cluster subsided and, as it did,

another emerged into prominence. The celebration had become. What had been

announcing time, preparation time, greeting time, and communication time now

had weaved together into a more holistic and more significant time. Celebra-

tion time had come into being! Celebrate!

Celebration time grew as an organic whole of other times; game time,

contest time, showing time. Celebration time continued into darkness time

and then darkness time, fire time, drum time, and dancing time evolved together

to form the maturing character of celebration time. And then, slowly, sleepy

children time began to emerge, tired time flowed into celebration time.

Dancing time began to withdraw and fire time began to grow dim. Gathering

time and departing time were drawn into celebration time. Celebration time

was not being terminated. No, the character of celebration time was quite

naturally becoming more restful as it flowed into the larger rhythm of time)

where evening time flows into night time which then flows again into day

time. Celebration time lives within this rhythm and, as day time emerged,



the character of celebration time again emerged with a more active life.

And then, celebration time did not end at some specific time. No, celebra-

tion time flows into a rhythm of seasonal time and properly submerges itself

to allow for other times to emergelso that together, life times can continue

to become.

Celebration time did not come into being at some point, but celebration

time did become. Celebration time emerged from within a larger rhythm and

pulse of life time which gave celebration time a significance and meaning.

Celebration time was nurtured by participating times such as greeting times,

dancing times, and sleepy children times. In turn, celebration time gave

these participating times significance and meaning. Thus, celebration times

draw in the times of individual actions and give them the meaning and signi-

ficances of Life Time. And when did celebration time begin? That's an awk-

ward and, I think, a ridiculous question. Celebration time emerged,and then,

of course, the time was celebration time. It would be ridiculous to have

something as important as celebration time submit itself to something as

trivial as uncelebrating mechanical rods pointing to numbers which say "tick,

tick, tick, it's four o'clock, time to celebrate, tick, tick, tick ... tick".

By technological standards, "Indian time" is imprecise and unreliable.

From the Indian's perspective (those Indians not engulfed by our technological

world), our technological concept of time is ridiculous. Frank Waters pro-

vides an insight into an American Indian view of our concept of time, and I

believe that we can learn something about ourselves from this view. He

describes a Pueblo Indian ceremony. Clowns are present (often painted white)

and they prance around making horseplay and pantomiming whites with a percep-

tive and sly humor that Indians understand, but sometimes non-Indians (par-

ticularly those of the technological type) miss. In describing the antics of

the clowns, Waters writes a brief description that says something to us.



"One (clown) wears strapped to his arm a battered alarm clock.
He looks at it. 'It's time to be hungry!' - and he snatches
from a bystander a bag of popcorn." ( )

I suspect from the American Indian perspective, it is ridiculous for

the majority of adults to strap onto their body a mechanical device (a watch)

which precisely tells them when they should act and move. How ridiculous to

look at an unfeeling ticking object strapped to your body and say "Time to

be hungry!" Hurry, eat. And then again look at the attached device and say

"Time to be tired!" Hurry, sleep.

If you came from a non-technological society, then a clock might fasci-

nate you. Its steady ticking sound might delight you. It would be interest-

ing that the slowly moving hands of one clock simultaneously pointed to the

same numbers as other clocks. A fascinating trinket, you might think, a

curiousity. But as for your life, you were in that rhythm and flow of life

within which the flowers bloomed, the leaves fell, the geese flew, the snows

came, the salmon swamjand the berries grew sweet. This rhythm and flow was

an ochestrated wholeness, a kind of "music" that involved all things of sig-

nificance including yourself. It would be important to be sensitive to this

rhythm, this "music of wholeness." You would seek to flow within this rhythm

with observation, celebration, meditationjand acceptancejso that discords and

disharmonies could be avoided. You wouldn't think of withdrawing from this

living wholeness to jump, jerkjand shove your life to fit the numbers on your

ticking trinkets. Why should you isolate one thing, an insignificant gadget,

and pace your life only to its insensitive regularities. Should you eat

dinner in response to the movements of trinkets which were ignorant of your

gathering friends, the coming of dusk, the warmth of fires, the smells of

baked bread, the moistness of your tongue, and even the grumbling of your own

stomach? Why should you do that! If you rush to meet the regularities of

these trinkets, will you not often fail to smell the flowers that bloom,



watch the changing colors of the leaves, feel the fallen leaves crunch under

your feetjand taste the sweet berries that come when sweet berries come?

Would the impersonal regularity of clocks be that important to you? I doubt

it.

But now, if everyone else did in fact jump, jerk, and shove their lives

to fit the impersonal regularity of clocks; if you were required to behave

this way since you were a child; if you experienced frowns, scowls, reprimands,

punishment, and rejection for not adequately responding to the impersonal regu-

larities of clocks; if clocks were found everywhere and if all this was widely

accepted with essentially no inquiry, challengejor thought; then clock time

would become "natural" to you. Then, blooming flowers, fallen leaves, flying

geese, the falling snow, swimming salmon/and sweet berries would become inci-

dental and largely unnoticed curiosities that might occasionally (when time

permitted) provide some relief from the pressures of the "real" world.

But now, think. What is this "real" world in which the flow of the

mighty stars themselves is merely an occasional curiosity. Think carefully on

this. The "real" world for most of us is those common day-to-day activities

which occupy our practical concerns. It is this world that is shaped by the

pervasive and persistent expectations placed upon us. It is this world that

arises from our common technological background. And from this, our back-

ground, the demands of "clock time" are real and blooming flowers, fallen

leaves, flying geese, falling snow, swimming salmon/and sweet berries are

commodities, sentimental curiousities, inconveniences1or objects of private

hobbies. They are no longer co-participants in the rhythm of being.

Let us look at our "technological" time; the time that we accept as

natural. Imagine a couple quietly lying in a beautiful field of grass,

blissfully smiling, enjoying a cool breeze,and watching the soft clouds drift

gently by. We can hear their playful voices, not well enough to hear the



words, but well enough to sense their joy and laughter. Then, for some

reason, one glances at a mechanical governor strapped to a wrist. A shocked

look appears, there is some commotion, one shouts, "Oh my God!", they both

leap to their feet and rush off in a frenzied blur without any thanks or good-

bye to the grass, the breeze/and the clouds. It is quite possible that a

visitor from another planet would take the statement, "Oh my God!" quite

literally. A report from such a visitor might read:

Every clock is really an eye of a silent time god. The god's
eye peers over the rooms that humans live and work within.
Humans even keep a god's eye near their bedsides. They even
strap god's eyes to their bodies. There is no escape or pri-
vacy from the god's eyes. When a human looks into the god's
eye, stern and demanding stare must come forth; yet, to us the
god's eyes look harmless. We ourselves have never observed
the god's use of force. It is the humans themselves who en-
force the time god's demands. Humans rush together to meet the
god's demands often in such a mad frenzy they even kill them-
selves, either quickly (and violently) or slowly, yet, it is
the humans themselves who reprimand those who do not keep up
with the god's demands. We have seen a thousand people rush
all at once to the same place, then they work; later they all
eat their lunches, then they work some more, then they all
leave their work and rush en masse (which can be dangerous) to
return to their homes. The next day they repeat all this. But,
here is the really amazing part! None of these people needed
to say "let's go to work" or "I feel like eating" or "let's all
go home" or "let's do it again." The time god silently spoke
through it's multiple eyes and all but the privileged few and
the outcasts leaped to its demands.

Our view of time is dominated by a technological outlook. Time is pre-

cisely and objectively measured quite independently of what we are doing.

A mechanical army of clocks march in a cadence totally independent of who we

are and what we are doing. With each impersonal tick, a fixed segment of our

life is chopped off/ and there is nothing that we can do about it. Each of us

is called to keep in step with the ticking army of clocks and we fear that

particular time (death) when our own allotment of ticks is depleted. But,

even for this most significant personal event, the army of clocks takes no

notice; its ticking cadence is not altered in the slightest way.



Technological (Clock) Time

"Indian time" refers to th6 unfolding of events that are considered to

be significant in the life of the community. Indian time unfolds through

the participation of people and nature. Thus, celebration time came into

being because the participation of people called forth celebration.

In contrast, technological time does not respond to our participation;

it goes on at its own constant pace regardless of what we do. Technological

time exists independently not only of all human behavior, preferences, desires

and thoughts but also of all material objects and forces; it flows uniformly

of its own accord. We can't speed it up, slow it down,or reverse its direc-

tion. It is totally unalterable.

Because technological time cannot be altered, it can serve as a constant

and universal reference system. The behavior of things and people can be

referenced to this universal flow. Technological time requires a consistent

and reliable means of measurementlso that the referencing of behavior to it

can be objective and precise. Social happenings cannot provide the marks

(units) for a precise and objective measurement scale. Technology bases its

time on physical happenings that are impartial, consistent, predictable and

measurable. Technology has developed devices (clocks) that provide a uni-

form, constant, precise, quantitativeoand impersonal (objective) standard

for measuring time. The technological world unfolds to the impersonal mechan-

ical cadence of clocks. Clocks are disciplinary devices that arise from the

technological background. Technological time is an expression of the frame-

work of technological expectations that we sustain and live within. Thus,

technological time provides an objective (Commitment 5), precise (Commitment

3) and observable (Commitment 6) reference scale which permits the cample--

tion and evaluation of component tasks (Commitment 2) and their controlled

integration into plans and schedules/so that specified objectives can be



met (Commitment 4). Technological time enables the effective and efficient

completion of useful tasks and solution of problems (Commitment 1).

Technological time, however, is more than this unalterable "flow" which

is measured by clocks. It is more than the uniform progression of the "real

world" from past toward future through the instant of now. It is more than

a universal reference scale of events. Technological time is also considered

to be a necessary resource. We are told to "use time efficiently" and not to

"waste it." But, what does it really mean to treat time as a resource?

Obviously, we can't use time the way we use oil or coal. Technological time

is unalterable. We can't change it or reshape it for use, because if we did

that, then it could not serve as a precise, impersonal! and universal scale

(as required by the technological commitments). We can't mold it like clay,

we can't store it like coal, we can't dam it up like a river/and we can't

train it like people. Once we have accepted time as unalterable, once we

employ it as a universal and constant measure of change, then we can't shape

it to our needs, save it, dam it up, speed it up or alter it in any way.

Time appears to be a unique technological resource. Time is necessary

for all activities, yet it cannot be altered no matter how useful such an

alteration might be. Technology is committed to productive activities/yet

technology itself asserts that the one resource needed for all activities,

time, cannot itself be produced. The words efficiency and productivity are

most forcibly applied to time. Technology may be known for its wastage of

other resources, but it's not known for its waste of time.

What does it mean when we say "time is a resource; don't waste it?" How

can time really be an unalterable resource which we are implored to use

efficiently? What does it mean to "use time"? To pursue these questions, let

us examine more closely our responses to time. How do you respond when some-

body says,"don't waste time!" or "use your time productively!" Think of



your own feelings and responses. Such demands tend to produce a sense of

urgency within me. I become anxious that I might be "falling behind"; I might

not be "keeping up." If a span of time goes by and I do not accomplish much,

then I tend to feel that I have wasted time. I tend to feel anxious and even

guilty that I'm not doing enough. I often push myself to do more so that I

don't "lose time." "Making up time" involves pushing myself to do more of

something useful within a span of time. Frank Waters describes this behavior:

"Perhaps no other people have been so infernally preoccupied
with programs, schedules, budgets. 'I have no time!' This

is the despairing cry of twentieth century man, panicky with
unrest, as he rushes even faster from the past to the future
over the knife-edge of the unlived present" ( ).

We expect people to conform to this impersonal clock time; that is, we

expect them to be "on time." We become upset when we dial the operator on

the phone and wait one minute (60 seconds) for a reply. "They should be on

time!" We become impatient when a stop light stays red for a minute too long,

"they shouldn't waste time!" And, when the light turns green, we become

annoyed and blow the horn when the car in front of us takes an extra ten

seconds to move. Our impatience and annoyance reflect our own expectations

that people and things should be "on time;" they should not "waste times" they

should not allow the ticks of time to inefficiently pass by wasted, unused

and unproductive.

The injunction "dorit waste time; use it" refers to our own behaviors; it

expresses expectations placed upon us by others and by ourselves. Technologi-

cal time expresses the taken-for-granted framework of expectations that we live

within. We submit to a precise and impersonal standard of time/because we

accept the commitment to technological organization, evaluation/and control.

We employ clock time to control things and people, including ourselves, because

we expect control. We don't "use time" the way we use wood, iron/or coal. We



use time by pushing ourselves to do something that is useful, because we expect

useful action. Our anxiousness over the "waste of time" is really our percep-

tion of the expectations placed upon us. We push ourselves to be productive

and efficient because of our commitment to productivity and efficiency. Those

who don't respond to these expectations are criticized as being unreliable,

unpredictable, inefficient and unproductive; such criticisms reflect the expec-

tations that we place on ourselves and others.

Technological time is an expression of our own technological commitments.

It is not merely something in nature that we've discovered and "primitive"

cultures have not discovered. There are, of course, consistencies (regulari-

ties) in nature that make clocks possible. We have discovered such consis-

tencies and we have learned how to construct clocks. We have learned that

many physical systems (such as the rotation of the earth and a swinging pendu-

lum) display a remarkable consistency between their behaviors. Biological and

social systems are less consistent (predictable, repeatable, uniform, precise).

Technological societies choose to reference their activities to the most con-

sistent physical systems that they can devise. We do this not because it is

"natural" for us to do so but, because we are socially committed to precise

and impersonal order and organized control. American Indians were motivated

by other commitments/and thus their time is different, but their time is not

"less natural" or "less real" than ours. We choose precise impersonal clocks

because of our technological commitments. The clock is a powerful symbol of

the technological framework of expectations that we live within ( ).

We pace our lives to the most precise, impersonal and regular behaviors

that we can find. We develop and mass produce clocks in order to expose

everyone to this impersonal,regularity. We search out nature to find its

most precise, impersonal and regular behaviors to standardize our clocks.

Even the rotation of the earth no longer serves as a good enough standard.



Scientists now tell us that this rotation varies/and the length of a day is

increasing about 0.0015 seconds per century (with respect to the newer stan-

dards). The "standard second" has been based upon the oscillation of the

cesium-133 atom. don't believe that the oscillation of the cesium-133 atom

is in itself a significant concern to many of us. Our significant concern

involves the precise and impersonal regularity that enables order, organiza-

tion and control. Our notion of time is not an obvibus result from the exper-

iencing of nature. On the contrary, we have standardized our time against

obscure natural behaviors that are insignificant to our actual day to day

experiences. The experience of technological time has not come to us from

nature,but rather our experience of time comes through the technological

devices that we ourselves have constructed and pervasively employed. The

time that we accept as natural is really the outcome of our historical-social

choice to make precise and impersonal regularity a dominating concern of ours.

We accept time as natural because our concerns have become so much hidden in

normalcy that we no longer recognize them as our own concerns. We have for-

gotten the social-historical choices that we have made, sustained and enforced.

Our concern for precise and impersonal regularity is part of a broader back-

ground of concerns that include efficiency, organization and control. It is

this background of concerns that has become the essence of contemporary tech-

nology. Our taken-for-granted acceptance of time reflects our pervasive and

persistent acceptance of the technological background. We have come to accept

technology's framework of expectations. Out of this common framework of expec-

tations arises a disciplining perception that we call time.

We employ technological time in two ways: 1) as a precise, impersonal,

orderly, and universal reference system and 2) as a resource to be used effi-

ciently. This two-fold character of time expresses the background of expecta-

tions that guide our own behavior. We see time in this-two fold way, because



we ourselves have submitted to the technological commitments. Without the

social acceptance of this precise, impersonal, universal, and demanding concept

of time, the accomplishments of modern technology would be impossible. With-

out the shared expectations expressed in our concept of time, we wouldn't be

able to get people to coordinate their activities. We wouldn't even be able

to get them to show up at a given location at the same time. The technological

world that you and I depend upon depends itself upon the discipline of tech-

nological time.

Remember How You "Learned Time"

Let us reflect for a few minutes on how we learned technological time;

that is, how we came to accept it as "the way it really is." We really didn't

accept this technological time through a philosophical or theoretical inquiry.

We didn't accept it by logically relating time to some fundamental principles.

We didn't memorize a particular set of rules which claimed our allegence. We

didn't gain it by scientifically examining nature. How then did we really

accept technological time as "the way it really is?"

To understand my own acceptance of technological time, I had to think

back into my early childhood. My two sons helped me to recall what it's like

for a young child. We remembered the early attempts to teach us how to read

a clock; "when the big hand is on the twelve and the little hand is on the

six, then it will be six o'clock." It sounded like so much fun. What a fan-

tastic game! There were fascinating clocks everywhere. All clocks were toys.

Even adults had them and that made them very special. At first it .was fun

learning how to read clocks, but after awhile, it wasn't much fun. We got

tired of playing the "see-if-you-can-read-the-clock-game: but we had to keep

playing it anyway. There was something serious in all this.

I can remember learning such things as "bedtime is at eight o'clock" and

suppertime is at six o'clock." I can remember being somewhat annoyed with



the clock. It wasn't fair. As an example, if I were still up at nine o'clock,

then I was late; the clock was never early! My feelings really didn't matter.

"IT'S NINE O'CLOCK!" They didn't have to shout; I went to bed,but it wasn't

fair.

Some of the responses adults give to children really don't make any sense

to the non-technological child. As an example, a child says something like,

"I'm hungry)" and an adult responds something like, "but its only four-thirty."

What a crazy response! But, if you hear enough of these responses, then you

begin to accept them; after all, they seem to make sense to everybody else.

Eventually you "get it." But before you "get it", you hear a lot of strange

answers from those who've "got it." As an example, a child might ask,"why do

I have to go to bed at eight o'clock". The answer might bey "because you're

little." Somehow that makes sense to those who've "got it." If a wondering

child continues asking such questions, adults usually end up with an answer

something like/because that's the way it is!"

Some children's questions seem to totally baffle adults; questions like

"how did time begin"? or "what was it like before time began?" or "if time

didn't begin, where did it come from?" Adults tend to memble and fumble

around with such questionsior if they get pressed, their voice tone becomes

irritated or angry and the inquiry ends. Adults really don't have answers to

such questions and they seldom "have time" to seriously consider them. Those

who have the technological background seldom "waste time" with such questions

but children haven't yet learned what "wasting time" really means.

My sons described a typical experience that demonstrated technological

time through the behavior of adults.

"In nursery school we'd all be playing at all sorts of things.
All the kids were playing and having fun. Mr. Neal really

liked what we were doing; he was a great teacher. We were

having a great time. Then, all of a sudden, Mr. Neal looks

up at the clock on the wall. Then, Mr. Neal changed. He



began running around putting things away and getting us ready.
Everything changed. We. couldn't get dressed fast enough,so
Mr. Neal would do it; we couldn't keep up. Then, we were all
dressed, all bundled up. We didn't know anything, we just
followed orders. Then, the door would open/and all the parents
were standing out in the hall waiting."

As children grow older, they begin to accept technological time as "the

way it really is." They accept technological time as a "fact of nature".

Those who don't accept this "reality" are often considered to be problem chil-

dren; they aren't "reliable" and "dependable and thus they often are disci-

pline problems. They don't adequately fit within the technological framework

of expectationsiand thus, they become problems to be solved, misfits to be

controlled or rejects. There are strong incentives to learn, that is, to

accept the expectations placed upon us.

Social experiences also teach people that time is a resource that should

not be wasted. As my twelve year old explained "When someone says 'don't

waste time', they mean that you should get going." I asked him how he learned

this. "You just know it, nobody explains or figures it out. It's like going

to class in Junior High. All I know is that when the bell rings/I've got four

minutes to get to the next class." If you stand in the hall of a Junior high

school, you'll experience what he means (watch out though).

The Technological Background

Children learn about time through discipline. Time is a disciplinary

device, a constraint on behavior. As an example, time tells them when to go

to bed. Time/as we actually learned it, is an impersonal and precise means to

order our lives whether we liked it or not. That is how you and I learned

time, we didn't learn it through experiments, theoretical study, or philosophi-

cal inquiry. But when we grew older, we did not go back and inquire into

the nature of time itself. Instead, the disciplinary demands of time pressed

on upon us even harder. Clock time became more important to our behavior, but



we rarely inquired into the nature of time itself.

One is hard pressed to think of any concept which serves to shape our

behavior more than the concept of time. Yet, we almost never seriously

inquire as to the nature, the reality, of time itself. The measuring of time

and our responses to these measurements captures our concern; but the nature

of that which is being measured and responded to escapes our inquiry and re-

mains within our unexamined background. Our own actual behavior vividly

demonstrates that we have accepted "clock time" as a means of shaping our

behavior to the expectations placed upon us. The time that we actually

respond to is the framework of technological expectations that are placed

upon us! The clock is a device that serves to enforce the expectations that

we live within, certainly our day to day behavior demonstrates this.

We do, however, believe (with little or no inquiry) that time is some-

thing else. We believe that our technological time is "natural", something

that we have observed from nature. But why do we believe this? Our belief

has not resulted from reflective observation, thought, and inquiry. We accept

clock timebecausefor each of us, it seems to have always been that way.

Everybody accepts it, we've had no reason to question it. That's just the

point! Clock time is accepted as natural because we have experienced it as

pervasive and persistent. The acceptance of clock time was persistently and

pervasively expected of us. We accepted the disciplinary character of time,

but the nature of time itself faded into the background where it is seldom

examined. Think now! We are not talking about something given to us by

nature. We are talking about the persistent and pervasive technological

background. We are talking about the technological framework of expectations

that we live within. Our day-to-day acceptance of clock time is our common

acceptance of the technological background! The clock is a device that arises

from the technological background. Those who look at a clock and see only a



mechanical device miss the point. The clock and the taken-for-granted notion

of time that it enforces and syMbolizes are expressions of a pervasive and

persistent technological discipline; a background framework of mutually shared

expectations that shape our world. Our taken-for-granted acceptance of clocks

and our continual adjustments to them reflect our taken-for-grantend accep-

tance of the technological background and our acceptance of its expectations.

If you need to be convinced that you live deep within technology's frame-

work of expectations, then observe your own behavior with respect to clocks.

Think of how you instill this notion of time into others, particularly chil-

dren. If you're really bold, try to explain time to a inquisitive child (one

that hasn't yet been indoctrinated into clock time). Don't cut off the child's

questions as we adults are prone to do. Encourage the questions and provide

honest and clear answers. If you do this, you will find yourself explaining

the importance of the technological commitments. But I warn you, if the

child keeps asking "Why?," you will become uncomfortable. Not only may you

not have answers, but, unlike the child, the questions themselves may make you

nervous. The technological background makes itself necessary but it also pro-

tects itself from inquiry.



CHAPTER 9

TECHNOLOGICAL DOMINANCE

The notion that somehow technology dominates human existence is not new

( ). There has been, however, a confusion over the meaning of the word

"technology". The meaning of the phrase, "technological dominance," results

in further confusion. In short, the word "technology" and the phrase "tech-

nological dominance" mean different things to different people. Debates over

whether technological dominance actually occurs have nevertheless continued.

As you might expect, differences of opinion have not been resolved and con-

structive dialogue between different views is rare. It would appear that

some clarification of the phrase technological dominance is called for. This

chapter will seek such a clarification and will then reason that there is

much evidence to suggest that technological dominance (as described herein)

does indeed occur.

My own notion of technological dominance arises from the understanding

of technology developed in the previous chapters of this book. I have reasoned

that the essence of technology lies in a background of expectations that are so

common that they are taken for granted. I described this background as a set

of commitments. From this perspective, technological dominance involves the

pervasive and persistent influence of the technological background throughout

society. The technological background is not limited to professional techno-

logy but is taken for granted throughout society. This notion of technological

dominance is described as follows:

Technological dominance is the pervasive and persistent shaping

of human behavior and actions throughout a society to conform

to the expectations of the technological background.



Under this definition of technological dominance, the technological back-

ground so pervasively shapes huinan behavior that the background itself becomes

hidden in normalcy. The background is taken for granted. Behavior that does

not conform to the technological expectations is commonly interpreted as pri-

vate, unusual, or incompetent. Under this technological dominance, there is

nothing "unusual" in the shaping of behavior and actions to meet the technolo-

gical expectations. Such shaping comes "naturally". This shaping of behavior

and action is illustrated in our response to clocks. Here is an expression of

technological dominance that can be observed in many situations. Examine the

pervasive and persistent influence of clocks, the taken-for-granted ways in

which they shape behavior and action. It is this kind of shaping, this kind

pervasive and persistent influence, that results from what I define as techno-

logical dominance.

Traditional Rebuttals

There are a number of common rebuttals to notions of technological domi-

nance. These traditional rebuttals, however, perceive technology and technolo-

gical dominance to be different from what I have described. In the paragraphs

below I will briefly state a particular notion of technological dominance.

Then I will give the traditional rebuttal to this notion. I will then show

show that the rebuttals themselves are consistent with and even supportive of

my own concept of technological dominance. That is, the traditional arguments

against technological dominance actually support the notion of technological

dominance that I have presented herein ( ).

Technological dominance has been described as some kind of mysterious

force that takes over human affairs. The rebuttal points out that technology

is not some mysterious force but is rather a activity of ordinary human beings.

I agree that technology is not mysterious. On the contrary, I have argued

that technology is a common background that is taken for granted. Technology's



dominance results not from something strange and mysterious but from the common

and taken-for-granted influence of its expectations upon ordinary human beings.

Technological dominance has been described as the takeover of societal

decisions by technological elites. The rebuttal states that professional tech-

nologists are not forcing society to do particular things; on the contrary, pro-

fessional technologists are serving society by doing what is expected of them.

I agree that technologists are doing what is expected of them. I have defined

technology as the fundamental framework of expectations that professional tech-

nologists respond, Technological dominance is not the control of an unwill-

ing society by professional technologists. Rather, technological dominance as

described herein refers to the widespread influence of the technological expec-

tations throughout society. Because of this technological dominance, profes-

sional technologists are not considered to be outside fanatics who force their

own will upon an unwilling society. On the contrary, professional technologists

are considered to be conservative (e.g., disposed to preserve existing condi-

tions, institutions, etc.), because the background of their discipline is the

same background of expectations that pervades the society that they work within.

Technological dominance has been described as the takeover of people by

machines and other technological devices. The rebuttal points out that machines

are built and controlled by people who could easily "pull the plug." I agree

with this rebuttal. To me, it is very significant that a huge society of

diverse strangers actually do design, construct, maintain,and control a host

of complex machines, devices, structures, and systems. They can do this because

the technological expectations actually do have a persistent and pervasive in-

fluence upon human behavior. Collectively, they can control this huge complex

of machines and devices (and pull plugs out) because they share a common tech-

nological framework of expectations. It is this very common sharing of techno-

logical expectations that constitutes what I call technological dominance.



Technological dominance has been described as the result of some external

force upon society. The rebuttal points out that societal decisions are made

by humans who are free to choose. I have described technological dominance as

the widespread acceptance of the technological background that persistently

and pervasively shapes human choice. This background leads to choices that

promote the development, use and acceptance of machines, techniques, modern

organizations and clocks. You don't have to look very far to notice that modern

society has indeed made these kinds of choices. As an example, people do choose

to wear watches and guide their actions by them. Such choices help people meet

the expectations placed upon them. These choices are common because the expec-

tations are common. If the expectations were not taken for granted, then such

choices would indeed require external force. Force is not needed because of the

pervasive taken-for-granted acceptance of the technological expectations. Tech-

nological dominance "frees us to make choices:I because the background from which

we commonly make choices is itself technological. We ourselves shape our

behavior and actions to the technological expectations and thus external force

is not required. This is technological dominance.

Technological dominance has been described as a form of authoritarian con-

trol that forces people to conform to certain tasks and standards. The rebuttal

points out that authoritarian controls (at least the brutal types) have declined

as technology has become more established. I agree. Strict authoritarian con-

trols become less necessary as subordina+es themselves accept the technological

expectations. Indeed, rigid control can lead to inefficiencies which, of course,

are violations of the technological commitments. The fact that technological

societies can function without strong central authority indicates the extent to

which the technological expectations are taken for granted. In fact, we now

have situations where subordinates will resent authority, because they feel that

superiors themselves are not effectively meeting these expectations ( ). There



are, of course, powerful people who exploit others for their own gain, but

don't give them credit for running our technological world. Make any list of

powerful people. I don't care how long the list would be. If the people on

this list suddenly disappeared, not much would change. On the other hand, if

ordinary people no longer responded to technology's background expectations,

then our whole technological world would fall apart and the powerful people

wouldn't be able to stop it (although they probably would exploit the situa-

tion).

Technological dominance has been described as something out of control.

The rebuttal acknowledges such human frailties as ignorance, impulsiveness,

and irresponsibility, but then points out that technology can't be blamed for

these human frailties. I agree. What is of interest in the rebuttal is the

notion that control itself is good. The rebuttal acknowledges that "something

out of control" is bad but then goes on to say, "but don't blame technology."

The expectation "things should be controlled" is taken for granted even by the

critics of technology. Certainly, the control of nuclear weapons to prevent

their use should be considered desirable but one should also remember that it

is through organized control that nuclear weapons are designed, constructed,

deployed, aimed and fired. The taken-for-granted acceptance that "out of con-

trol is bad" results from the pervasive acceptance of the technological back-

ground. I have called this pervasive acceptance technological dominance.

Diversity and Dominance

American society and other modern technological societies contain a wide

diversity of behaviors, beliefs and commitments. There are religious fanatics,

charlatans, saints, aetheists, hedonists, martyrs, democrats, republicans and

an endless host of other divergent labels that people may or may not identify

with. Ours is a pluralistic society and we have a huge number of characters



and eccentrics to prove it. This diversity may be taken by some as evidence

against any form of technological dominance. One might reason,"if technologi-

cal dominance did indeed occur, then, this wide diversity of behavior would

not occur." This is a common mistake that fails to grasp the meaning of tech-

nological dominance.

My own notion of technological dominance involves the persistent and per-

vasive influence of technological expectations throughout society. This notion

does not mean that other behaviors, belief; and commitments are eliminated.

Rather,it means that other behaviors, beliefs,and commitments do not have a

pervasive and persistent influence within societylunless they conform to and/or

support the technological background. As an illustration, I teach a graduate

course called Contemporary Technology. The students in this class have highly

diverse cultural backgrounds. They come from all over the world. I have found

that as long as our discussions deal with the technological background, there

is little confusions common experiences are shared and agreement is not diffi-

cult to obtain. But should the topic of discussion shift to art, religion,

politics or poetry, then confusion occurs, disagreement explodes, and chaos

prevails. Our common technological background provides a basis for common

understanding and experience despite different national origins but we hold

no similar common background beyond technology.

The very diversity of non-technical and even anti-technologial behaviors,

beliefs and commitments suggest that they do not have a pervasive and persistent

influence. What is significant for our inquiry is that, despite the huge

variety of personal tastes, preferences, beliefs, habits and commitments; tech-

nological actions still occur at unprecedented levels. Look around you.

You'll see all sorts of different characters. Discuss religion, politics, art,

or any other such topics and you'll find all sorts of beliefs, behaviors, commit-

ments and attitudes. The eccentric, bizzare and wierd can be found in many



1

varieties if one makes an effort to look. But, now look around again. You

see all sorts of technological machines, devices, and systems. You'll see all

sorts of organizations with all sorts of products and services. These techno-

logical things have not arisen from personal eccentricities. Behind the diverse

character of non-technological behavior lies a technological background that

persistently and pervasively shapes behaviors to its expectations. As long

as diverse personal behaviors do not interfere with the background expectations,

then behavior is merely a matter of personal choice or cultural traits ( ).

But should such personal behavior become disorderly, should it disrupt the

behaviors and actions brought forth from the technological background, then

help or discipline comes forth so that the offending persons can be "cured"

or "corrected" to become a productive member of society.

Those who think that technological dominance necessarily leads to robot

like conformity fail to grasp the meaning of technological dominance. An

equally and possibly more likely consequence of technological dominance

involves: 1) the presence of tremendous technological power and action sus-

tained by the pervasive and persistent technological background and 2) a highly

diverse and unstable range of non-technological behaviors promoted by the non-

pervasiveness and non-persistence of non-technological backgrounds. Within

such technological dominance, you would feel most comfortable in public when

you were efficient, precise, objective, organized,and on time. Most likely,you

would value a private (isolated) time and space where you could withdraw from

the pressures of the "real" world, express your emotions, relax, do something

useless (a personal hobby), and possibly "get in touch" with what is really

important. You'd probably regret not having enough time for such concerns.

Your technological society would respond to your "private needs" with all sorts

of techniques, organizations and devices. When you yourself accept the non-

technological as private, personal, inward,or subjective, you are, in fact,



conforming to the technological background. Under the technological expecta-

tions, you can have all sorts of behaviors, beliefs, commitments,and attitudes,

so long as you accept them as personal, private, inward,and subjective. But,

by accepting these in a private sense, we prevent them from having a pervasive

and persistent background influence within society. Thus, you go your way with

your private beliefs, and I go my way. A common background tends not to be

nutured from such behavior. But, we do hold the technological background in

common. Thus, our - collective behavior is shaped to its demands and our common

actions sustain this background.

An analogy might help to clarify what I mean by technological dominance.

Consider a river. There is a current that moves the water. One also finds

turbulent eddies, swirls, and backwater areas. These result in a wide diversity

of water velocities throughout the river. Backwater areas appear to have no

water movement. Turbulent eddies result in erratic movements in all directions,

including upstream. Embayarents may result in counter swirls. In short, water

movement may be highly varied and nonuniform. Despite such variations, a per-

sistent downstream current still determines where the river is going. At a par-

ticular location and time, the motion of an individual water molecule or a small

particle of water may move in any number of directions. Yet, the diversity of

these particular water movements does not negate the fact that the current

still determines where the river goes. Even if turbulence is intentionally pro-

moted (as in a mixing basin) to such high levels that the current is hardly

noticeable, the current will still determine where the water goes. The persis-

tent and pervasive influence of the current moves the water in the direction

of the current. The eddies, swirls, and backwater areas don't even slow the

current down (

So it is with technological dominance. The technological background is

the dominant current. The technological current takes us where we go regard-



less of the eddies, swirls, and backwater areas that determine our particular

course at a particular time. But we are carried by the current and we sustain

the current. Some of us are in the mainstam while others are in backwater

areas or random eddies. But all of us together make up our society, just as

all of the water molecules made up the river. The persistent and pervasive

current moves us.

I began this book by examining the mainstream portions of our society,

away from the backwater areas, so that a clearer picture of our technological

current could be obtained with minimum interference from turbulence. I exam-

ined professional technology and1 more specifically, the teaching of engineering

mechanics. It was here that the nature of the current could be most clearly

noticed and described. But even the mainstream has turbulent swirls and

eddies. Each class in engineering mechanics has some unique flair and style.

However, it was the persistent and pervasive background common to all these

classes that helped us determine the character of technology. It was this same

persistent and pervasive background that provided the common basis for disci-

pline within the diverse personalities that make up professional technology.

It was this same common background that allowed a diverse army of strangers to

produce a water and sewage system within an Indian Pueblo.

As we look to society as a whole, we look beyond the mainstream. The

current is more difficult to notice. The backwater areas, counter currents,

eddies, and swirls often seem to dominate. But, the current still takes us

where we're going, the technological background moves us along and we sustain

it. Look around and see where we've come. We do have and need an amazing

array of machines, devices, structures, and systems. We have specialized and

we do depend upon a host of techniques. Technique, procedurejand method have

become so much our dominant form of knowledgejthat we tend to ignore or even

deny the existence of things that we don't have a technique to measure. We



have shaped our relationships to form modern organizations. Other patterns of

relationships such as clans and even families, have declinedIbut the modern

organization has grown. We have clocks everywhere. Despite a proliferation

of time-saving devices, we are still rushing to keep up, particularly if we are

in the mainstream. This is indeed where we've come. This is what we have brought

forth from the persistent and pervasive technological background. This is

where the current has indeed taken us.

Ordinary Experiences

Our inquiry into technological dominance has been somewhat abstract. We

now need to look into ordinary day to day experience. If we are careful, we

will recognize the technological background.

It's dark. You flip a switch and the lights go on. You're cold. You

turn a dial and you become warmer. You open the refrigerator door; it's cold

inside. You pour yourself a glass of orange juice; no matter that it's winter

outside. You pull a switch and the TV goes on; people from all over the world

address you. If you don't like what they say, you turn a dial; you are

addressed by others. All this you take for granted. You don't marvel over

things like orange juice in the winter. These and countless other experiences

are taken for granted within a technological society.

But think about why you don't marvel at such things. You go shopping in

a blinding snow storm and one of the things that you purchase is bananas. This

doesn't amaze you. You are not shocked by the presence of bananas in a snow

storm. On the contrary, you are annoyed if things such as bananas, oranges,

pineapples, grapes and apples are not available to you regardless of the weather.

You've gotten use to such things. You take them for granted and thus you feel

no wonder and awe.

But now let's look deeper into this taken-for-granted acceptance. When

you flip the switch,you expect the lights to go on. When you open the refriger-



ator, you expect it to be cold. You expect to find bananas in the supermarket.

Your behavior is shaped by a field of expectations that you take for granted.

These are not merely isolated expectations. True, each has some unique

qualities, but each of these particular expectations falls within the

context of common background expectations.

The commaess of these background expectations comes through to us when

we consider failure. You go to buy orange juice but its not there. You turn

the ignition key in your car and nothing happens. You dial a number on the

phone and all you can get are buzzing and clicking sounds. In all such cases,

some particular expectation was not met. If you're in a good mood, you may

merely dismiss the event. But, if your mood is somewhat less accepting, then

you become annoyed. If you allow this annoyance to grow, you notice how it

becomes directed toward a generalized "they". "They" (the phone company)

shouldn't be so incompetent. "They" (auto mechanics) can't be trusted to do

their job. "They" (whoever gets the orange juice to the supermarket) ought to

"get their act together." In all such cases, a particular expectation that is

not met (e.g., your car won't start) reveals more pervasive expectations. Our

day to day lives involve many particular expectations (e.g., it should be cold

inside a refrigerator; my phone call should be completed when I dial the right

number; a traffic light should not stay red; the grocery store should have

fresh fruit). Behind these particular expectations, however, lies a more per-

vasive background of expectations that lies hidden in normalcy. We reveal this

background when specific expectations are not met. That is, through. the annoy-

ance caused by particular failures,we reveal a pervasive background of expecta-

tions. At these times,we may expose that which lies behind our many particular

expectations. Our annoyance then becomes directed beyond the particular inci-

dent toward a collection of largely unknown people. "They" are to blame. We

know better than to blame the refrigerator for not being cold. We really don't



blame the phone in our hand for not connecting us with our party. We don't

blame the banana for not showing up at the supermarket. Behind our particular

expectations, we experience more basic expectations that we place on people

in general. A particular failure reveals to us that someone, "they", are not

meeting their expectations, and so we get angry at "them".

Consider two aspects of the expectations that we place on "them". First,

our background expectations are not particular to the specific failure that

promoted our annoyance. If the phone fails, we become annoyed at "them" even

though we ourselves don't know what technically needs to be done to keep the

phone system working. We still expect "them" to keep the phone system working.

When the phone doesn't work, we know that "they" have not done what was expected

of "them". Second, only rarely do we personally know who "they" are. For the

most part, "they" are unnamed strangers (though some poor individual may end

up as our representative of "them").

These two aspects reveal that our background involves generalized expec-

tations that are pervasively and persistently applied to people in general. We

expect something from peoples even though we ourselves don't know these people

or their particular responsibilities. As an example, one does not have to

know who actually operates the phone system and how they do it in order to

become annoyed with "them" when the phone doesn't work. The background for

our annoyance is a pervasive and persistent framework of expectations that

does not demand detailed information on our part. These expectations are recog-

nized to have a generalized necessity. That is, if people (in general) do not

shape their actions and behaviors to these background expectations, then

phones will not work, cars will not start,and bananas will not appear in gro-

cery stores in the middle of winter.

Behind each particular expectation lies a general framework of expecta-

tions that must be met if the particular expectation is to be met. If infor-



mation is not precise (Commitment 3), if activities are not organized (Commit-

ment 4), if performance is not objectively evaluated (Commitment 5 and 6); if

problems are not efficiently solved (Commitments 1 and 7)) and if particular

tasks are not clearly defined (Commitment 2), then one would not expect the

phone to work, the car to startior bananas to appear in the grocery store.

The technological framework of expectations lies behind the many parti-

cular expectations that fill our lives. The technological background provides

the context within which particular expectations are placed. When a particular

expectation is not met (e.g., the bus is late), we tend to interpret this as a

failure within the common context of the background. We tend to assume that

the failure resulted because some action or behavior is out of context with

these background expectations. We become annoyed because we expect people to

shape their actions and behavior to this background. We become particularly

annoyed when their failure prevents us from meeting these same expectations

(e.g., the bus is late, and consequently, we are late for work).

All of our particular expectations collectively define the context within

which they individually occur. Behind our particular expectations lies the

taken-for-granted technological background. We come to accept this background

through our many particular expectations. When we turn on a light, go shopping,

drive a car, or talk on the phone. we have the technological background rein-

forced within us. Our participation in these events does not occur in a void.

The common context of these events becomes taken for granted as we regularly

participate in these events. The technological background becomes established

through common everyday practice. An unexpected event, such as a car not

starting, stands out from the background. Our normalcy is broken. Our com-

plaints directed at such expected events reveal the character of the background.

We use the background to criticize events that stand apart from the background.

"They should have solved this problem," we say. "They shouldn't waste my



time". "They shouldn't have been so sloppy in their work." "They should have

been more orderly." Our complaints reveal the common background that we share

with "them".

Throughout our normal day to day existence, we employ and depend upon all

sorts of machines and devices. We utilize all sorts of techniques. We work

within organizations and we encounter the products and services of such organ-

izations. All of these experiences reinforce a common background of expecta-

tions. With this background established, we are not surprised when the machines

and devices actually do work. We are not surprised when techniques allow us to

complete tasks with a minimum "waste of time". We are not surprised at the

demands, products, or services of organizations. Our failure to be surprised

at such experiences reflects our taken-for-granted acceptance of the technologi-

cal background that brings forth and sustains such experiences. We expect

behavior and actions to be shaped by this background. Given the pervasive and

persistent shaping of behavior and actions by the background, these experiences

provide no basis for surprise, shock, wonder or awe.

We experience this same background in the persistent expectations that

are placed upon us. The background expectations are directed toward our own

behavior. For the most part, we take these expectations for granted. We

glance at our watch to see if we are on time. We rush to be on time. We press

ourselves to be efficient, even to the point of risking our health (heart

attacks) and safety (car accidents). We identify with some specialized task

and the organization that supports this task. When a person asks, "what are

you?" or "what do you do?," we answer by describing our specialized task and

the organization that supports it (e.g., "I teach environmental engineering at

Oregon State University").

Most of us have adapted to the framework of expectations placed upon us.

We have shaped our actions, behaviors/ and language to the demands of the back-



ground. We notice the pressure of this background when we ourselves fail,

either in our own eyes or in eyes of others. As an example, imagine the follow-

ing situation.

An important organizational meeting is to be held at which you
are expected to present information. You have rehersed your
presentation so that it will be precise, objective, and orderly.
On your way to the meeting, your car stalls at a traffic light
and you can't get it going. Horns start blarring at you, after
all, you are disrupting traffic and wasting the time of others;
they're annoyed at you. You become infuriated at "them" (auto

manufacturers, mechanics). At the same time, the pressure of
the background closes in on you. You won't be on time. You

imagine all those people sitting at the meeting doing nothing,
wasting time, because of your absence. After a period of wait-
ing, the meeting will be reorganized to go on without you.
You will have disrupted the planned order of the meeting. You

will not accomplish your part. You try to fix the car, but,
your efforts only mess up your hair and your clothes; your
hands are greasy. You glance at your watch; you're already
late. You can't leave your car in the middle of the road.
Finally, you realize, that you can't make the meeting; you
can't even phone and tell them. You direct traffic around
your stalled car, hoping some assistance will arrive. The

unfairness of the situation frustrates you. "They" have let

you down and now you'll have to pay.

In this story, the background expectations come down on you. You will

be blamed for wasting other people's time, not doing your part, disrupting order,

causing unanticipated disorders, and not being reliable. You, in turn, blame

"them" (people involved in the manufacture, repair, and maintenance of your car)

on the same basis. The same background expectations that press down on you

are used by you to blame others. You blame "them" because your car did not

perform properly (note Commitment 6)1 and your committee members blame you

because you didn't perform properly. You blame "them" because their behavior

caused you to waste time (note Commitment 7)land your committee members blame

you for the same reason. "They", youland the people on your committee live

and act under the same background of expectations. Behaviors and actions are

shaped by this background. When some event disrupts the order brought forth

from the background, a field of blame tends to radiate from the disruptive



event, labeling those that it touches as incompetent.

The concern for competency is most prevasively and persistently a concern

for having ones behaviors and actions recognized as meeting the technological

expectations. Thus, persons seeking to be recognized as competent shape their

behaviors and actions to meet technology's background expectations; they expect

others to do the same. Those who are inefficient, unproductive, uncontrollable,

disorganized, ambiguous, unreliablelor too emotional are declared incompetent.

Keeping the incompetents away from positions of influence becomes a matter of

responsibility. Through such attitudes, technological dominance is sustained.

Signs of Technological Dominance

There are many signs of technological dominance. Our normal day-to-day

lives depend upon a host of technological machines, devices, systems, tech-

niques and organizations that we take for granted. Things such as cars, tele-

visions, refrigerators and stereos surround us. The buildings that we live

within have technological products such as paints, insulation, wiresiand indoor

plumbing. Outside of these buildings we see streets, telephone wires, air-

planes,and street lights. Close your eyes and listen. You can probably hear

a wide variety of technological sounds; a refrigerator humming, a radio play-

ing, cars passing/or a plane flying overhead. Flip a switch and the lights go

on. Turn a dial and music plays. Turn a handle, and, swoosh, your own bodily

wastes are flushed away. All of these services come from ordinary people, the

diverse kinds of characters that you meet in any shopping center, restaurant,

or bowling alley. But to do all these things, these diverse people had to

shape behaviors and actions to the technological background. Without the per-

vasive and persistent shaping by the technological background, the lights would

not go on when you flipped the switch, the music would not play when you turned

the dial, and your bodily wastes would not be flushed away when you turned the



handle.

It would be a mistake to limit technological dominance to the professions,

machines, devices, systems, techniquesand organizations that provide such

services. Technological dominance goes much deeper. As an example, consider

the "advances in communications" brought about by modern technology. Through

technological devices such as television, we have made "huge advances" in

communication. The efficiency of communication is now so much advanced that

information from all parts of the world can be immediately transferred to

hundreds of millions of people throughout the world. This is a remarkable

accomplishment that would not have been possible without the pervasive and per-

sistent technological background. But this brief reflection upon the communi-

cations revolution does not grasp the extent of technological dominance. As

long as we limit ourselves to the professions, devices, systems, techniques,

and organizations brought forth from the technological background, the extent

of technological dominance will escape us.

Listen to what a non-technological visitor from another planet might say

about our "advances in communication".

What have you done to the word communication? I'll tell you!

You have separated it from the word "community" and even from
the word "communion: which many of you hold to be a sacrament.
You have purged care, participation,and belonging out of the
meaning of the word. For you, communication no longer carries

these meanings. Now, the word means "information transfer"
and the "advance" that you so shallowly claim involves the
efficiency of information transfer. Your "advance" involves

the speed and volume of information bits transferred. I'll

tell you what I see in your so called communication advance.
I see people sitting in front of a box for four to eight hours
a day silently absorbing the antics of nonexistent people
(actors and celebrities), who don't even know that they're

watching. You call it an advance because more and more people
can do this kind of thing, but, you fail to see how you've

shaped the word communication itself to fit your technologi-

cal expectations. When I tell you that your "communication"
is careless, you don't even know what I mean. You think that

I mean disorderly, imprecise, not well planned,or inefficient.



of technology and looks beyond the products of technology, then the signs

may appear to those who are willing to consider technological dominance to be

an actual possibility. As an example, consider the following. If technology

is merely techniques, machines and organizations, then we would expect that

as technology advanced, those tasks which techniques, machines,and organiza-

tions could not adequately perform would increase in human importance and

status. The playful care of children and the comforting care of the infirmed

elderly are tasks of this type. Therefore, we might expect that people who

provided this care would gain special importance in a technological society.

But, this has not been the case! And why not? Because technology's advance

involves the establishment of technology's framework of expectations. The

playful care of children and the comforting care of infirmed elderly are tasks

which don't fit the technological expectations very well. These tasks have

little to do with precision, control, efficiency and unemotional objectivity.

Thus, the tasks themselves receive low status and reward. Few would doubt

that such tasks are noble and good. But the low status and rewards associated

with these tasks tell us that expectations other than such nobility and goodness

serve as the established basis of affirmation. Technological dominance serves

as a likely explanation for such behavior.

There are some who will not even consider technological dominance as a

realistic possibility. They consider the very idea to be nonsense and they

refuse to "waste time" even considering it. They look upon those who question

technology as being "against progress." They are quick to point out the

necessity of continued technological advancement. They see that all sorts of

disasters will result if technological progress is not energetically driven

forward ( ). Such views really express a desperate form of technological

dominance, where actual social choice concerning technology has been, for all

practical purposes, eliminated. From this viewpoint, discussions of technolo-



gical dominance are pointless. Instead one should "get on with the task of

technological advancement." If indeed, we have reached the stage of technolo-

gical development where any slackening of technological efforts brings about

all sorts of disasters, then technological dominance occurs in a more desperate

form than I have implied.





CHAPTER 10

THE BACKGROUND AS A PROBLEM TO ITSELF

Introduction

In this chapter, we will reason that the technological background brings

forth a hope that is commonly expressed in the notion of progress. We will

then reason that technological hope is not justified. Indeed, the technologi-

cal background itself discredits such hope, and the background defines itself

as a problem. The failure of technological hope calls the background into

question as a serious concern demanding our attention.

Technological Hope

The technological background results in a society of people that collec-

tively possess the capacity to produce tremendous changes in their world.

Highways can be constructed, rivers can be dulled, rockets can be constructed

to take people to the moon and back, new chemicals can be mass produced, mili-

tary systems of tremendous power can be developed and the structure of life

itself can be altered. The changes made possible by such armies of strangers

are not limited to physical changes. Through the common and widespread influ-

ence of the technological background, our relationships, language, knowledge

and our reality itself are changed.

People are clothed, sheltered, fed, cured, and protected from a host of

hazards. New possibilities for human experience and expression are brought forth

through technology. Not all changes, of course, are beneficial. Some changes,

such as pollution, have been detrimental to human welfare. Other outcomes, such as

nuclear weapons, pose serious threats to human survival.

Through pervasive and persistent technological practice, the collective capa-

city of people to produce change has rapidly accelerated. These efforts have been



sustained in part by a hope that the net result of these changes will be bene-

ficial. This expectation has been expressed in the notion of progress. We

must now consider the character of this hope, the expectation of progress.

The technological background contains the expectations that:

Problems should be solved.

Activities should be managed to meet specified goals.

Evaluations should be made based upon observed performance.

All of the above should be done in an efficient, productive,
orderly, objective, and precise manner.

We all recognize that such expectations are not always met. But, on the

whole, we have some confidence that they are sufficiently met to make a sub-

stantial difference. The impressive technological accomplishments that

surround us would have been impossible if such expectations had not been

sufficiently met. There is a hope that comes from such a recognition. If on

the whole we can indeed solve problems, manage activities to meet specified

goals, and evaluate performance in an orderly, efficient, productive, objective,

and precise manner, then, there is some hope that, on the whole, the net con-

sequences of technological change will be beneficial. We do, of course,

recognize that organizations, groupsoand individuals can promote general harm

in order to obtain private benefits. But if objective evaluations of per-

formance are indeed made, then there is hope that such destructive activities

can be corrected and discouraged to promote a net benefit from technological

change. We can say that:

technological hope is a generalized belief that if people would
indeed pervasively and persistently shape their behaviors and
actions to the expectations of the technological background,
then, technological change will indeed result in continuing pro-
gress for the betterment of humankind.

This hope is based upon the enforcement of the technological expectations.

We reason that if indeed these expectations are enforced with sufficient per-



sistence and pervasiveness, then, there is some hope for progress through

technological change. Our hope is based upon the technological management of

technological change and its consequences. Through such management, we have

reason to believe that technological change will not on the whole be destruc-

tive but will instead contribute toward the continued betterment of humankind.

We become alarmed and angry when some serious problem does occur (such as the

"moonlight" dumping of toxic wastes). We expect such problems to be identi-

fied, corrected, and controlled. We become angry because someone is not doing

what is expected of them. Our hope comes forth from the technological expec-

tations, and when we find that such expectations are not met, then we tend to

lose this hope.

The hope that comes forth from the technological background expresses a

commitment to the technological background itself. Such hope is an expression

of the technological expectations that we ourselves sustain. This hope arises

from the expectations that problems will be solved, activities will be con-

trolled, and performance will be evaluated in a reasonably efficient, produc-

tive, orderly, precise/and objective manner. We can recognize the commitments

of Table 1 expressed through such hope. We can say that:

the technological background brings forth and sustains a
notion of hope that sustains the technological background
itself and demands the pervasive and persistent influence
of this background upon human behavior.

The Technolojical Predicament

Technological hope is based upon a confidence that the technological

management of change can result in net benefits to humankind ( ). A loss of

such confidence motivates one to search for organizations, groups) and indi-

viduals who are not meeting the technological expectations. As an example,

critics of nuclear power argue that the waste disposal problems have not been

solved, the risks have not been properly evaluated/or that the industries



have not provided objective information. The commitments of Table 1 describe

the background of their criticisms. Such critics of nuclear power are respond-

ing to the same technological background as the proponents. The disagreements

are not over the background. Rather, they disagree as to whether work has

been adequately done under the demands of the technological expectations that

both sides take for granted. Such disagreements focus upon particular organ-

izations, techniques, and devices rather than upon the common background that

brings forth these organizations, techniques and devices.

Our own inquiry has examined the common background, the dominant context

within which such debates occur. Under this background, people act to bring

about technological change and they act to manage such change. For our dis-

cussion, let us be optimistic and assume that technological society does not

destroy itself, at least for the period of our inquiry. We will assume that

the capacity of people to both produce and manage change increases with time.

That is, we will assume that our collective abilities to meet the technologi-

cal expectations increase with respect to both the production and management

of change. As an example, our collective ability to produce an ever expanding

array of chemical compounds will be assumed to expand. We will also assume

that our ability to manage technological productionlso as to avoid adverse

consequences while gaining benefits will also expand.

These optimistic assumptions at first appear to justify the expectation

(hope) of technological progress. This is not the case! If we make these

optimistic assumptions and then examine the character of the technological

background, we will find a technological predicament which can be stated as:

the technological ability to produce changes will increasingly
exceed the ability to manage the consequences of such change.

The technological predicament arises because our ability to produce change

can be expected to expand more rapidly than the ability to manage the conse-



quences of this change. Under the persistent and pervasive influence of the

technological background, human activities will lead to organizations, devices,

techniques, skills, and paradigms of expanding power. Such activities will

also lead to organizations, devices, techniques, skills,and paradigms to

manage the consequences of such power; however, this ability to manage power

will not keep up with the growth of technological power.

The technological predicament is simply illustrated in Figure 3.

TIME -0.

FIGURE 3. - THE TECHNOLOGICAL PREDICAMENT UNDER ASSUMPTIONS OF TECHNOLOGICAL
OPTIMISM - Assuming growing abilities for (A) technological
production and (B) management of the consequences of technologi-
cal production, a gap (C) between these abilities increases due
to the contrasts of Table 3.

Curve A of figure 3 describes the expanding power of technology to produce

change. Curve B describes the ability of technology to manage the consequences

of such change. Both curves have a positive slope indicating the optimistic

view that both forms of technological ability are expanding. The technologi-

cal predicament is expressed as the widening gap between curve A and curve B.

This gap illustrates the increasing inability of technology to manage the



changes that technology is itself capable of producing. The fundamental cause

of this gap lies in the technological background; it arises from the taken-for-

granted framework of technological expectations described in Table I. Given

the technological expectations, the technological predicament should be

expected.

The technological background brings forth an ability to pro-
duce change (power) that increasingly exceeds the ability to
manage the consequences of change (power).

Technological change involves the use of resources to produce products

and alterations which in turn change our world ( ). As an example, consider

the production of a pesticide (e.g., DDT, Kepone, Mirex). Resources are made

available. Objectives (production of a specific pesticide) are defined. The

task of producing the pesticide is divided up into specified workable tasks.

The tasks are organized so that the objectives can be met. Specialists are

hired for specific tasks. Specific and unambiguous information is provided to

specify tasks and objectives, order resources, define actions needed to meet objec-

tives, evaluate performance and maintain efficiency. In short, the production

of the pesticide is managed according to the technological commitments. Con-

sequently, the production of a pesticide can be so efficiently accomplished

that a relatively small number of ordinary people can produce huge amounts

of pesticides.

Now, let us consider the ecological consequences that might arise from

the production and use of such a pesticide. With continued use, pests may

adapt to the pesticide and thus, larger amounts or different types of pesti-

cide may be needed to control such pests. The pesticide may accumulate

through food chains. The reproduction of predators may consequently decline,

thus, contributing to explosions of resistant pests. New pests may emerge

( ). Traces of the pesticides or its decomposition products may occur in

the food, water, or air that people consume. It may be concentrated in meat



that people eat or in the milk of nursing mothers. It may synergistically

react with other chemicals to produce cancer or birth defects that may not

become apparent for decades ( ).

My intent is not to scare you about the potential consequences of pesti-

cide production. Rather, as an illustration, I want you to compare the

management difficulties associated with 1) technological production and 2) the

consequences of technological production. Pesticides are discussed only for

illustrative purposes. The problems associated with pesticide production are

significantly and fundamentally different from the problems posed by the con-

sequences of pesticide production. We are talking about two very different

kinds of problems. These differences are illustrated in Table 3. Examine

the character of these differences carefully.

These differences illustrate that technological production is a more

manageable technological task than the avoidance of the adverse outcomes result-

ing from such production. As an example, a pesticide can be mass produced

through a sequence of orderly and relatively isolated steps. The ecological

and health impacts of such production, however, may depend upon one or more of

thousands of other chemical compounds that are produced. Although production

of each such chemical compound can be done in relative isolation, ecological

and human impacts may involve combinations and systems of such compounds.

While the list of toxic chemical compounds is impressive ( ), the number of

combinations and systems of even a small fraction of these compounds is beyond

comprehension. These compounds react, accumulate, transform, alter and so on

within complex ecosystems that are only poorly understood. Consequences may

be subtle and cumulative. Consequences may not be recognizable until long

after irreversible damage is done; the delayed occurrence of cancer symptoms

is an example. Causes of consequences may never be recognized, and there may

be little incentive (or there may be a negative incentive) to point out such



TABLE 3 - TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF
TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION - A COMPARISON OF
RELATIVE CONDITIONS

TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION CONSEQUENCES OF TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION

is deliberately controlled under organi-
zational structures specifically set up
for this purpose,

is conducted in an organized system in
which activities (processes, reactions,
tasks) are deliberately arranged into
specific controllable steps,

involves precisely defined production
objectives, upon which plans, specifica-
tions, organizations and evaluations
can be made,

is accomplished by narrowing concerns
to those particular actions needed to
meet the specified objectives,

typically involves a number of special-
ists, each of whom has a relatively
clearly defined task,

involves an organizational arrangement
in which responsibilities for produc-
tion failures can be clearly identified,

often does lead to profits and resources
to sustain and expand production.

involve a changing array of techno-
logical products and circumstances
not under the control of an organi-
zational structure,

occur within systems (ecological-
social-technological) in which com-
plex interactions and transformations
continuously occur, often in unplanned
and uncontrollable ways,

involve changes and surprises which
are often cumulative, subtle,
indirect, varied,and difficult or
impossible to identify or foresee,

cannot be assessed without considering
a broad range of technological, social,
and ecological actions, circumstances,
and interactions,

typically require interdisciplinary
assessments for which specialized
tasks cannot be defined in advance.

often cannot be traced back to a
responsible party or action,

often do not result in increased
profits and resources to those who
successfully identify, manage, or
control such consequences.

Note: Behaviors and actions shaped by the technological background tend to
accommodate the conditions in the left column (TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION)
more effectively than the conditions in the right column (CONSEQUENCES OF
TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION).



consequences. All of such difficulties stand in contrast to the relatively

orderly and controlled production of a pesticide.

The contrasts illustrated in Table 3 are relevant to technological pro-

duction in general. Pesticide production was employed only as an illustrative

example. Other examples include weapon systems, communication systems (includ-

ing television), transportation systems or combinations of such systems.

Social, economic,and ecological consequences should all be of concern. Some

of the most significant consequences may be expressed in the transformation

of languagelwhich reflects a transformation of our own self perception. We

may lose the ability to even discuss such consequences. Significant conse-

quences may result, not only from the outcomes that technological action brings

about,but from the possibilities that it excludes from realization. Such

concerns point toward the contrasts of Table 3. Technological production

would tend toward the characteristics expressed in the left column while, in

comparison, the consequences would tend toward the characteristics described

in the right column. No doubt, isolated exceptions to this general tendency

could be found. But, such exceptions do not remove the overall contrast

described in Table 3. Despite exceptions, the contrasts of Table 3 pose a

predicament to a technological society.

We cannot grasp the technological predicament by merely examining parti-

cular technological activities and their consequences. Rather, we must con-

sider an entire society or, better yet, an entire historical epoch where

behavior and action are persistently and pervasively shaped by the technologi-

cal background. Through such shaping, an overall intent and ability emerges

from countless behaviors and actions. These intents and abilities are actual-

ized through the evolution of professional disciplines, the proliferation of

machines and devices, the development and implementation of countless tech-

niques, the arrangement of human relationships into modern organizationsjand



the transformation of common language. The technological predicament is an

overall outcome of this process. The technological predicament emerges from

those tendencies that the technological expectations impart to the unfolding

history of human behavior and action.

The technological predicament arises because human behaviors and actions

tend to be shaped by the technological expectations. Such behaviors and

actions fit the character of technological production (left column of Table 3)

relatively well and consequently, production does indeed occur at rates far

beyond the capabilities of other historical epochs. In contrast, the collec-

tive consequences of technological production (right column of Table 3) dis-

play a character relatively unsuited to such behaviors and actions. Thus,

in contrast to technological production, collective consequences becomes an

enigma for this historical epoch. Given the technological background, collec-

tive intent and ability tends to be shifted toward technological production,

while the collective consequences of technological production become more

frustrating to collective intent and ability. Behaviors and actions fulfill

technological expectations by becoming involved in technological production

(left column of Table 3). In contrast, management of the collective consequen-

ces (right column of Table 3) under these same technological expectations is

more difficult and frustrating.

The imbalance of intent and ability expresses itself through time.

Through the tendencies imparted by the technological background, a predicament

emerges in the unfolding of history. Given the pervasive and persistent tech-

nological background and the contrasts illustrated in Table 3, the gap illus-

trated in Figure 3 tends to grow. As the gap grows, the regulation of techno-

logical production becomes more difficult to justify from the basis of the

technological background. The background itself is used to discredit efforts

to regulate or curtail the technological production brought forth from this



very same background. Regulation of technological production or even criticism

of such productionlis itself criticized for lack of precise information, vague

objectives, arbitrary performance criteria, interference with productivity,

promotion of inefficiency, and a general inability to precisely define problems

and provide precise, practical, cost- effective, objective, and orderly solutions to

these "alleged" problems. The technological background brings forth all sorts

of technological productio5but the technological background not only fails to

bring forth comparable assessments of the consequences of such production but,

the background provides a rationale to discredit the assessment and management

of these consequences.

In the face of such criticisms, the assessments and mitigations of conse-

quences themselves tend to be transformed into acts of technological produc-

tion. As an example, environment impact assessments are "efficiently" (rapidly)

produced by assembling data, maps, tables and pages upon pages of discussions,

but, the results of such efforts shed little light upon the collective conse-

quences of technological actions. Indeed, it has been my experience that

such assessments typically serve to justify and promote the very technological

actions that are supposedly being assessed. I am not alone in such observa-

tions ( ).

The technological predicament arises because the technological background

expectations do indeed pervasively and persistently shape human behavior and

action. Recognition of this predicament undermines the credibility. of technolo-

gical hope. This is not to say that technological solutions to some specific

problems will not be found. Indeed, such solutions should be pursued. But,

unless we also see beyond specific technological problems, we will fail to

grasp the essence of technology and the predicament that it brings about.

Many specific problems must be addressedibut if we only address these specific



problems, then the context within which such problems and solutions occur

will escape us. If, however, we do address this technological context, then,

the predicament appears and our generalized technological hope becomes doubt-

ful. We need to see technology as common patterns of behavior and action that

result in characteristic intents and abilities. Then, the persistent and per-

vasive imbalance of such intents and abilities becomes a predicamentland a

hope based upon these behaviors and actions becomes unconvincing. Then, the

essence of technology itself stands out as a problem that demands our atten-

tion.

Technology as a Problem Demanding our Attention

In the last chapter, we described a situation in which a car would not run and

consequently an important meeting was missed. In such situations, we become

anxious because we cannot meet the expectations placed upon us. We become angry at

others (auto manufacturers and mechanics) because "they" didn't do what was

expected of them. A specific outcome such as a stalled car stands out as a failure

against a background of expectations. In anxiety, we experience, we percive, that

these background expectations are not met. We express such anxiety in frustration,

anger, uneasiness and even fear. In such anxiety, some action or practice is

called into question. Something or someone is held accountable.

Occasionally we experience such anxiety through broader concerns and outcomes.

We may be anxious about our profession or the organization that we work within. We

may be concerned about ineptness, a decline in the quality of worklor a refusal to

recognize serious problems. Behind such concerns, we again sense that the

background expectations are not being met. Such anxiety calls actions and

practices into question and often motivates reform. Without the acknowledgement of

such anxiety and responses to it, organizations and professions would decline into

collective frauds, deceptions and illusions.



Occasionally we may experience such anxiety in a broader sense. We may be

concerned that serious social and environmental problems are being overlooked and

mismanaged. We may point to a specific consequence such as a mismanaged toxic

waste dump, but again such specific consequences stand out against a broader

background of expectations. "They didn't solve problems, evaluate performance,

collect precise information, use resources properly,or controll outcomes." Here

again is the technological background calling some actions and practices into

question.

Think back now on these levels of anxiety. The anxiety produced by narrower

outcomes (e.g. the stalled car) arises because some set of actions did not or, will

not meet the background expectations. As our concerns broaden, we become anxious

that more pervasive actions and practices do not meet the background expectations.

At all these levels of concern, we might say, "if only people would follow the

technological expectations, the problems would not occur". Our response to such

anxiety is an expression of technological hope.

If we are able to think in even broader terms, we encounter the technological

predicament. The background defines itself as a problem. The background itself is

a source of anxiety. Because the technological background persistently and

pervasively shapes behavior and action, outcomes are collectively produced that

cannot be managed under the demands of the technological background iteself. The

background demands control, evaluation, order and efficiency. If such demands are

indeed acted out in collective practice, then the collective outcomes cannot be

controlled, evaluated and ordered with the same degree of efficiency that produces

the outcomes. The technological background contains an imbalance of intents and

abilities as described in Table 3. The collective outcome of this imbalance is a

violation of the background expectations. Technology is unable to deal with the

outcomes that technology itself brings forth. Technology is a paradox! If people

persistently and pervasively meet its expectations,they will not be able to

collectively meet its expectations.



The technological background expects order efficiency, control, precision and

evaluation, but when people persistently and pervasively act out these

expectations, the consequences of their collective behavior can be expected to come

in the form of surprises, disorders, inefficiencies,and ambiguities. "They" (we)

cannot objectively, precisely, orderly.,and efficiently evaluate and manage the

consequences of "their" (our) objective, precise, orderly and efficient behaviors

and actions. The technological background is incapable of dealing with the

outcomes of its own expectations. In the context of its own expectations,

technology itself is a problem. At this level of concern, we cannot say, "if only

people would follow the technological expectations, the problems would not occur."

Technological hope is no longer credible,

There are ways that we avoid and hide from the technological predicament.

These ways come easy because they are sustained by the technological background

itself. We encapsule ourselves in specialized professions, tasksiand jobs that

protect us from broader concerns. We employ techniques that allow us to do our

tasks without asking broader questions. We work within organizations that don't

deal with such "impractical" philosophical inquiry. We don't "waste time" with

such concerns. In practice we take technology's expectations for granted. These

same expectations serve to discredit any inquiry into the implications of the

expectations themselves; such inquiries are "impractical, useless, unproductive,

and a waste of time."

We dismiss notions such as the technological predicament because they are

"pessimistic". That is, such notions undermine technological hope. But if we

examine technological hope more closely, we will find the technological dominance

of chapter 9. A stranger from another culture not so dominated by technology might

not see the technological predicament as pessimistic at all. Such a stranger might

say,

"Why is it so important to you to have your world, your lives and
yourselves conform to your own expectations? Aren't you grateful
that your existance cannot be designed and manufactured like some



giant machine that contains you as a tiny component? Aren't you

relieved to know that there is some justification for a more
humble approach to your technological power?"

But we are different than such a stranger. We have a different background.

Because of our technological background, the technological predicament is seen as a

pessimistic and hopeless notion.

Let us again make clear that the predicament that we face arises from our

own background. We ourselves expect tasks to be divided into workable parts

(Commitment 2). Consequently, we specialize into those skills and tasks

required of technological production. In contrast, however, we face a predica-

ment because the consequences of such production do not divide themselves into

such neat workable parts ( ).

We expect activities to be directed toward specified objectives in an

orderly manner (Commitment 3)J and thus_ we accept and promote the deliberate

designs, plans, and organizations needed to bring about technological produc-

tion. In contrast, unforeseen consequences tend to frustrate our collective

efforts to such an extent that we tend to neglect and ignore the possibilities

of such consequences.

We expect precise and objective evaluation of performance (Commitments

4, 5 and 6), and thus we tend to submit ourselves to the discipline of clocks,

schedules, specifications, programs, and criteria needed for technological pro-

duction. In contrast, our inability to relate consequences to specific causes

frustrates our attempts to deal with these consequences.

We expect resources, particularly time, to be used efficiently and pro-

ductively (Commitments 1 and 7), and thus we tend to accept the techniques,

organizations, and environmental alterations needed for technological produc-

tion. In contrast, we find it difficult to practice collaborative restraint

to take the time to seriously question the collective consequences of our

actions.



In short, the kinds of contrasts illustrated in Table 3 and Figure 3,

occur for us because our behaviors and actions are persistently and pervasively

shaped by our technological background. These contrasts constitute a serious

predicament for us. We must accept this predicament as our own. We must

recognize it as coming forth from the background that we ourselves sustain.

Our predicament comes forth from our background and thus we are called

to deal with it. Our predicament may not have been a predicament for another

of
culture with a different background. As an illustration of our ownership,our

own predicament, let us imagine a non-technological culture. Imagine a cul-

ture within which behavior and action was persistently and pervasively shaped

by a "mother earth" myth. Imagine that this myth emphasized the responsibili-

ties of people as children to their mother earth. Let us imagine how a person

from this culture might respond to our technological behavior.

"We receive gifts from mother earth and we care for her as any good
child should. If we abuse and profane her for our own selfish pur-
poses, then the consequences are obvious. Like any good mother, she
will punish us; any child knows this. But you insist on knowing the
exact abuses that will precisely result in particular responses from
mother earth. You say you need this in order to guide your behavior.
Even a child knows better than this. A child knows that abusive and
profane behavior toward the mother will result in punishment that is
well deserved. The child does not need to analyze each particular
abusive word so that the exact particular response from the mother
for that word can be predicted. The child knows that arrogant
abusiveness deserves punishment. Quibbling over precise details is
really an effort to avoid responsibility, and a good mother will not
allow a child to get away with such irresponsible quibbling. More-
over, what decent child would clevely manipulate and use the mother
for the childg own selfish and arrogant desires? Such a child
deserves punishment! The child should learn to accept such punishment
not as a problem to be solved,but as a deserved response from a
loving and caring mother, a response that allows the child to mature
rather than to be polluted by the child own arrogance and selfishness. ".

This imaginary person from another culture cannot understand our predicament.

From the background of this person, the consequences of our actions are obvious,

there is no predicament. Our behavior is seen as irresponsible and our frus-

trations appear so absurd that our sanity might well be questioned. From our



background, however, the consequences of our actions are not so obvious as to

change our behavior. The predicament belongs to the background that we ourselves

sustain. It is our predicament. Our background leads us to ignor this pre-

dicament and hide from it. But if we do not ignonrour predicament, then our

background itself stands out as something to be questioned and not taken for

granted. Then we must struggle, not just with particular technological

actions, but with the pervasive contexwithin which those actions occur.

Technology itself, its essence as background, is called into question.

In the earlier chapters of this book, we found that our technological

background tends to protect itself from inquiry. In Chapter 6 we found that:

Technology motivates and sustains the use of techniques and

this very use of techniques protects technology itself from

inquiry ---- Technology's "know-how" is not only incapable

of examining the essence of technology but, it prevents such

examination from even being considered.

In Chapter 7 we found that:

The technological background shapes the pattern of human rela-

tionships so as to sustain the technological background, reward

behavior which conforms to the background, penalize behavior

which does not conform to the background, direct resources
toward those activities which conform to the background and

prevent inquiries into the nature of the background itself.

Despite these background protections, our inquiry in this book has pressed

on1 and now a paradox has arisen. We now find that the background identifies

itself as a problem! The background cannot accomplish what the background

itself demands. The actions and practices that the background itself sustains

are called into question. We cannot accept the tendency of the technological

background to protect itself from inquiry. Technology's expectations should

not be taken for granted. The anxiety of fallen technological hope calls us to

question the essence of technology as something that demands our attention.





CHAPTER 11

ON QUESTIONING THE ESSENTIAL LIMITATIONS OF TECHNOLOGY

What does it mean to examine the essential limitations of technology?

What difficulties does such an inquiry face? This chapter will be concerned

with such questions.

Common Practice and Power

We experience many kinds of background expectations in our day-to-day

lives. For the most part, we experience these as taken-for-granted practices

to which reflective thought is seldom given. As an example, when we speak

to someone, we are expected to maintain a certain distance, depending on the

degree of intimacy involved ( ). If a stranger talks to you and stands too

close, you become somewhat uneasy. The stranger has not conformed to a be-

havior that we expect as a matter of practice. We don't refer to some formally

stated rules to justify such practices. They are part of the accepted prac-

tices that mediate our behaviors and interactions. We "learn" them by living

within a culture that practices them. We practice shaking hands as a form of

greeting. We also hug some people as a more intimate form of greeting. We

are careful not to mix up these forms of greetings and thus violate the ex-

pected practices of our cultural background. Part of the frustrations of

being an adolescent is that the mixing up of such practices is no longer con-

sidered "cute." The adolescent is thrown into a field of taken-for-granted

expectations without much practice; they don't yet have the background to

act as an adult with confidence.



A background is expressed in common practice, seldom through formal

rules that one memorizes. Through such background practices, we are able to

interact with each other with a surprisingly low level of chaos. As an ex-

ample, consider the common practice of applause, clapping one's hands. We

don't refer to a formal set of rules and guidelines to tell us how and when

to clap our hands. We know to clap our hands and not our feet. Collectively,

we are often so well tuned to such practice that large crowds will spontan-

eously "burst into applause" while at other times they will sit in silence.

The technological background is, to a large extent, similar to these

kinds of common practices (standing at a proper distance, shaking hands,

hugging, clapping hands, etc.). The technological background is a taken-for-

granted framework of expectations that mediates the interactions of people.

These expectations are assimilated and expressed through experience and

"acceptable" practice. There are some general characteristics of the tech-

nological background, however, that differ from other background practices

such as shaking hands.

The technological expectations are pervasive in practice. In contrast,

shaking hands is a practice limited to particular types of human interactions

(i.e., greeting and departing). Shaking hands has little or no influence

upon our collective responses to rivers, trees, oil, education, time, competency,

organization, and power. In contrast, the technological background provides

the common context through which we relate to such entities, notions, efforts

and concerns. The technological background has a pervasive influence through-

out our collective practices. Its influence is not limited to particular

situations, outcomes, and occasions. Because of its pervasive domain of in-

fluence, technology needs to be understood as a broad context within which

we act, relate, speak/and live. The limitations of this context cannot be



grasped by merely examining particular occurrences within this context.

The context itself must be examined. But this task is difficult. Our own

discussions will occur within the context of the technological background.

We live within a technological world and this world provides the context for

our discussions. We deceive ourselves if we think that we can step outside

our technological world and objectively evaluate its performance. This very

notion is an expression of our technological background. Our inquiry into

technology's essential limitations must be a struggle from within an entangle-

ment of common practices that we take for granted. Rather than focusing our

attention upon specific problems within the context of our technological

world, we must seek to feel the context itself, not as something apart from

ourselves but as something that we are within.

Because we are within technology, because technology is realized in

pervasive practices that we ourselves take for granted, we may fail to recog-

nize the aggressive character of technology. It is difficult to see ordinary

practice as aggressive, but technological practice is aggressive. The tech-

nological background is always pushing on to assert itself in ever more force-

ful ways. Its expectations do not merely define some end state. Its expecta-

tions are persistent. As an example, efficiency is always understood as

unfinished business. Unlike shaking hands, being efficient is not something

that is done and then the effort is over until the next time. The injunction

"be efficient" really means "be more efficient." It is a persistent expecta-

tion. So it is with the entire background. It is always calling for more

efforts. The commitments for precision, objectivity and evaluation, as an

example, are needed to sustain accumulating bodies of knowledge so as to not

"slip back" into less efficient, less productive,and less controlled behaviors.



The accumulating bodies of knowledge passed on from generation to generation

enable ever more aggressive realizations of technology's expectations.

Technology's character arises from common practice, however, the col-

lective and cumulative intent of such common practice may escape us. We

need to remind ourselves that technology is directed toward the ability to

take action and produce effects, the capacity to control and use. That is,

technology is directed toward power. When we consider the tremendous physical

alterations of the earth or the destructive potential of modern weapons, it

is easy to recognize the power of modern technology. But too easily we fail

to recognize the will to such power within the practices that we ourselves

take for granted. The technological background sustains the context from

which power arises. Our own pervasive and persistent expectations bring forth

power.

I do not deny that particular individuals and groups often exploit power

for their own ends often with unjust and destructive consequences. But within

our technological world, the ground from which power emerges is sustained

by the pervasive and persistent expectations that you and I take for granted.

From this ground of common practice, power thrives and grows to levels never

experienced before in human history. The technological background is a very

effective will to power that is sustained by the expectations that you and

I take for granted.

We must recognize that when we question technology to understand its

essential limitations, we are questioning a will to power that we ourselves

sustain in everyday practice. If we only examine the behavior of others,

particularly those who unjustly exploit power, we will avoid the essence of

technology itself. The exploiters of power must be held accountable; this



is an important tasks but it is not the task that we are now attempting. Our

task is to question the will to power that is sustained by our own taken-for-

granted expectations. This is not a task in which we seek to blame others even

if they deserve blame. We must seek the limitations of that which is common

and hides itself in normalcy.

Essential Limitations

We have reasoned throughout this book that technology is a background of

expectations that shapes human behavior and action. Through such behavior

and action machines get designed, manufactured, maintainedland used. That

is, technology is the pervasive and persistent human context within which

the development and use of machines occurs. We can say that technology brings

forth and sustains all sorts of machines and devices.

The technological background also provides the social context within

which organizational relationships are brought forth and sustained. Similarly,

technology brings forth and sustains the development and use of techniques

and clocks. We can say that technology brings forth food and shelter as

well as pollution. Technology also reveals the presence of pollution and

brings forth means to treat pollution.

In all such examples, we are saying that technology's background expecta-

tions shape human behavior and action so that certain possibilities, decisions

and outcomes occur. In other words, technology brings forth, sustains and

reveals possibilities, decisionsland outcomes. The earlier chapters of this

book discussed the professions, devices, techniques, organizations, perceptions,

and words that technology brings forth, sustains, and reveals. But. we must

not forget that there is another side to this character of technology. As

technology brings forth, it also covers up. As technology sustains, it also

deprives. As technology reveals, it also conceals.



Think back on our inquiry. Technology is a background of expectations

that pervasively and persistently shapes the behaviors and actions of people.

Because of such shaping, people bring forth an amazing assortment of devices,

machines and systems; they form huge organizations; they develop and employ

all sorts of techniques. Now, it stands to reason that when one type of be-

havior is emphasized, other types of behavior are de-emphasized. As we tend

to do certain kinds of activities, we tend to not do other kinds of activities.

We cannot be "shaped" in all directions at the same time. Shaping means

tending toward certain forms and away from others. By shaping our behaviors

and actions, the technological background brings forth technological outcomes.

But at the same time, outcomes that require contrary behaviors and actions

tend to be excluded. Thus, the background opens up some possibilities while

closing off others. The background sustains realizations that conform to

its expectations but this very same background deprives realizations that do

not meet its expectations. Our technological behaviors and actions open up

a wide range of possibilities that other cultures could not imagine. But

these same behaviors and actions close off other possibilities from our own

imaginations. The background reveals,while at the same itme it conceals.

This revealing and concealing arises from the essence of technology, the back-

ground that pervasively and persistently shapes human behavior and action.

Decisions are shaped by the context in which decisions are made. We

tend to choose that which we need to get along. For the most part, our deci-

sions and choices are realized through our taken-for-granted practices. Our

day to day practices are seldom recognized as deliberate choices and deci-

sions. Rather, we tend to go along with that which is pervasive and persist-

ent. Only rarely in moments of crisis do we begin to question this day.to-

day going along. Even then, we usually "get over it" and return to a more



comfortable going along. We are influenced by the behaviors of others and

the common expectations that we share with them. We are influenced by the

organizations that we live and work within. We are influenced by the social

and physical demands that we must cope with. Technology is behind the com-

mon behaviors, organizations, social expectations,and physical settings that

provide the context within which decisions are made. Technology is the back-

ground that shapes the "going along" that we accept in our day-to-day lives.

That is why we "go along" with techniques, organizations, machines, devices,

clocks, specialization and a host of norms such as efficiency, productivity,

and objectivity. We may gripe and complain, but for the most part we do go

along and by going along we choose and decide in accordance with the back-

ground that shapes going along.

But remember, decisions by their very nature involve bringing forth

certain possibilities while closing off others. Thus, by sustaining the

context within which decisions are made, technology serves to bring forth

certain decisions, while at the same time closing off others. By exerting

a persistent and pervasive influence upon decisions, the technological back-

ground brings forth certain outcomes and covers up others. This bringing

forth and covering up are both essential aspects of the same process.

The opportunities from which choice can be made, the kinds of things

open to decision, the field of possibilities lying before us; all this

reflects the technological background. Opportunities and possibilities

arise from the actions and behaviors of people. The technological background

shapes behaviors and actions, and, consequently, the background also shapes

opportunities and possibilities. Technology reveals and brings forth a field

of opportunities and possibilities from which choices can be made. But not

all opportunities and possibilities are equally revealed. Some opportunities



become excluded, some become less likely) and some become more remote because

they are not the kinds of things that tend to happen when action and behavior

are shaped by the technological background. Here again we see that the tech-

nological background cuts off, deprives,and conceals some opportunities while

bringing forth, sustainingjand revealing others.

When we consider the process of decision making, the field of opportuni-

ties made available for decision,and the outcomes of pervasive and persistent

behavior, we are confronted by the essential revealing-concealing character of

technology. Technology brings forth and cuts off. Technology sustains and

deprives. Technology exposes and hides. When we concern ourselves only with

the products,outcomesj and possibilities of technology, we limit ourselves to

one side of its essential character, the side that reveals, brings forth,

sustains and exposes. From this common but limited view, the essential limi-

tations of technology are avoided from the start. If we are to indeed question

the essential limitations of technology, we must grasp the other side of its

essential character, the side that conceals, cuts off, deprives, and hides.

We must see technology as a context of expectations within which some things

are hidden, concealed, cut off, and deprived. We must concern ourselves with

the possibility that something essential is hidden, cut off, concealed, and

deprived within this context. Such concerns address the essential limita-

tions of technology.

But such concerns are not easily expressed. The meanings of the very

words that our inquiry must employ have been brought forth and sustained

within the context of practice and expectations that we live within. Tech-

nology reveals those meanings which are employed within the common practices

that technology sustains. Those meanings that are not employed within the



common practices that technology sustains become lost and hidden. Our task

is difficult. We seek to discuss that which is hidden and we must employ

words whose essential meanings may also be hidden. But to avoid this task

is to concern ourselves only with that which technology itself reveals.

The Next Three Chapters

We have set the stage for the remainder of our inquiry. The next three

chapters will address the essential limitations of technology. We will

examine the collective will to power that is realized in the common practices

that we live within. We will attempt to gain some glimps of that which is

hidden by the pervasive and persistent expectations that we take for granted.

We will seek out that which is concealed within the context of technology's

background expectations. We will seek to expose that which our common back-

ground conceals.
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CHAPTER 12

THE ANYONE AND THE STRANGER

Introduction

This chapter consists of a story that includes two characters, the "Anyone``

and the "Stranger" who was briefly introduced in the beginning of this book.

The character of the Anyone is dominated by the technological background.

Anyone in a technological society can speak for the Anyone because the character

of the Anyone is expressed in the pervasive and persistent expectations that

shape our technological society. We all participate in the behavior of the

Anyone. It is this common, taken-for-granted behavior on our part that results

in the tremendous technological power of modern society.

The character of the Stranger is not shaped by the technological

background. The Stranger is honestly confused and distressed by the behavior of

the Anyone. Despite the different background of the Stranger, you should assume

the following:

- The Stranger is a concerned, intelligent and sincere human being.

- The Stranger is honestly trying to communicate as clearly as possible.
Words are carefully selected; there is no intent to confuse.

-Any confusion over the Stranger's words are just as frustrating to the
Stranger as they are to you.

- The Stranger, like you and me, experiences doubts, frustrations and

prejudices. The Stranger is not perfect and readily admits this.

Our story involves a dialogue between the Anyone and the Stranger. The

dialogue is confused, because the two characters have different backgrounds.

Both characters try to understand the other, but some topics are unresolvable.

The Stranger cannot understand the Anyone's concept of time. The Anyone

discusses "figuring out", that is, rational, orderly,and objective thought. The

Stranger fails to understand why "figuring out" is so important to the Anyone.

The Stranger confronts the essence of the Anyone's character, the control of



resources for useful purposes. Here, power, the technological power that is the

character of the Anyone, is challenged by the Stranger. "Sacrifice this power,

give it up, withdraw it; declares the Stranger. Why whould the Stranger say

this? You'll have to listen to the Stranger's own words. Listening to the

Stranger, however, is not easy. Our temptation is to judge the Stranger's words

from our own background expectations. But remember, it is this very background

that the Stranger's words call to question. Listening requires some effort on

our part to not take for granted our own expectations. The following

suggestions are offered.

- Be prepared to learn something of importance from the Stranger.

- Do not judge the Stranger's words too quicklyjbut rather ask yourself
why a sincere person might say such things.

- Try and get to know the Stranger before you try to interpret the words of

the Stranger. This will require re-reading the Stranger's words.

Our story will not include the early discussionsIbecause they were terribly

confused. The Stranger was totally baffled by the concept of time. "If you

lose time why can't you find it again?" "If you take someone else; time, then

why don't you return it?" "If you take someone elses time and don't return it,

then won't you yourself have too much?" " Where exactly do you save time?" Such

questions reflect the Stranger's confusion. If you had only heard this early

dialogue, you might have concluded that the Stranger was crazy. Maybe the

Stranger is crazy, but let us not judge the Stranger too quickly.

After much confusion, the Anyone and the Stranger have decided to try to

find something that both could agree upon. They agreed, or appear to agree,

that human being (the Anyone preferes the word "existence") involves some

capacity to choose. We listen in as the Stranger speaks first.



Stranger: If I reflect upon the essence of my being, I find it impossible to

accept that I have no capacity for choice. I cannot imagine being who

I am without some capacity to choose. In like manner, I must acknow-

ledge a certain inability upon my part to unchoose what I do indeed choose.

As an example, I can choose to tear this paper in half; see, watch, I'll

show you. Now, having made that choice, I cannot unchoose what I have

done. I can choose to paste the paper together again,and I can choose

not to tear more paper. But I cannot choose to undo the choice that

I indeed did make, tearing this paper.

Anyone: This seems rather obvious to me. What's the point?

Stranger: The point, my friend, is that we have here something fundamental

to Being. You see, Being grants me the capacity to choose, at least to

some degree. Being also takes my choices seriously, so seriously that

even I am denied the capacity to undo choices that I myself have made.

Without accepting these grants from Being, human being is incomprehensible

to me.

Anyone: Again, I agree with what you say. But what does this have to do

with time, which I thought was the subject of our conversation?

Stranger: Please remember, what you call time is incomprehensible to me. I

am trying to clarify some basis from which we might gain some understanding

of our different worlds.

Anyone: You're trying, then, to describe something common and fundamental

as a basis for our dialogue, so that we may be able to take each other

seriously rather than dismissing each other as crazy.

Stranger: Exactly!

Anyone: Go on then.

Stranger: My own stance in Being comes from appreciating my capacity to choose

and the seriousness that Being grants to my choices. Now, it-appears to

me that when I consider the opportunities for choice offered to me, you

say that I am looking toward the future, anticipating. When I consider

the seriousness that Being grants to my choices, you say that I am looking

toward the past, recalling.

Anyone: This appears to be so.



Stranger: Good, then we share some sort of understanding. What I am not able

to grasp at all, however, is your notion that future is "not yet" and past

is "gone". If I accept these notions, then everything disappears, I find

Being to be half "not yet" and the other half "gone". Nothing is left

except the infinitesimal point of discountinuity between them, the point

that you call "now".

Anyone: But certainly you must see the flow of time, temporality, the pas-

sage from future through now into past.

Stranger: I have tried to grasp this, believe me. But all I seem to obtain

is the meaningless passage of something from one type of nothing, "not yet'',

into another type of nothing, "gone", with nothing, an infinitesimal point

called "now",inbetween.

Anyone: I believe you. Rather than dwell upon our incomprehensible dif-

ferences, would you explain your own notions, based upon what appear to

be common to both of us: the capacity to choose and the seriousness of

choice?

Stranger: Yes, these are granted by Being. Now, obviously my capacity to

choose and the seriousness, the actuality, attached to my choices are not

separate grants of Being. They are both aspects of what I call purpose.

I act "on purpose; as you say. Being grants purpose by granting choice

and taking choices seriously. Now, it appears to me that what you call

temporality (the flow of time) bears some resemblance to what I call purpose.

For you, the "flow of time" ties together and defines "future" and "past".

For me, purpose is the context within which choice and the seriousness

of choice are bound together. Without this binding together they would,

as separated gifts, be incomprehensible to me. Thus, purpose is ob-

vious to me; indeed, it is essential to my being. I suspect that for

you, "future"and "past" would be incomprehensible as separate entities

without the "flow of time". Thus time, or at least temporality, is

obvious to you; it is essential to your being.

Anyone: There does appear to be some correspondence between my "temporality"

and your "purpose".



Stranger: Again, I must admit your temporality, your "flow of time", is

bewildering to me. How do you know even the "direction" of this "flow

of time"?

Anyone: Well obviously, time must flow from future.(not yet) toward past.

having been, gone). It doesn't make sense to have time flow in the

reverse direction.

Stranger: Again, I must apologize for my confusion. To me, your "future",

not yet) and "past" (gone) are both kinds of nothing. Something that

isn't, just isn't. Without purpose, I can only imagine chaos or total

emptiness.

Anyone: I can assure you that my world does have order; it is not total

chaos, nor is it totally empty as you say.

Stranger: I believe you. I'm only commenting on my own perceptions of your

world. Obviously, these perceptions are deficient.

Anyone: Could you give me an example that might illustrate your perception?

But of course, try and make it simple.

Stranger: Good idea. Let's see... Ah, yes. Imagine that I have a movie of

a child building a tower from a collection of toy blocks. You see the

movie. The child picks up the blocks, stacks them one on top of another,

then looks at the tower and smiles.

Anyone: Alright, I've got the picture.

Stranger: I say to you, wait! The film was backwards. I must reverse

the projector direction so that you can see the filmed event in "real

time". I do this. Now you see that the child smiles, looks at the

tower, and removes the blocks from the tower one by one until the blocks

are all on the floor.

Anyone: I've got the picture.

Stranger: Someone shouts to me, "no, the film was not on backwards; you ran

the projector in the wrong direction!" We end up in a terrible argument

concerning which direction the film should be shown. Now, I ask you,

which direction shows the event in "real time" and not "reverse time"?

Anyone: Hum let me think I guess I really couldn't tell you which

direction was proper. I couldn't say which viewing of the film showed

"forward" or "real time" and which showed "backward time".



Stranger: Exactly! You could not tell forward time from backward time unless

you knew the purpose of the childs actions! The arguement over the

projector direction is really an argument over purpose. Without an

awareness of purpose, the forwardness and backwardness of your time is

incomprehensible. You need to know the child's intentionality. You

need to know together what the child was choosing to do and which choices

Being grasped in seriousness.

Anyone: But would you know anymore than me in this case?

Stranger: No, of course not. It does appear, however, that you and I grasp

the event differently. I naturally seek out purpose.

Anyone: I look for temporality, the flow of time.

Stranger: How do you look for this flow of time?

Anyone: Well, in your imaginary movie, I try to figure out the order of

of the actions, which actions came first, second and so on.

Stranger: Do you do this "figuring out" in your day to day life?

Anyone: Yes, in a way. Most of the time it takes no deliberate effort.

I know what the order is. In most cases, it is obvious. Without such

knowledge, I would be lost.

Stranger: And just what does this "figuring out" consist of?

Anyone: Well, I'm not a philosopher, so I can't really give you a rigorous

explanation.

Stranger: Just explain in your own words.

Anyone: In most day-to-day cases, knowing, figuring out, comes with little

effort. At other times its real work. In general, however, figuring out

involves applying general principles, or rules to specific

situations. As an example, if your movie involved objects falling up,

then I would know that the film was backwards because, as a general rule,

I know that objects fall down and not up.

Stranger: Can you expand on your example?

Anyone: Yes, computers provide a clear example. Precise rules and instructions

are programmed into the computer. Then, when a particular situation arises,

the computer relates the particular aspects of that situation to its pro-

grammed rules. Based upon these rules, it figures out the event. As an

example, we could have a computer programmed to decide whether films were run



backwards or forwards. We could program the rule, "objects fall down,

not up." By comparing the coordinates of fallen objects frame by frame,

the computer could determine if that rule was violated in the showing of

the film. The computer could also determine if the rule would be violated

if the sequence of events in the film were reversed. By making such

determinations, figuring out, the computer could print out a proper

response such as, "this film is being shown backwards; it should be shown

in reverse to correspond to real time."

Stranger: I see. You are saying that by employing general principles or rules,

;you figure out, know,or determine the "actual" and the "real".

Anyone: Yes, in the example of our discussion, I would figure out the direction

of the film that corresponds to "real" time. In the case of the child

and the blocks, there simply isn't enough information to figure this out

Stranger: I agree that there isn't enough information to "figure out". But

you see, the fundamental way that I approach the situation does not rest

upon such "figuring out".

Anyone: What could be more basic than this observing and figuring out?

Stranger: To me caring, involved concern, is far more basic. You see, the

proper direction of the film depends upon the purpose that has been

filmed. Even your figuring out would seek to determine the purpose

that has been filmed. Without purpose, the film can be shown in either

direction, in fact, one can randomly alter the directions of the projector

if purpose is not essential. Without purpose, it makes no difference

which way the film is run. Now, if purpose is essential, then I say that

care is an essential relationship to purpose. Without care, purpose is

inconceivable.

Anyone: And what about figuring out?

Stranger: Figuring out as you have described it may or may not be*involved

in the awareness of purpose. Thus, it is not essential. But the essence

of purpose involves caring, "making a difference.," as you say. If nothing

matters to me, then how can I appreciate or even recognize purpose? There

must be "caring about" in order for purpose to be. If the child didn't

care about its actions and we didn't care about the child's purpose, then,

it would make no difference which way the film was run or if the film

direction was randomly altered. Who would care? It would make no

difference.



Anyone: Are you saying that caring is a more fundamental state of human

being, or should I say. being human, than figuring out?

Stranger: Yes, that is what I am saying, but do not think that caring

eliminates the need for understanding. Rather, caring is the basis of

understanding. In fact, it is the basis of human being which, of

course, includes understanding/of which figuring out may be apart.

Anyone: Are you saying that understanding is rooted in caring?

Stranger: Yes! Let me illustrate by referring to our child and block

movie. If the child's mother were here, she would probably laugh at

our movie and she would certainly laugh at our discussion. The proper

direction of the film would likely be obvious to her, if it was a good

film and a good mother. Our discussion should be so absurd as to evoke

laughter. You see, the mother would know the meaning of the child's

smile. She would recognize either an expression of accomplishment, for

having built the tower or a twinkle in the smile that said, "I'm

choosing to take this tower down." Imagine, our whole discussion

of Being, purpose, temporality, general principles, computers, the

essence of human being and the profound confusion between us, all this

surpassed by a child's smile.

Anyone: And how do you explain this?

Stranger: The mother cares for the child in a way not shared by you and me.

The mother has been vitally involved with the child. She has fed the

child, played with the child and laughed with the child. She has freely

given and received. All of this is of fundamental importance. The

mother cares! Now this care of the mother will occasionally motivate

and support some "figuring out" by the mother. But, without the back-

groundnurtured by care, there would be no meaning and purpose for figuring

out. Could the mother figure out how to love the child? Without a back-

ground nurtured by care, what rules would she employ to compute the

meaning of the child's _smile? Of what purpose could even your computer

serve without care?

Anyone: But, wait. Computers are in fact used for all sorts of decisions.

You cannot deny that.

Stranger: Of course computers decide, but they do not choose because they

cannot care! Care comes from concerned involvement, not from programmed

rules.



Anyone: It sounds like you are quibbling with words when you emphasize

the difference between decision and choice.

Stranger: I don't mean to quibble with words but I must emphasize essential

differences in meaning. Let me give an example. Consider two situations.

First, a computer analyzes information on the basis of programmed

instructions (rules, principles, criteria, etc.) and then decides to

turn off a light switch. Second, a computer analyzes information on

the basis of programmed instructions and then decides to launch a

fleet of intercontinental balistic missiles armed with multiple nuclear

warheads. In both cases, the decision process is essentially the same;

information is processed according to a set of rules and a decision is

made. But now, if you were involved in these situations instead of the

computer, would the situations be essentially the same?

Anyone: No, I hardly think so. Turning off a light is one thing but

bringing about a nuclear holocaust is entirely different.

Stranger: Exactly! You are different because you care. You have laughed

and cried with people. You have felt pain and sickness. You have

grieved over the death of a loved one. You have been vitally involved.

These involvements make you different. You care and thus you can't

merely decide the way the computer would. You must choose and the

difference between your choosing and the computer's deciding is that

you care. To deny this caring is to deny your human being. You are

called by Being to care. How different Western Civilization would be

if Descartes could have said, "I care, therefore I am."

Anyone: Wait .a minute. I think you're getting a little bit too dramatic.

Lets cut out these esoteric inquires and get down to practical reality.

Maybe you do find my world to be strange, but that doesn't make it

wrong. Look around. You've got to admit that things do work. We must

be doing something right!

Stranger: I don't understand. What do you mean things work?

Anyone: Look, here's a light switch. Turn it on the light goes on. Turn

the switch off and the light goes off. Here, try it, see it works.

Stranger: I still don't get the point. What do you mean when you say, "the

light works"?



Anyone: I mean that when I turn the switch, the light does indeed go on

just like it's supposed to; it works!

Stranger: But sunlight comes on everyday, much more than your puny light)

and no switches are needed. You have nothing to do with that. Isn't

that "working" too?

Anyone: Not in the same way. You see, the switch allows me to control the

light. This control has come about because people figured out how to

make lights controlled by switches. They organized their actions on the

basis of precise and objective information. They solved the necessary

problems and evaluated results. The fact that the light can indeed

be controlled by this switch proves that such figuring out does work.

Try it! See, you can control the light with the switch; it works!

Stranger: Are you saying that the control of this light switch somehow

justifies your "figuring out"?

Anyone: It's not just this switch and this light. It's lots of things

that do indeed work. See, I can turn this knob and music comes on.

I turn this knob over here and a picture appears on the screen. It

all works! Therefore, don't be too critical of my way of thinking.

The people of the world figured out all of this stuff and it does

work!

Stranger: Let me make sure I understand. When you say "it works.," you mean

control is possible.

Anyone: Control is more than possible. It is a fact!

Stranger: Let me try again. When you say "it works" you mean that control

for specified objectives, like having light, is readily available and

this control is reliable. That is, "it works" means "it is reliably

controlled for its specified objective."

Anyone: Yes, that's pretty much what I mean. But it should be obvious...

look.... try them; they do work.

Stranger: Please don't get frustrated with me. You see it is not obvious

to me what "it works" meansdand so I need to try quite hard to grasp

your meaning.

Anyone: That's okay. I'm sorry if I got frustrated; .... it just seems

so obvious.



Stranger: Fine, let's continue. You implied that because things "worked,"

your ways of "figuring out" were somehow justified.

Anyone: That's right. We figure things out. If things didn't work, then

our "figuring out" wouldn't be worth much. But the fact is, things do

work, so we must be doing something right.

Stranger: Then, you are saying that your figuring out is justified because

it leads to reliable control for specified objectives. For you, your

light switch is evidence of the "rightness" of your "figuring out."

Anyone: Not just the light switch.

Stranger: Of course, there are lots of examplesiand they all "work" as you

say. They make reliable control for specified objectives readily

available.

Anyone: That's right, somewhat awkward but essentially correct.

Stranger: At the risk of oversimplification, let me see if I can re-state

what we have discussed. Your basic approach to Being is "figuring out".

This figuring out involves the ordered use of general principles,

categoriesiand abstraction.

Anyone: Yes, like falling objects go down, not up.

Stranger: Then, you justify your "figuring out" by your ability to increase

control.

Anyone: That essentially is correct. It's simplified but I'd rather not

go through all that stuff about the light switch again.

Stranger: But now, why is this power to control so essential to you? Can

you be so power hungry that control is the standard that you use to

justify your approach to Being? I hear you saying, to paraphrase

Descartes, "I figure out, therefore I amoand this is all justified because

I control." "See", you say,,"it works;' as you demonstrate your control

by flipping the light switch. And with such statements, I'm supposed

to say, "Oh, that's obvious; I understand." But the fact remains,

I don't understand!

Anyone: Wait a minute! Control isn't exerted in any arbitrary fashion.

Control is employed for useful functions.

Stranger: And what does useful mean to you?



Anyone: Useful implies something or some activity that can accomplish

some desired result. The light is useful because it allows me to read

at night. If I want to read at night, then I flip the light switchjand

I immediately have light to read.

Stranger: So then, control and usefulness are closely related.

Anyone: Of course! You see if we can control something then, we can simply

turn it on when we want it and turn it off when we don't want it. We're

back to choice now. Through control, we can get what we want. If some-

thing helps us get what we want and avoid what we don't want, then it's

useful. It follows, that the more we're able to control things through

figuring out, the more we're able to control our world. The more we

control things/ the more we can use them for our own benefit. The more

we control things/the more we can use them to get what we want and avoid

what we don't want. The more we figure out how to control and use things,

the better off we are. That is, we are able to get more of what we want

and less of what we don't want. That's what we call progress.

Stranger: Progress, then, is the increase in control and use, the implication

being that more control and use allows you to gain more and more of what

you want.

Anyone: That is essentially correct.

Stranger: And you see this as being essentially good and beneficial?

Anyone: Of course!

Stranger: What about useless things; those things that you are not able to

control for some desired result.

Anyone: For the most part, anything that is useless has little or no

value. But, remember, we may figure out how to transform something

basically useless into something useful. As an example, consider some-

thing basically useless, like a chunk of coal. We can turn this basically

useless thing into electricity, which can then turn on my light so I can

read at night.

Stranger: It appears that you see your world basically as a standing reserve

of resources available for your .controlled use.

Anyone: We do see nature as natural resources. There are, of course, dis-

agreements over which uses are best for particular resources. Choices

often become economic and political issues.



Stranger: Let's try and keep our discussion simple, let's stick to basics.

On what basis are choices determined?

Anyone: On the basis of values.

Stranger: And what are values?

Anyone: Values are individual preferences. They are subjective, based

upon personal feelings, opinions and tastes.

Stranger: But certainly there must be some broader basis for values. There

must be some broader basis from which you can say these are good values

and these are bad values.

Anyone: You're right. We do share values, general principles upon which

we as a society determine what is good and bad.

Stranger: What do you mean by determine?

Anyone: I mean that we figure out the goodness or badness of specific

choices based upon values and principles that we hold in common.

Stranger: But when you justified "figuring out" before, you referred to

its capacity to control. You flipped the light switch and said "See,

'it works''. The phrase "it works" meant control and usefulness. Now

I perceive that you are applying "figuring out" in a different way.

Your "figuring out" must now have some moral basis.

Anyone: Yes, there is a moral basis. As an example, freedom is a high

value in our culture. We attempt to "figure out" actions that would

preserve and enhance freedom. We then control actions to preserve

and enhance freedom.

Stranger: And how do you see freedom?

Anyone: Freedom involves the right to control your own life.

Stranger: So "figuring out" is again justified by control.

Anyone: In a broad social sense, yes. But the system works. We do have

order in society.

Stranger: Again, I see control providing the justification for moral "figuring

out".

Anyone: But you must remember that this broader control prevents anarchy,

while allowing me to control my own life. In a free society, individuals

control their own lives based upon their own values. Consider my choice



to turn on the light and read rather than go to bed and sleep. That

is a choice based upon my own preferences, my own value system. Nobody

forces me to make such a choice. Can't you see yourself making such a

Choice?

Stranger: Of course a light might occasionally be convenient but, I certainly

wouldn't justify my exist ace because the silly thing "works" as you say.

You seem obsessed with your capacity to control and use things. To me,

life is far more interesting and meaningful without this obsession for

control and use.

Anyone: Well then, you sit in the dark! I'll read a book in the light!

Stranger: I choose to read my books during the day when the sun chooses to

shine. It's a delightful practice, particularly in the early morning

when the air is crisp and the mind is open to new ideas brought through

the gift of dreams. In the evening when its dark, I prefer to reflect

upon what I have read and talk with others about my thoughts. Daylight

is given to such things as reading; such things are opened up by the

light of daytime. Evening is given to reflective thought and intimate

sharing. Evening's darkness is a gift. It protects us from the dis-

tractions exposed by light so that we can deeply reflect, we can ponder,

we can share with people who must be close to use because of darkness.

Then, in evening, we grow tired and we sleep,so that dreams can inspire

us and open thoughts to us that we have blocked out. I can't imagine

preferring to shatter such purpose by flipping a switch to produce a

glaring light. As I see our discussion, the real question must be

addressed to you! Why would you prefer to read at night when it is

obviously more fitting to read during the day and reflect, discuss and

share in the eveningr

Anyone: Well Often I don't have time to read in the day.

Stranger: Ah, here we are back with this "time" stuff. What does it mean

to "not have time"?

Anyone: It means that I'm too busy during the day to read.

Stranger: Then "not having time" refers to your own activitiesjrather than to

something you misplaced or can't find.

Anyone: Yes, that's true. Time isn't the kind of thing that you can save

in a jar or a bank.



Stranger: I'll agree with that! To me, time doesn't appear to be anything;

but let's not go back to that discussion again. Why might you be too

busy to read during the day?

Anyone: I work.

Stranger: You what?

Anyone: I work during the day.

Stranger: Now I'm really confused. You justified "figuring out" by saying

"it works". You demonstrated what you mean by "it works" by flipping

the light on and offidemonstrating your control. Now I ask you why

you would even want to turn on the light and your answer is, "I work".

I am totally confused!

Anyone: I mean that I have a job.

Stranger: And what is a job?

Anyone: My job is what I work at.

Stranger: You'll have to do better than that!

Anyone: Alright, during the day I go to a place where I do some specific

tasks. I won't bore you with the details of these tasks.

Stranger: Are they arbitrary tasks?

Anyone: No, of course not they're useful tasks.

Stranger: Do you mean that you do them because you prefer to do them?

Anyone: No, not exactly. I'm paid to do them. This pay allows me to

purchase things.

Stranger: Like switches and lights?

Anyone: Yes, of course.

Stranger: Then, you are paid so that you might purchase things?

Anyone: No, that's why I desire the pay; that's why I choose to work. I

am pa14 because I do something useful for my employer.

Stranger: We're back to this word "useful" again only now it does not appear

to refer to your wants but rather your employer's.

Anyone: That's correct.



Stranger: Then your employer controls you?

Anyone: No, not exactly. I could quit my job.

Stranger: Would you still be paid?

Anyone: No.

Stranger: Would that be bad?

Anyone: Yes, of course it would be bad. Without pay I'd lose everything.

Stranger: Then it seems to me that your employer has a substantial control

over you. Your tasks are useful because the tasks you do are desired

by your employer. It appears that your relationship to your employer is

very much like your relationship to your light switch. Both involve

control for the sake of usefulness.

Anyone: But it's not all that simple. This whole system of working has

a lot of give and take. You can't get something for nothing.

Stranger: I'd certainly agree with that, but it appears to me that you're

getting nothing for very much.

Anyone: Look, I realize that it seems strange to you, but this whole

system that I've described makes sense. It works.

Stranger: Ah, we're back to that phase again.

Anyone: Yes, look around you. People are busy; there is order; things

do get done.

Stranger: I can see that. I don't deny the presence of busyness, order and

doing things. I would expect this with all your emphasis upon "figuring

out", "control", "usefulness' and "working", but my questions have

asked, "Why?". If I may use my own language, what is the purpose in

all this?

Anyone: Look, if we didn't do all this, we'd be living in caves or we'd

starve to death.

Stranger: Oh, come on! Now your're going too far. I recognize that we must

exert efforts to provide shelter and food to care for our health and

welfare. I know that efforts have to be made for such needs, but you

haven't been talking about such needs. You flip on a switch to turn

on a puny light. You turn a dial and silly pictures come on a screen.

These are hardly basic needs!



Anyone: But I want these things. They're useful to me.

Stranger: That's what confuses me. It seems to me that you've become like

your light switch. You and your light switch justify each other,

because "you both work". And then your whole mad system of people and

gadgets is justifiedobecause "it works". I get this awful picture in

my mind of everything and everybody hooked up to endless switches.

Each switch controls some person or thing for some specified output.

There is an endless clicking and snapping of switches. Everybody is

busy switching some sort of switch while at the same time everyone is

jumping and jerking in response to the switches that control them.

Everyone and everything is connected to a bramble of switches. "Flip

this switch, - quick - grab that one Jump this way; your switch has

been flipped! Now, quickly, over there, flip that person's switch.

Quick everyone, change that stuff over there, it doesn't have enough

switches on it, what a waste!" "Click, click -- snap -- click --

snap --", the endless sound of flipping switches. And then occasionally

someone looks up, and says, "Listen to the endless clicks: see the

flashing lights, glance at the flipping pictures; look at the people

jerking about. It works! It works! It works! That proves we're right!"

Anyone: Wait a minute! You've got to keep in mind that we have gained

the power to expand our choices. We have expanded opportunities. That's

what technological power is all about. The possibilities for choice

have expanded. I certainly don't want co throw that away!

Stranger: I certainly do see power! The word power encompasses control and

use, both of which are very important to you. It is a good word to

describe your capabilities and motivation.

Anyone: Yes, we have the power to make choices that were not available to

other generations. So this power is really a means to expand choice.

Stranger: No, I don't see that. Choice depends upon the sacrifice of power,

not the drive for power!

Anyone: Well, of course some sacrifices are necessary.

Stranger: No, sacrifice must come from choice, not necessity! True sacrifice

cannot be forced upon you.

Anyone: You say that I must choose to sacrifice power in order to keep

choice?

Stranger: Yes, definitely!



Anyone: But then, we will end up with less to choose from. We will lose

control and thus our choices will be narrowed. Of what use can that be?

Stranger: You say that power leads to a greater capacity for choice. Thus,

it is reasonable for you to pursue power,so that, as you say, the range

of choice, options, can be greater. But in this reasoning, you fail

to recognize that your choice has already been sealed. You choose power

and that is truly the ending of choice, though decision remains. Power

for the sake of power; you become mesmerized with the drive for power.

But in all this, choice is truly lost because in your pursuit of power,

care becomes incidental. Then, you have power without purpose.

Anyone: Wait a minute! Let's be realistic. We need power!

Stranger: You need power, Yes, I agree! That is why power must be sacrificed.

Anyone: You agree but then you come to the opposite conclusion that I do!

I recognize the need for the controlled use of human and natural

resources and so I say, "Let's get on with the task!" But you say,

"Let's give up." That's crazy!"

Stranger: I do say "give up'11 but I do not mean defeat; I mean sacrificed

which is victory!

Anyone: Give up is victory? That's absurd!

Stranger: Let me explain. We agree that you need power. You respond to this

need in a pervasive and persistent manner unequalled by any other

civilization. Now, the world that people live within is shaped by

their pervasive and persistent behavior. Your behavior is shaped by

the need for power and thus it should be of no surprise to you that

your world is characterized by the need for power. You live in a

need-power world so of course you need-power. If you truly choose to

have a more not-need-power world, then you would have to nurture such

a world by not-need-power behaviors. Such behaviors involve "giving

up" or "sacrificing" power.

Anyone: That's absurd! If you need something, you should go out and get it.

Stranger: Yes, and then you'll be sure to need it, and more.

Anyone: That's crazy!

Stranger: Let me illustrate. Much controlled use of resources is devoted

to the automobile.' The automobile is an expression of power, control,

and use.



Anyone: Yes, and you try to give up the automobile and see where it gets you.

Stranger: Yes, let's try that! That would be a good sacrifice to try!

Anyone: No! I was not advocating such a sacrifice; I was merely demon-

strating how unrealistic such a sacrifice is.

Stranger: Yes, of course it's unrealistic! That's why it's a sacrifice.

Anyone: You make no sense!

Stranger: Look. You live in a need-power worldjso need-power is the reality

that you live within. Need-automobile is a particular expression of this

need-power reality. This reality is sustained by need-automobile

behavior. People need automobiles and so its "realistic" to use them

You need highways and parking lots for automobiles and so you need

shopping centers in places with space for parking lots and.freeways.

Of course, you zone them far away from where you live because no one

wants the traffic in their neighborhood. Now that you have these

distant shopping centers, you need automobiles to get to them. It is

unrealistic to sacrifice automobile use and walk to these distant

shopping centers. Such sacrifice does not fit the need-automobile

world. That is why sacrifice is indeed unrealistic.

Anyone: But you advocate such sacrifice!

Stranger: Of course I do!

Anyone: But if people sacrifice automobile use, then great effort will be

required to walk to the stores.

Stranger: Yes, yes, of course! Then people will really know that they need

neighborhhoodstoresjnot because of abstract values, beliefs, principles

or plans but because of practice. Such stores will be welcome in their

neighborhood. Such sacrifice is thus the beginning of a more not-need-

automobile world.

Anyone: But do you expect people to really put up with such a sacrifice?

Stranger: It depends upon their care. Care is difficult in a world taken

over by power. That is why the sacrifice of power is so essential.

Anyone: How can you say that power has taken over? We have more equality

now, more freedom now than any past society. We have eliminated slaves.

There are no more kings, emperors,and czars.



Stranger: I'm certainly not in favor of slavery or kings, emperors and

tsars. But can't you see what their elimination really means?

Anyone: What do you mean?

Stranger: Power is now pervasive. Power no longer mainly resides in the

hands of the few. Power is sustained by pervasive expectations that

everyone takes for granted. Everyone is involved in the drive for use

and control. Power pervades everywhere, and so the old isolated con-

centrations of power are gone. Kings, emperorsoand czars were unable

to confine power. It flowed out everywhere. Now everyone is driven

to use and control. "Power to the people." Yes, this has happened.

Power has indeed taken over, everywhere. Kings would mainly get in the

way.

Anyone: But you cannot deny the terrible acts of kings, empero5 and

czars. The elimination of their tyranny is certainly a good thing.

Stranger: I do not deny their terrible acts. The elimination of their

tyranny is good and you must guard against such tyranny. But, you

fail to understand the prophets who condemned such tyrants long before

we did. You see the condemnation of prophets as being merely con-

cerned with particular individuals, institutions and acts. You fail to

see power itself condemned because it overwhelmed care. You miss the

affirmation of the useless, the weak. You can't hear the demand for the

sacrifice of power. Then, in your world where power pervades everywhere,

the useless are considered worthless and the sacrifice of power is

considered absurd. You say, "Isn't it nice that the kings are gone."

Can't you still hear the cry of the prophets?

Anyone: Wait a minute! Are you saying that the issue is power itself

and not merely the use of power? Are you saying that the use of things

is the issue rather than the particular way things are used?

Stranger: Yes!

Anyone: But aren't there good uses of power, good controls, good uses

of resources?

Stranger: Yes, of course. But goodness itself does not arise from power,

control and use. You need care for goodness to be. Care demands the

sacrifice of power. Care demands that the world not be considered as

a standing reserve of resources for your controlled use. Without

the sacrifice of power, power becomes its own justification.



Anyone: If you can convince me that a particular sacrifice of power will

really fulfill a good purpose, then I might agree.

Stranger: You want me to define a "good purpose:' a "specified objective",

and then "figure out" an "organized plan" where sacrifice of power is

"precisely" and "objectively" shown to be "useful". This is the additude

of pervasive power! I propose none of this! It is this very attitude

that I oppose!

Anyone: But then, what can you possibly mean?

Stranger: I am concerned with the coming into Being of Good Purpose itself.

Where do you think Good Purpose comes from? Without the nurturing of

care, Purpose cannot be. Goodness and Purpose themselves are realized

in care and care by its very nature demands the sacrifice of power.

Anyone: I'm not opposed to care, but this sacrificing of power without

a realistic objective seems foolish.

Stranger: Care occurs through reciprical relationship; it is a giving and

receiving relationship. Care is not a manipulation to meet some

specified "purpose". On the contrary, authentic purpose itself is

realized through the nurturing of care. If a relationship is shaped by

your own intentions, then what you receive is the product of your own

power. To base your "purpose" on the product of your own power is

idolatry. Then your advocacy of "purpose", objectives and values is

nothing more than the enhancement of your own delusions.

Anyone: I still don't see why power must be surrendered in order to care.

You don't even give practical reasons for sacrificing power. Indeed,

you seem to be against practical answers.

Stranger: You want to know why to sacrifice poweriyet the answer can only

come through care that demands the sacrifice of power. If power is to

serve anything other than itself, then it must humble itself to that

which it serves; it must withdraw its own influence to listen so

that it might indeed serve rather than master. This withdrawal, the

giving up of power, is essential. Without this withdrawal, power itself

is master. But the power that I speak of is not "out there," it is not

something that must be taken away from "someone else." Power is sustained

and driven forth by you, the Anyone. This is pervasive power. You sustain

it through your taken-for-granted expectations and practices. If this

power is to serve rather than master, then the expectations and behaviors



that sustain power must themselves be held accountable. But accountable

to what? That is the question of my concern! Power is so pervasive,

so much sustained by common practice, that there is no longer anything

other than itself to which the essence of power is accountable. That

is why you, the Anyone, must choose to sacrifice power, so that you

might nurture some basis to hold power itself accountable.

Anyone: I'm confused over your use of the word care.

Stranger: I speak of the care that a loving parent and child participate in.

Anyone: Yes, I know that. But you see care essentially involving the

sacrifice of power. It's as though care cannot exist without the

sacrificeof power. I see care as a feeling that may or may not

involve the sacrifice of power.

Stranger: For care to be, an openness must occur in relationship so that

care can be truely given and received rather than forced and manipulated.

This openness involves the withdrawal of power, the surrender of power,

the sacrifice of power, vulnerability. Without this withdrawal of power,

the openness is closed. Control and use squeeze close the openness. Then,

giving, appreciatingj and responding is blocked. Authenticity is then

concealed by your own forceful intentions. Without true giving,

appreciating,and responding, care cannot be. Think of the most caring

gifts that you have received. Were they given in order to control and

use you? Were they given because you were able to control and use some-

one else?

Anyone: No, of course not. The most caring gifts were freely given.

Stranger: Yes! Yes! But now consider what freely given means. A while

ago you said freedom involved having your own control. But now, in

gift giving, we mean something entirely different when we say "freely

given." We mean, "no strings attached." Control and use are withdrawn.

Power is set aside. The will to power is transcended. Then, there is

an opening for true giving and receiving. Then, appreciation can be; we

are response-able. Only then can truth be revealed. Truth is revealed

in the caring freedom of "no strings attached." Truth is a gift and

should be celebrated as such. All else is fabrication.

Anyone: You say truth?



Stanger: Yes! Without the withdrawal of power, anything that you receive

is the result of your own.manipulations or those who overwhelm you.

Can you force truth to conform to your own intentions? Must truth submit

itself to power? Of course not! Truth is unfolded in the "freely

giveness" that you recognized in gift giving. Truth is a gift that you

must be open to receive. Truth is to be appreciated, not manipulated.

Without the sacrifice of power, true purpose and meaning cannot be.

True meaning and purpose unfold from the vulnerability of care, not

from manipulation, control and use.

Anyone: Well, I guess some withdrawal of power may be good for some

personal relationships. Maybe our disagreements really aren't as

great as I thought.

Stranger: That's strange. I was having just the opposite feeling.

Anyone: You mean that you see us as radically different?

Stranger: Yes. At first I thought we merely had different meanings for

words but now our differences appear to be far more fundamental.

Anyone: Please explain.

Stranger: After I explained what I meant by authentic caring and the

necessity of the sacrifice of power, you appeared to understand.

But then you immediately placed everything I had said at the personal

level, the private level.

Anyone: Yes, of course. As an individual, my value and belief system

may call for what you call the sacrifice of power. As an example,

I may give a gift to someone on their birthday) because I believe that

it's a good thing to do.

Stranger: Then the sacrifice of power depends upon your "value system",

your "beliefs"?

Anyone: Yes, of course! Without values, beliefs and principles-to live

by, I'd have no basis for such giving. Without values, anything goes.

Stranger: I don't understand. What do you mean by a "value system"?

Anyone: I mean that each person has sets of beliefs, values,,and principles.

Stranger: And what purpose do they serve?

Anyone: People live by their values.



Stranger: What do you mean ,'live by their values"?

Anyone: I mean that their behaviors, actions, decisions and choices are

guided and determined by their values.

Stranger: So Then, if I know your value system, your beliefs and principles,

then I would know how you would behave?

Anyone: Only in the ideal sense. You see, people don't always live by

their values.

Stranger: Is that good or bad?

Anyone: Bad, of course! People should live by their values and beliefs!

Stranger: Do you mean they should shape their behaviors to conform to their

value system?

Anyone: Yes, of course!

Stranger: Oh, I see. Then values, beliefsland principles are intended to

shape behavior, action, decision and choice.

Anyone: Yes, of course! But, I don't force my values upon others. They

must decide on their own values.

Stranger: But on what basis do they decide upon values if decision itself

should be based on values?

Anyone: In a free society, the acceptance of values is a personal matter.

Each individual must make his or her own decisions.

Stranger: But then, will not such an individualistic approach result in a

a wide diversity of values?

Anyone: Yes, that's correct. Moreover, technology enables an ever wider

selection of values.

Stranger: Can people "change their mind" concerning values?

Anyone: Yes, of course.

Stranger: But are people still expected to live by their new values? Are

they still expected to shape their behavior to their changed values?

Anyone: Yes. Everyone who honestly holds values expects or would like

to expect behavior to be shaped to his or her values.

Stranger: And should objects, things and realtionships be shaped and

transformed to fit values?



Anyone: Yes, of course.

Stranger: But the values may differ and change?

Anyone: Yes.

Stranger: I feel very uncomfortable with your notion of value systems,

beliefs and principles.

Anyone: But why?

Stranger: It sounds to me that your "values" express ideals and goals that

people are free to select.

Anyone: Correct.

Stranger: Ideals and goals are very diverse in your world and they change.

Anyone: Also correct. But what's so upsetting about that?

Stanger: The ideals and goals of values are diverse and transient. But

despite these differences, there is a common understanding that behavior

and things should be shaped to meet ideals and goalsias expressed in

belief statements, value systemsjand principles. The lack of agreement

concerning ideals and goals stands in contrast to the common taken-for-

granted expectation that behaviors and things should be shaped to meet

ideals and goals.

Anyone: So? What's the problem?

Stranger: The point, my friend, is that behind the diverse and transient

confusion of values lies a common taken-for-granted expectation that

behavior and things should be shaped. The ideals and goals for such

shaping are lost in confusion, disagreement, diversity and change, but

the will to shape, transform, moldjand control is nevertheless a

pervasive and persistent expectation. Yes, I am uncomfortable

with your notions of value systems and beliefs. You talk too much of

values,andwhat I hear in the background are the persistent and pervasive

expectations of power, the power to shape and transform.

Anyone: You have things mixed up. The problem is not power. No, the real

problem is the good use of power. We must make sure that power is used

in accordance with our values. Technology must be used to fulfill human

values.



Stranger: You accept then, that "good" means "in conformance with values?"

Anyone: Yes, that's roughly correct.

Stranger: I thought so. It follows that it is "good" to transform behaviors,

actions and things to better conform to values.

Anyone: That's roughly correct. There is no point in having values unless

they influence action and change.

Stranger: Can't you see where this leads? In every appeal to values there

is the implicit affirmation of power, the will to conform, transform,

shape, manipulate and control. The will to power is the pervasive

persistent implication behind every utterance of the word value. Behind

the turbulence of diverse and conflicting values lies a common background

that tells you,"good really means in conformance with the capacity to

transform, shape,and control". As a matter of practice, you

conformyourbehaviors to the expectations of this background not

because you agree with its "values; but because you hear its hidden

expectations in every value. You are called the Anyone not because

you hold the same values as others. No, you are the Anyone because of

the common background of expectations that you take for granted in all

values. You accept the technological expectations, not so much as a

set of values but as the pervasive and persistent background for all

values. Everytime I hear you speak of values, I hear the hidden voice

of power in the background.

Anyone: I disagree! I'm not trying to get power.

Stranger: I never said that you were! I said that you take the expectations

of power for granted. I am not speaking of "your" power or "their"

power. I'm speaking of power itself for itself. The values that power

pursues are diverse and transient. The hidden expectations of power

that lie behind all such values are pervasive and persistent. It is

this pervasive and persistent background that shapes your character

and gives you your name.

Anyone: But, what is the use of having valuess,if you don't expect behavior

to conform to them?

Stranger: You say that you "choose" your own valuesand then these same

values should guide your behavior. Why don't you simply say that you

"choose" your own behavior? Why even talk about values?

Anyone: Because values are important!



Stranger: Yes, they are important to you because every value statement

reinforces the background expectations of power. "One should shape

behavior and things." This is the taken-for-granted will to power that

I hear speaking from the. background. Everything else is scattered,

transient and up to one own decision. Only the background places

consistent demands upon behavior.

Anyone: Wait, you're going too far. There are some common values in my

world. Some of these values are expressed in laws that are enforced

by society. They provide order in society and protect individual free-

dom.

Stranger: Yes, you do need laws; but then, you justify them in the name of

power. "They work" you say, "they provide order, they allow people

to control their own lives." These are the same words you used to

justify your lightswitch! All such words arise from your background.

expectations, the expectations of pervasive power.

Anyone: Would you rather have some dictator, committee, or ruling class

force their particular values upon people?

Stranger: No! No! I'm calling for the sacrifice of power, not the con-

centration of power in the hands of the few.

Anyone: But on what values do you call for the sacrifice of power!

Stranger: No values! Your whole notion of value systems, beliefs and

principles serves the very background of power that I object to.

I am uncomfortable; no, I'm afraid by your taken-for-granted acceptance

of this background.

Anyone: But with proper values, power will lead to good applications and

results.

Stranger: I don't see that happening. It's not that I see you as bad or

evil. It's that your world seems so groundless, except for power.

As I see your world, everyone is switching values on or off. Everyone

is hooked up to a bramble of "value" switches, some flipped by themselves

and some flipped by others. Who knows how the switches are connected.

It doesn't really matter! It's the switching that really matters to you.

"See how people are able to flip switches?" you say. "They're choosing

values. What freedom! See how people respond to the switches that are

connected to them? How good they are!" And then, when I don't ask for

some switches to flip for myself, you think that I'm giving up "freedom."



When I don't plug myself into some switches to control my own behavior,

you think I'm immoral.

Anyone: But without values, anything goes.

Stranger: No, I see just the opposite!. With values, only power goes on and

on and on. That's it.

Anyone: But without values, why should people behave at all?

Stranger: Because people care! They are called to care! They become involved

because they care. They become committed because they care. They become

vulnerable because they care. In their practice of care, they nurture

meanings of words such as compassion, trust, justiceland freedom. They

express and share their caring in stories and myths; these are living

expressions demanding involvement with care. Later (and only later).,

some philosopher, writer, organizer or moralist might express such caring

behavior in the form of explicit principles, values or belief statements

that can be objectively analyzed, systematized and organized. Too often,

such people think that they have discovered something higher and more

noble than care itself. Fools! At best, they have crudely outlined

the living practices, stories,and myths of countless caring people.

Without a history of care, their words have no meaning.

Care calls for the sacrifice of power. Care calls for vulner-

ability and commitment. Any legitimacy that your values hold is sustained

by countless unknown servants who nurtured meaning and purpose through

their living practices of vulnerable care. But now in your world, the

legitimacy of everything is sustained by the background of power. Every-

thing is a resource to be used. The history of caring persons is mined

like any other resource. It is used to meet the needs of power. It

is used to fabricate "value systems," so that the expectations of power

are affirmed in every value. Then efficiency, productivity, utility,

objectivity and order become the norms applied to all areas of human

activity and concern. "It works" becomes the transformed meaning of

truth. The computer becomes the model of "intelligence". The fact

that the computer can't care becomes irrelevant because care itself

becomes irrelevant. Power determines relevancy, and power expects order,

precision, control, utility)and efficiency. The computer meets such

expectations, and thus the computer becomes the model of "intelligence"

and "proper" behavior. The background of power justifies itself in the

name of its own expectations.



What is the purpose in all this? I see no purpose! There is no

meaning! The ground of purpose and meaning has been mined as a resource

in the service of power. Power covers up the resulting void with its

own expectations. The expectations of power are so much taken-for-

granted that any perception of the loss of purpose and the anxiety over

the lack of meaning become "problems to be solved". Anxiety and

despair are not accepted as perceptions. No, they are treated as

disorders to be controlled by will power, pills, therapy, value systems,

beliefs and all sorts of distractions that make people "feel good".

Indeed, progress is defined by the effectiveness of such controls and

the abundance of such distractions. All this is justified in the name

of all sorts of values but the real power lies in the hidden background.

When you take the expectations of power for granted, purpose, and

meaning are given up. Through unexamined practices, you sustain power

for power; you justify power in the name of power. Then, you cannot

grasp that the sacrifice of power is an act of liberation through which

power itself may be held accountable.

Some Reflection

Our behaviors and actions are shaped by our persistent and pervasive

technological background. Collectively, we control resources for useful

purposes. We plan and organize to meet specified objectives. We require

objective evaluations of performance. Efficiency and productivity become

dominant norms. We build, operate, and depend upon all sorts of machines

and devices; they work. We employ all sorts of techniques that allow us to

"get the job done without wasting time"; they work. We arrange our relation-

ships to form powerful organization; we work. We shape our behavior to clocks.

Our physical world, language, our behaviors and perceptions are shaped by

this persistent and pervasive background. Even our diverse values assert

this common background. In all these ways, each and everyone of us is the

Anyone. The Stranger is shocked.

"Sacrifice power," the Stranger insists.

These words are strange.



"Of course they are," the Stranger replies. "Your background is the

will to power itself. Power always calls for more power. The sacrifice of

power is bound to be unacceptable to power itself."

But why should we even listen to such a Stranger?

"You face a meaningless existence, an existence of power without

purpose," the Stranger replies. "You are the Anyones that take for granted

the expectations of persistent and pervasive power. Nihilism is your fate."

Is the Stranger mad or does the Stranger point toward our own collective

madness? Do we have the background to address such questions?

"It is your background itself that I question."



CHAPTER 13

TECHNOLOGY IN SERVICE TO THE SUBJECTIVE

In this chapter we will again examine the limitations of the technolo-

gical background. We will consider a popular view of technology that emphasizes

not the power of technology but rather its "service to humankind."

This view is stated as follows.

"The lives of actual human beings are much more than that
of the technological background. Any particular individual

is more than the Anyone. There is an inner dimension to people
that cannot be measured but can only be experienced. Love,

care, trust, happiness, and compassion belong to this inner

subjective experience. The technological background should
not be employed to deny such feelings. Just the opposite!

In the final analysis, technology must serve the subjective.
Control and use should not be ends in themselves. Rather,

they are means for the fulfillment of human needs."
"The need for objective evidence (Commitment 5) does

not deny the importance of subjective feelings. Through
technology, individuals can have a wider range of experiences

to choose from. Such choices should not be imposed upon

people! People should be free to choose in response to their
own experienced needs and desires. Their subjective feelings

are essential for such choice. With technology providing
the means, people can choose what they themselves experience
as desirable. Through technology, we can expand personal
choice so that the subjective experience of people can be
enhanced through their own choices. When properly applied,
technology does not eliminate the inner subjective dimension
of human experience. On the contrary! Technolgoy enhances
the means toward such experience in response to the free
choices of human beings. The power of technology is thus the
power to serve; it is not the power to dominate."

The above statement expresses a common perception of techriology.

It is a perception consistent with technological background. It is

a technological perception! From the technological background, one

divides being (usually called existence or experience) into the objective

and the subjective (Commitment 5). The objective includes "outside"

facts while the subjective includes "inner" feelings and values.



From the same perspective, human being (action, activity, thought,

intention) is divided into means and ends. Technology is then seen as

objective means. That is, technology is seen as a "value free tool"

that can be put to the service of subjective feelings and values.

From this perspective, the essential concern is to make sure technology

is guided by "good" feelings and values rather than "bad" ones.

This "objective-means" and "subjective-ends" division is, for the

most part, taken for granted. As an example, we say that everyone is

entitled to their own feelings; here is the inner, the "subjective."

We do not say that everyone is entitled to their own data. "Facts are

facts," we say; here is the "objective," What does this division do for

our world? It gives tremendous credibility to the technological enter-

prise. But we must remember that this very division is itself techno-

logical; it is brought forth from the technological background. It

appears to place technology in the role of service. Is something essen-

tial to being human covered up in these divisions? What may be concealed,

covered upland hidden by a technology that serves the "subjective?"

What do we risk loosing through the "service of technology?" We will

pursue such questions in a story.

A Story

The story involves a single character who describes a future state

of technology. Technology has served human needs and desires. The

subjective world has been enhanced. War, pollutionland resource depletion

have been eliminated. Through technology, the range of experiences

available to humans has been dramatically expanded/and freedom of

choice has attained an unprecidented level. Think on this story.

There are many long hallways, how many, I don't know, endless
it seems. I can't tell you how long they area They are poorly lit,



to save energy. As I walk down a hall, a region of light follows me so

I clearly see everything within my own region of the hallway. The region

of light extends to about one hundred feet in front and behind me.

Beyond this light, in both directions, the hallway fades into darkness.

The region of light follows me regardless which way I walk. No doubt

there are sensors that relay my position to a computer that controls

the lights for my convenience.

The hallways are spotless, not a speck of dirt. The air is filtered

and kept at optimal temperature and moisture. The equipment is so

efficient that not a sound can be heard from it. At first I thought

that the halls were completely silent, except for my own breathing,

heart beatand footsteps. But then, I thought, I'm not sure, I heard

a faint hush and deep rumble. If there really are such sounds, and

I'm really not sure, I know that it's the sound of breathing, sighs and

heartbeats. You see, along each side of the hallways is a row of

plastic capsules and in each is a human being. As I walk down the

hallway, an endless procession of encapsuled humans passes by on both

sides, almost as though they are flowing past me rather than me

walking past them. All this occurrs in silences except for my own sound

and the possible hush of sighs and the rumble of beating hearts.

Each human being sits silently in a capsule, no more than a foot

from the next. Everybody is healthy; everyone is in the prime of

life. It appears that optimum nutrients and preventative medication

are fed through inhalation. Some sort of electrical field stimulates

the muscles to keep them in optimum condition: In some way, the aging

process has been stopped. Disease has been eliminated. The possibility

for injury has been eliminated. As far as I can tell, death does not

occur. All of this life support system is automatically controlled

through sensors that relay information to computers that control feeding,

exercise, and whatever else is needed to sustain optimal health. As

far as I can tell, perfect health is automatically available to everyone

with no effort.

The order and efficiency of this system are remarkable. But, as

I walk down the hallway in hushed and rumbled silence, it is the faces

of the people that impresses me. All, everyone, has a Zook of contentment,

happinessand fulfillment. Never have I seen such radiance expressed



on people's faces. At first I feel. exhilarated. I expect them to leap

from their capsules and hug me and dance. But they don't leap out.

They stay in their capsules turning their heads slightly as they nurture

their smile, moving their bodies gently as expressions of their content-

ment, happiness and fulfillment.

I suddenly feel terribly alone. Their eyes always seem to Zook

over my shoulder out into the empty space of the hallway. I'm walking

faster now. An endless procession of contented, happy and

looks flows out of the darkness in front of me, shoots past me on both

sides and then melts into the darkness behind.

Let me explain the meaning of aZZ this from the limited information

available to me. Each person in a capsule has complete controls available

at all times. Through such controls, individuals can bring about any

image and emotional state that they wish. I think that some sort of

electrical field alters their brain waves so virtually any experience

can be placed in their minds. A computer controls this electrical

field in response to the commands of each encapsuZed person. Feelings

of love, compassion, fulfillment, meaning, significance, contentment,

belonging, optimism and anything else are available on command. Feelings

of pain, suffering, resentment, despair, guilt, anxiety, lonliness,

emptiness and fear are also available on command, but it appears that

no encapsuled person selects these. From the looks on the endless

faces, everyone has a positive outlook, but the choice for these more

negative feelings is always available.

All sorts of experiences can be called forth by each person. If

you wished to experience love, compassion1and fulfillment in a mountain

cabin with a warm fire in the fireplace, then that experience is available

to you on your own command. All of the feelings, sights, smells) and

sounds are placed into your brain. The people in the capsules don't

imagine these things, they experience them!

I later learned a little about the history of these hallways. In

the past, sounds were available to people on command through radio.

Then, with television, picture and sound became available at the flip

of a switch. Through sight and sound, one could experience adventure,

travel., love, compassion, competition, and lots more. The number of

television channels were -expanded and "personal" home computers were

added to enable more individual control. But such controlled experience



of sight and sound was not "personal" enough. The experience through

sight and sound was too incomplete. Later, emotions themselves were

broadcast with the pictures and sounds. At first, this was attempted

through background music, then various forms of subliminal suggestion

were added. There were objections to the use of sublimital suggestion;

however, these objections were overcome by allowing the individual viewer

to select his or her own subliminal suggestions. Such individual control

was made possible by interfacing the "personal home" computer with the

television (with its expanded channels and video tape storage). Viewers

could add pre-programmed packets of subliminal suggestions to their

"viewing experience." Thus, experience through sound, sight and feelings

became more available for individual use.

Later, more efficient ways of controlling emotional involvement

were developed. Devices were developed to alter brain wave patterns

so as to more directly control feelings. Feelings could be dialed and

controlled along with pictures and sounds. It later became apparent that

mere pictures on a small screen were too restrictive. With technological

advancement, entire images, complete even with smells, could be transmitted

to the brain. "Total experience" was the goal) and the technology to

produce this rapidly expanded.

At first "total experience" devices were a novelty, but their

practical value soon became apparent. As an example, prior to the use

of these devices, people travelled a great deal in order to have a wide

range of experiences. With "total experience devices," the experience

could be brought to the person, rather than the other way around. This

more efficient transfer mode of experience reduced travel substantially.

Consequently, natural resource consumption and pollution declined,

which was fortunate because both had reached near catastrophic levels.

Additional efficiencies were quickly realized. The poor could experience

wealth. The lonely could experience friendship and community. The

guilty could experience forgiveness. Failures could experience success.

Even the violent could experience violence without hurting anyone.

Crime rates declined.

The early techniques, of course, had some limitations. Early tech-

niques took a person and placed him or her in an actual experience, say

skiing or fishing. The brain waves of the person in the experience



were recorded. These some brain waves could then be transmitted to any

number of receivers (person) and they, in theory, could have the same

experience. This early method did not work well because the original person

had too many other feelings-and memories mixed in with the recorded

experience. The people receiving the experience would thus get terribly

confused. In time, however, computers were able to filter out these

background experiences in a complex procedure called decontexturalizing.

Thus, the essence of the experience could be "inserted" into the receiver's

mindset. At first, this still resulted in difficulties, because the

experience might not fit the receiver's mindset. This difficulty was

overcome by a contextural conditoning procedure that adjusted the

receiver's mindset to permit the experience reception.

The next breakthrough was experience enhancement directly through

computer synthesis. Eventually, the original experiencer was not needed.

The computer could combine different experience patterns in response to

the control of the receiver. Thus, the orignal experience was no

longer limited by the actions of an actual person.

The bio-medical breakthrough brought about the next revolution. Now,

the users of total experience devices could be far more healthy and safe

than non users. In addition to becoming more experienced, users could

remain youthful and beautiful through capsule maintenance. The

objections of non users declined,and eventually non users died off.

Through robotics, total experience devices were made available to everyone.

Maintenance activities were taken over by robots. This eventually Zed

to the present system.

I must emphasize that the receivers are totally in control. They

can and do adjust experience to meet their own personal needs. Each

receiver is totally free to control his or her own life without infringing

upon someone else. There is total equality among all receivers. Yet,

at the some time, any or all receivers can experience arrogance and

privilege if they decide to. In fact, any or aZZ receivers could

experience being a king, emperor or tsar without infringing upon the

freedom and independence of any other receiver. There is no violence

of one person on another; arime and war are non existent. Love can be

experienced without pain if a receiver decides for such an experience.

The receivers are in charge; they control their own lives through the

individual controls within each capsule. Any receiver can leave the



total experience device at any time, provisions are maintained for

those who might make that decision, though I am not aware of anyone who

has.

I do not know what experiences receivers are now having. You see, the

experience synthesizer was programmed to learn. Computers develop new

patterns of experiences. These are made available to receivers.

Based upon the choices that receivers actually make, ever newer and better

patterns of experiences are evolved. Thus, the entire system is progressive,

it improves by responding to the expressed needs and decisions of everyone.

I Zook into one capsule after another, endless capsules, but no

Zook comes back to me. I see endless faces, one after another, always

smiling, sighingjand looking past me into the empty space of the hallway.

I am a stranger in this world and I am uncomfortable in it. The

ecstatic faces, the smiles of pleasure, the sighs of contentment all

dart past me as I quicken my pace down the hallway. I now find myself

walking faster, running. At Last I see something from within the darkness

in front of me. It's a faint red light. I continue toward it, slowing

down because of my shortness of breath. The light grows brighter.

I recognize it. I stop dead in my tracks. It's a simple "exit" sign,

still beyond my region of light.

I slowly walk toward it. Again I notice the looks of contentment and

fulfillment from the encapsuled persons. They're beautiful, so beautiful

to miss even seeing a mere ordinary person as me. They still Zook

over my shoulder into space.

I stand in silence, breathing heavily. I try not to Zook at the

endless rows of sighing, smiling bodies, but then something catches my

eye. There to my left is an empty capsule, clean, openi,and welcoming.

An empty capsule surrounded by looks of happiness, contentment and

fulfillment. What experiences they must have! Certainly not the

anxiety and emptiness that I feel. My imagination swims in fantasies. I

could choose those experiences and more than I could ever imagine. I

could be healthy and recover my youth. I could be in control. The

empty capsule, clean and inviting, stands before me, and down through

the darkness, beyond my region of light, is the exit sign.



Some Reflection

Now I ask you a question. Should our story teller get into the

capsule? I suspect that some of us, hopefully most, would respond

"No, don't get in the capsule!" or at least we would have some very

serious reservations. But now, what is the basis for such a response?

Why would we not leap into the capsule? Think of what this encapsuled

world provides; health, safety, peace, comfort, an unimaginable range

of experiences available for our choosing, feelings of joy, fulfillment,

happiness, significance, meaning, contentment,and more. What is it in

being human that calls us to even more than all this? What calls us

to even consider rejecting such a world? It cannot be the experience

of challenge that our world offers us; that experience would be available.

Even suffering and pain is available from the capsule if one chooses.

Name any experience; you can choose it! But do you hesitate? What is

it that calls you to reject such a world of choice?

Whatever calls you to reject this world cannot be merely a feeling,

because the rejected world provides any feelings you might desire.

Your rejection cannot be subjectively based. But neither can your

rejection or hesitancy be objectively based; afterall, this is a world

of efficiency, orderland control. Is it your values that cause you to

hesitate? No, this cannot be. The capsule provides peace, health,

equality, safety, survival, and much more that our values affirm.

But still, we hesitate to enter. We reject the capsule, but why?

Whatever it is that causes me to reject this world is beyond

subjectively motivated control. I will call this something, authenticity.

We are called by authenticity to ultimately reject that which we ourselves

can ultimately control. It's not enough to feel good; we want a taste

of authentic goodness. It's not enough to feel meaningful; we want a



glimpse of authentic meaning. But what do we really mean by authenticity?

If authenticity arises from values, beliefs or principles, then authenticity

can be programmed into our computer. Then, nothing could be more "authentic"

than leaping into our capsule and letting the computer take over. I

can assure you that computers can shape behavior to values, beliefs and

principles far more consistently than can the human mind. If authenticity

means consistency with one values, beliefs and principles, then by all

means, hook yourself up to a computer. If having values and living by them

is authenticity, then we can forget the saints,who were often confused

and inconsistent and transform ourselves into the image of the computer.

But I refuse such a transformation. There is something more.

Something vaguely called authenticity is lost, or at least

threatened through the manipulation, control and use made possible

through the capsule system. Somehow, we find ourselves called by this

authenticity and so we hesitate or refuse to jump into the capsule.

We don't join in the common practices of the encapsuled people, we

hesitate, we refuse. Their common practices cut off something we

vaguely recognize as essential to our being. But what is it about their

common practices that causes us to rebel?

In our story, we encounter a world where control can be used to

manufacture and fabricate any experiences imagineable, yet, it is a

world where authenticity is covered up. But what is the basis for such

a notion? Think now of your own world, the world of your own day to

day experience. Can you manufacture and fabricate an authentic friend-

ship by controlling and using someone? Can authentic trust occur between

people who only use and manipulate each other? Can one manufacture

and fabricate one's own truth? Can you authentically love and care for

people by controlling and using them for your own needs, desires and wants?



I believe the answer in all these questions is a resounding No!

Yet, I cannot give you objective, precise and practical reasons for

such an answer. There are authentic relationships which are covered

up, blotted out and eliminated through practices dominated by control

and use. Authentic friendship, trust, truth, care, and love come more as

gifts to be received with appreciative response. When practice is

dominated by control and use, such gifts are not freely given or received,

and authenticity is cut off.

To not be dominated by control and use, to rather give and receive

is to be vulnerable. The openness to freely giveness and appreciation

is also an openness to pain, doubt, suffering, anxiety,and disappoint-

ment. But, this openness is essential for authenticity. It appears

that authenticity demands the vulnerability that comes with openness.

But, this is not something that you can merely "figure out." You

must live it. Through living, you know that the openness to love is

also an openness to disappointment and pain. You know that the open-

ness to trust is the openness to disappointment and doubt. Through

manipulation, control/ and use, through power, you may eliminate disap-

pointments, pain/and doubt/but then you also risk the void that is left

when authenticity is gone.

Certainly. order, control, and use can bring forth much that is

desirable. But such bringing forth also involoves a covering up that

our story pushes us to consider. The openness through which authenticity

is revealed is covered up by the dominance of control and use. How

strange these words sound. But of course, they sound strange; they

are indeed strange to the common practices that we share, the pervasive

practices through which our words are nurtured. But if such strangeness



leads us to ignore such words and move on to more familiar discourse,

then the covering up, the concealing of our common background/will

itself be hidden. Then, our discourse itself will be brought forth by

the very background that we think we are examining. If, indeed, we

seek to question the essential limitations of our background, then we

cannot flee from such strangeness. We ourselves must seriously take

the role of the Stranger) or else we can be nothing more than the

Anyone. Standing before the empty capsule, this Stranger says:

The openness through which authenticity is revealed
is covered up by the dominance of control, use,
efficiency, precision, and order. I choose not to
cover up this openness,and thus I must reject the
control, use, efficiency, precision, and order offered
to me. It matters not that subjective needs and
desires are served. It matters not that I cannot
give precise, objective and practical reasons for my
choice. I refuse to enter! I choose vulnerability
with its unsolved problems, paradoxes, disorders,
and vagueness. I choose this with great anxiety,
knowing full well that my feeling of anxiety could
be eliminated. I could experience ecstasy in a
moment if I were to but enter the capsule. But,

I refuse to enter. My anxiety is authentic and I
tremble, but I accept this and death itself rather
than rejecting the call of authenticity.

On Entering the Capsule

So far I have assumed that you would not enter the capsule or

at least you would hesitate. I have assumed that the character of our

story refuses to enter the capsule! because something essential to human

being would be lost. But now let us consider the other possibility.

Let us consider the choice to enter the capsule, a choice that the

Anyone would have reason to make.

Imagine the character of our story standing in front of the empty

capsule. On both sides and behind there is pure subjective, delight,

fulfillment and ecstasy. The subjective inner personal needs and wants

of everyone are truly served by order, efficiency, precision,and
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control. Technology no longer serves wars, it no longer pollutes the

environment, it no longer devours the earth's resources. No, tech-

nology serves the innermost needs of humans. The machines and devices

are not out of control. Our character sees no technological monsters.

No organizations or elites are forcing anything an anybody. Each

individual is free to choose based upon his or her own inner feelings,

passions, desires and needs.

Now, if our character chooses to enter the capsule, what choice

has really been made, the choice to experience safety, health, peace,

fulfillment and whatever else meets our characters needs and values?

Yes, this is part of the choice but there is something more, something

real but obscure. The choice to enter the capusle involves giving some-

thing up. There is a grave risk of losing something. But what can

this something be? We have answered,"authenticity will be lost,"

but such words sound vague and incomplete. Can our story help us

better understand what we risk losing in such capsules?

Let us return to this amazing technological system of encapsuled

humans. Let us address this system through the technological background,

after all, this is the background that brought forth this system.

Imagine what will continue to be brought forth; then, maybe we can also

see what is covered up.

Now can our capusle system be improved on the basis of the techno-

logical background? As an engineer who has worked with computers, it

appears to me that eventually the weak part of this entire system

will be the carbon-based receivers, human brains and the bodies attached

to them. It appears to me that the efficiency and performance of these



receivers could be improved by transforming them to silicon based

receivers, that is, computers. Receptivity to experience could be enhanced.

The variety of experience could be expanded. Maintainance and repair would

be far easier. Certainly the existing computers of this system, which

are themselves silicon based, would be able to determine these advantages,

and the robots could provide these services. The question is, would

the carbon based receivers choose to make such a transfer? I believe

they would. Afterall, the transfer would be graduaLand each step of

the transfer would involve tremendous subjective advantages, expanded

experiences, new dimensions of feelings, and greater security. Those

system modifications not accepted by the carbon-based receivers would

of course be rejected. Our system forces nothing upon anyone!

But then, some options would likely be selected1and, with time, the

cumulative result of such choices would most likely lead to more

effective silicon-based receivers.

The consequence of such choices would be a computerized receiver

system. Eventually, of course, the total experience system and the

receiver systems would become totally integrated. Human beings will have

chosen themselves out of existence. And what is left? What has been

brought forth, uncoveredjand revealed? All that is left are the devices

of our own control. We as humans are gone but the instruments of our

use remain. These products, instruments, and devices are efficient,

orderly, precise and controlled. They will continue to serve long after

humans have chosen themselves out of existence. But what will they

serve? They serve the background that brought them forth; control in the

service of control, order in the service of order, efficiency in the

service of efficiency, use in the service of use, power in the service

of power. The words of the Stranger reappear. And what has been covered



up? Human being has been covered up! Only the devices that they

controlled and used remain.

Now imagine that this outcome has actually happened; that is, a

completely integrated computer system is present. I ask you, when

did the humans of our story choose non-being? Was it when the last

human brain cells were replaced by computer components? It seems to

me that the choice came earlier than this. But how much earlier?

How far back in the histroy of our imaginary culture would we have to

go in order to say, yes, here are real humans making real choices?

As we go back in the history of our imaginary culture, we come closer

to our own culture. Let us go back in the history of our imaginary
ko

culturvhen complete carbon based receivers (biological humans) were

still in the capsules. This is the historical period that the character

of our story describes. Here we find biological organisms similar

to ourselves. But, have they already chosen non-being? It seems to me

that they haveiand it is only a matter of technological refinement before

the biological organisms themselves are replaced. At this time, they are

so much contained by their essential choice that the outcome of their

non-being needs only to be worked out.

It seems to me that the essential choice for our imaginary culture

preceded the historical period described in our story. There is good

reason to believe that we must go earlier into their history. That is,

we must come closer to our own culture to find out when the choice

for non-being was essentially begun. But how close dare we come?

Could it be that we have already made that choice? Has the covering

up of non-being already begun? We may not end up with the same world

as our imaginary culture; after all, history works itself out in sur-

prising ways. The technological background provides many options for



humans to choose non-being. There are varieties of non-being open to

humans. But if we trace the history of the imaginary culture of our

story back to when they made their essential choice, will we not

likely find a culture essentially similar to ours?

Our story leads us to questions. Have we ourselves already begun

the choice for non-being? Is the essential choice already behind us?

Have we lost the ability to even discuss the meaning of human being?

Have we forgotten Being itself through our historical choices? We

don't have the background to answer such questions. Indeed, it is our

background itself that is called into question! Our background has

brought forth all sorts of devices which may well be the predecessors

of the "total experience" devices of our story. It has brought forth

subjective behaviors consistent with these devices. Consider the following

quote from Newsweek magazine (August 24, 1981).

. . . Researchers report that the average family
member now spends more than seven hours a day tethered
to the tube and just fourteen minutes a day conversing
with others in the house. Other studies show that
cable subscribers watch more TV than do their neighbors
without cable. Futurists who put those findings
together, envision a nation of self-imprisoned
"vidiots," passively dependent on the cable for most
human intercourse, insulated from any idea or experience
not safely prepackaged for home consumption." ( )

But, we must not only consider our technological devices. I have

emphasized throughout this book that the essence of technology lies

in a persistent and pervasive background of expectations that we take

for granted. Technological devices are only one manifestation of this

background. The essential choice for non-being may be realized in our

common practices. We may no longer have the language to "realistically"

discuss such choice. The choice may have already been made and only

needs to be completed through the unravelling of common practice.



We may have already constructed our capsules. Consider the response

of a student to the story of the capsules.

"I wouldn't enter the capsule. But, if you ask
me for a reason for not entering, I can't find the
words. Any reasons that I give tend to sound
religious and I don't like that. You see, when
someone comes up to me and talks about religion,
I feel like they're asking me to get into their
capsule. What can I say?"

The words of philosopher William Barrett take on an ominous

significance.

. . .We may become no longer free for the kind of
thinking that would redeem us from the world we ourselves
have created. We may have made ourselves incapable
of such thinking.

The danger already shows in the superficiality
of our complaints against the technical world. We
rail at technology when it gets too noisy, pollutes
our air, or is about to drive a new superhighway through
our living room. For the rest, we are content to
consume its products unquestioningly. So long as we
can negotiate the truimph of technology successfully,
we are unconcerned to ask what the presuppositions
of this technical world are and how they bind us to
its framework. Already these presuppositions are
so much the invisible medium of our actual life that
we have become unconscious of them. We may eventually
become so enclosed in them that we cannot even imagine
any other way of thought but technical thinking."

We are surrounded by all sorts of devices and machines. We specialize

into all sorts of disciplines. We depend upon organizations and our

work sustains them. We have techniques and methods for all sorts of

tasks. We glance at clocks and rush off to watch television, work,

or meet someone else who has also glanced at a clock and rushed off

to meet us. We flip switches and lights go on or off, pictures

appear or disappear, sound speaks out or is silenced. All this and

far more we take for granted in our day-to-day lives. All this is

brought forth and sustained by the pervasive and persistent background

that is the essence of technology. But in the bringing forth of all



this, what has been closed off, hidden, concealed,and deprived?

One can only expect hints of that which is closed off, hidden, concealed,

and deprived. Our story may provide such hints. The words describing

such hints sound strange, as indeed they must, but we will nevertheless

speak them. Our background may well cover up our essential being.

Being itself may be covered up. Authentic meaning of human existence

may be concealed. We may have hidden the meanings of words through

which such concerns might be addressed. We may have too much deprived

the common practices through which human being is essentially revealed.

We may have already choosen non-being through the common practices that

we ourselves take for granted.





CHAPTER 14

THE STRANGER RETURNS

I feel an uneasiness writing this material. A persistent voice

seems to say something like the following.

"Why are you wasting time writing such stories? You

are surrounded by all sorts of problems and contro-

versies. There are intense debates over nuclear power,
toxic wastes, resource depletion, and more, but instead
of addressing these real problems in an objective manner,
you struggle with vague notions such as Being and

authenticity. And where does it get you? Nowhere!

You only end up with this depressing notion of nihilism."

I know that such a voice is an expression of my technological back-

ground. It has never been my intention to discard this background, yet

there is more than this background. There are other voices to be heard;

we will attempt to hear them.

In this chapter, the Stranger returns to talk with me (David).

We begin by discussing the intense controversies over the development of

nuclear power and the treat of toxic chemicals. The Stranger speaks first.

Stranger: Do you really think that people oppose nuclear power because a

nuclear power plant might melt down and kill them? Do you really

believe that they fear chemicals because their bodies are supposedly

being destroyed? Do you really believe that behind the public concern

over technological risks lies a fear of technological failure?

David: There are some of these risks.

Stranger: Yes, of course, there are such risks, but the fact remains that

the people who most strongly voice these fears live in a far safer

world than any other people in history.

David: Are you saying that their protests are dishonest?

Stranger: No, they have genuine fears.

David: Are you saying that their behavior is unreasonable?



Stranger: No, their behavior is dominated by your common background that

defines what is reasonable.

David: Well then, what do they really fear?

Stranger: They fear that the failures might not occur.

David: That's absurd!

Stranger: You're right. It is absurd. That's why they don't admit it even

to themselves.

David: Are you saying that they have some sort of subconscious death wish?

Stranger: No, I'm definitly not saying that, but that might be reasonable for

you to say.

David: You sound absurd.

Stranger: Yes, that's correct! Now you're beginning to understand!

David: No, I'm not! I'm wondering why I'm talking with you.

Stranger: That's fantastic!

David: What's fantastic?

Stranger: You've encountered wonder!

David: Wait a minute! I think we're talking from two different worlds.

Stranger: Yes, I'm afraid that's correct.

David: But- we need some common ground if we are to communicate.

Stranger: You're right. Forgive me for getting carried away.

David: Is it possible for us to have some common ground)so that we can

communicate?

Stranger: Yes, I think that what you've written in this book provides some

common ground.

David: Where should we begin?

Stranger: Think about the story in Chapter 13, the long hallways with endless

rows of smiling encapsuled bodies. You've told that story to a number of

different groups.

David: Yes, that's correct.



Stranger: Have you experienced some difficulty in getting people involved in

the story?

David: Yes, I have. Some people tend to talk about the imaginary capsule

system.

Stranger: And what do they say?

David: They try to argue that the system would not really work.

Stranger: But, of course, if we assume that the capsule system isn't pos-

sible, than the whole point of the story is lost.

David: Yes, that's correct.

Stranger: And how do they respond when you cite some research results that

indicate that the development of such a capsule system might indeed be

possible?

David: Some become distressed and more anxious. Some argue against the

workability of the capsule system even more.

Stranger: And if you get them back into the story, do they choose to enter

the capsule?

David: No, most of them don't.

Stranger: In other words, you don't let them escape from the story by saying

that the capsule system won't work. Then they must confront the choice,

enter the capsule or not.

David: Yes, that's true, but it becomes uncomfortable. Some never enter

the story; they persist in discussing the feasibility of the capsule

system.

Stranger: Yes, of course. They can't free themselves from the background to

even enter the story. They must stand "objectively" outside the story and

discuss the workability of the imaginary capsule system. "Does. it work?"

they ask. One can hardly find a more technological question.. You see, if

that question can be continually asked, then one never gets to the ques-

tions, "Would you enter?" and "If not, why not?" Technological debate

over the workability of the device serves as an escape from more threaten-

ing questions. They might discover that they have already entered the

capsule. The decision for non-Being may have already been made. Do you



see a parallel between this reaction to the capsule story and the tech-

nological controversies of your world?

David: Yes, I'm beginning to see. People cannot deal with the question of

Being or non-Being; we don't have the background, we don't have the

words. Instead, we continue to argue over the workability of devices,

technological risksland the possiblity of failures. Some people sense a

threat to their Being in the same way that I sensed such a threat in the

capsule story. A way of avoiding that threat is to argue that the devices

really won't work. But really, there is an unspoken fear that the devices

really will work.

Stranger: But remember, you yourself have pointed out that the essence of

technology is not to be found in the devices, but in common practices that

are persistently and pervasively taken for granted. The critics of tech-

nology, those who express passionate fear over technological risks, they

themselves are caught up in this technological background. They address

their fears through the very same technological background that brought

forth the technological devices. It's the only "reasonable" option open

to them.

David: When you say "reasonable," you mean "consistent with the techno-

logical background."

Stranger: Yes, of course, how else are they to speak without being "absurd?"

David: By "absurd," you mean "not consistent with the technological back-

ground."

Stranger: Yes, think how absurd it would sound to say, "the background that

brings forth these devices, organizations, and professions covers up

authentic Being." The response would surely be "don't waste my time with

such absurdities." Do you think anyone would listen to you when you

replied,"the phrase 'wasting time' is itself an expression of the back-

ground that concerns me"? They would think that you were crazy! But, if

instead, you yourself criticize the devices from the basis of the techno-

logical background, then someone might listen to you.

David: But then, the essential questions are avoided,and the hidden threat

actually intensifies if the devices in question do not fail.



Stranger: Yes, and if you say "I fear that the failures might not occur,"

then your behavior is described as some subconscious "death wish." But

your essential fears are exactly the opposite! You fear non-Being if the

devices do not fail.

David: Like a fear of the capsule system if indeed it does work as the

story described?

Stranger: Yes, but such devices merely represent the background that brought

them forth. The real choice for non-Being lies in the taken-for-granted

acceptance of this background. Thus, any rational (technological) analy-

sis of risks doesn't reduce the essential fears and controversies, it

intensifies them! You see, both sides in these technolgocial debates are

caught within the same technological background. They argue over the use

of resources, performance of devices, credibility of professionals, inten-

+ions of organizations and applications of techniques, procedures/and

regulations. What they fail to recognize is that the devices, profes-

sions, organizations, and techniques are brought forth from the same

background that all take for granted. Their discourse will not resolve

their controversies, because the essential nature of the distress lies

beyond the common background that shapes their discourse. They are all

entangled in the same web.

David: You're saying/then, that "rational" inquiry will never dispel the

fears or resolve the controversies because such inquiry itself is an

expression of the same technological background.

Stranger: I wish that I could say "never." I'm afraid that you might indeed

"solve" the fear and controversy "problem." The distress might be

"cured."

David: And how would that happen?

Stranger: Your capsule systems would be developed and accepted. There are no

fears and controvesies among the encapsuled people of your story. They

have given up. Be thankful that you still have systems that can still

break down in ways that you can recognize. Be thankful that unresolved

controversy persist. Be thankful that people have not given up.



David: But what about the proponents of technological products such as

nuclear power? Certainly, they are not proponents of oblivian, giving up,

non-Being.

Stranger: Aren't they?

David: No, I can't believe that they are. I realize that the proponents

as well as opponents become dominated by the technological background.

I'll even accept your argument that opponents have fears that the techno-

logical devices will not fail, though they seldom admit such fears even to

themselves. But the proponents of technological products are often

motivated by a strong desire to better the human condition. Their argu-

ments and sincerity are quite convincing.

Stranger: I agree. Many are motivated by the desire for peace, better health

and less suffering. I don't question these motivations. Nor do I ques-

tion the workability of their devices. I don't question their sincerity,

dedication or intelligence. I question their questions! Like some of the

people who heard your story, they don't really ask the question, "What if

it does work?" They never go beyond the question of working and thus they

never address the question of Being. The proponents act as though they

were striving to obtain utopia, the realization of human ideals. The

opponents act as though they were struggling to avoid oblivion, the anihi-

lation of human beings. Everyone fails to see that such acts are not

inconsistent! They are both correct! There is more agreement than they

realize.

David: What do you mean, "they are both correct"?

Stranger: I mean that utopia and oblivion coincide.

David: What do you mean?

Stranger: Think about the capsule system of your story. The encapsuled

people have peace, health, and freedom from suffering; these are certainly

utopian ideals. But non-Being has also been chosen; this is oblivion. If

we only concern ourselves with the workability of the capsule system, we

are never confronted with this paradox of utopia and oblivion. Only if we

go beyond questions of workability can this coincidence of utopia and

oblivion reveal itself in deeper questions. Only then can essential

paradox be revealed.



David: You feel that this paradox should be revealed?

Stranger: Yes, of course! It is essential.,and here is how I would reveal

such paradox. I'd say to the proponents of technological progress, "yes,

I believe you. You have good reasons for advocating your technological

proposals." Then I would say to the opponents of these same proposals,

"admit you fear that these proposals might actually work. You should have

such fears! They are legitimate!"

David: I'm afraid both sides would think you absurd.

Stranger: Yes, of course they would. Then I would say to both sides, "well

then, why don't you figure out an answer'!" They would resume their con-

flict. I'd join the debate to support whichever side was lo.sing. I

would not want either side to give up.

David: And what would that get you?

Stranger: What do you think?

David: Well, they wouldn't resove their conflict. They'd only wear each

other out until neither side had anything left to say.

Stranger: Yes, that's exactly what I would hope.

David: But what would you have gained?

Stranger: We would have encountered paradox that no words or effort could

remove. Such paradox could only be removed by giving up. I am against

giving up)and thus I accept paradox as an essential fact.

David: But isn't this paradox just a stalemate, an unresolved disagree-

ment?

Stranger: For some that would be the case, but a few might encounter essen-

tial paradox. You see, a stalemate, as you call it, is merely a disagree-

ment over what has been brought forth. The essential paradox that I speak

of is different; it is an encounter.

David: An encounter with what?

Stranger: I can't precisely say. You seethe loss of words is part of the

encounter. Your own words, however, might provide a hint of essential

paradox. One encounters essential paradox of the edge of revealing -

concealing. You stand at this edge in wonder and awe. You realize that



whatever anyone could say would not be enough. Any bringing forth

involves a covering up. Any revealing involves a concealing. What can

you say? Anything that you say is bound to be an understatement. But it

is important to honestly speak these understatements.

David: And what do you say?

Stranger: I say, "here is a paradox; I am at a loss for words, I can avoid

paradox only by giving up. I choose to never give up. Thus, I accept

essential paradox." But such words should not be strange to you. Think

back on your capsule story. When you asked people "Why not get in the

capsule?" what was the reply?

David: Mostly silence, some stammering/ and then a few vague answers.

Stranger: Yes, this is what I mean by a loss for words. But we try words

anyway. You spoke about the "call to authenticity" but you yourself were

not satisfied with this reply. Any words must be understatements.

David: Yes, I see. The capsule story provides an indication of what you

mean by paradox. The capsule system meets noble ideals, peace, security,

health, equality and more, yet I refuse to enter, despite the fact that I

cannot really give precise reasons for my refusal. You expressed the

paradox by saying that utopia and oblivion coincide. I could have avoided

the paradox by getting into the capsule, but that would be giving up. I

choose not to give up.

Stranger: Yes, and by not giving up, you accepted essential paradox.

David: Are you saying that essential paradox can never be removed?

Stranger: Essential paradox cannot be removed; it is an ontological fact!

Unfortunately, however, you can remove yourself from essential paradox.

This is what I fear. You can get into the capsule. Such a choice for

non-Being is a choice to remove yourself from essential paradox.

David: But if we do not make such a choice, if we do not enter the cap-

sule, if we choose Being, if we don't give up, are you saying that essen-

tial paradox must be accepted?

Stranger: I'm saying more than that. I'm saying we should celebrate essen-

tial paradox. We should be renewed in humility, wonder, and awe. But

remember, my words are understatements.



David: But all this sounds terribly pessimistic to me. If choosing Being

involves accepting essential paradox then what can we depend upon?

Stranger: Let's face it. You depend upon technology, far more than even you

realize. That's your trap. Essential paradox is a threat to you because

it means that Being will never meet your expectations. Essential paradox

means that there are no "objective plans", "ultimate order", "specified

objectives" or "ultimate performance criteria" to Being. You become

distressed by this because Being doesn't meet your own persistent and

pervasive technological expectations. Even your "religions" seek to

assure you that Being has "objective plans", "ultimate order", "specified

objectives' and "ultimate performance criteria"; more technological cap-

sules to crawl into!

David: But is there no hope to ever resolve essential paradox?

Stranger: Nothing that I say will be real to you unless you cease to see

essential paradox as a problem to be solved. Paradox may reveal itself in

problems which may eventually be solved,but paradox itself, essential

paradox, can never be solved because paradox is not a problem. Paradox is

compelling mystery that reveals itself in many differing ways. I fail to

see how one could possibly deny the essential reality of paradox. I

cannot comprehend why one would wish to deny essential paradox. And yet

you do deny it. You suppress wonder and awe until you become a spiritual

invalid who only sees a world of "resources to be used", "objectives to be

met", and "problems to be solved". You hide from essential paradox

because it does not meet your own expectations. Can't you see that para-

dox reveals the openings, cracks, holes,and fissures within the capsule of

your own expectations! Paradox forces your expectations to stand outlso

they cannot be taken for granted!

David: But certainly, if in the end paradox always remains, then there

can be no hope for truth.

Stranger: Your notion of truth confuses me! You seem to see truth as some

sort of ultimate "ideal" framework "out there; within which there is

complete conformity between experience (fact) and expectation (theory).

For you, truth is the ultimate state of existence, where paradox is elimi-

nated. Thus, when I say paradox is essential, you think that I'm denying

the existence of truth.



David: I am indeed left with that impression.

Stranger: Then, do you see the pursuit of such "truth" as a good thing?

David: Yes, of course!

Stranger: But then why don't you leap into your capsule? In the capsule you

can select a state of existence where the conformity between experience

and expectation is provided. As an example, if a scientist desires to

experience a world in which every experience conforms to scientific expec-

tations, he or she should jump into the capsule and demand such a world.

David: No, I don't think that a scientist would do such a thing anymore

than I would.

Stranger: I hope not, but I'm not convinced. It seems to me that scientists

have tried very hard to construct their own capsules.

David: What do you mean?

Stranger: I mean that they narrow their world of expectations into tiny

specialized disciplines. Then, as they each narrow their world, they all

say, "see, my expereinces and expectations are coming closer together, I'm

getting closer to truth." But when members of different disciplines

attempt to work together, they find that they cannot even agree upon

"appropriate" experiences and expectations. More often than not, their

interdisciplinary efforts end, usually before they start, and everyone

returns to their encapsuling disciplines. How paradoxical!

David: I'm very much aware of the difficulties of interdisciplinary

research but I think that you're being unfair. In engineering and applied

science, interdisciplinary efforts have worked.

Stranger: Yes, indeed they have "worked". They have brought about a corres-

pondence between experience and expectation. But such correspondence

should not be called truth. It should be called power. Power brings

about the correspondence between experience (performance, results) and

expectations (plans, goals). In your world, the "pursuit of truth"

becomes the "will to power" and the "will to power" is justified because

"it works". "Truth" then becomes the illusion necessary for the enhance-

ment of the will to power.



David: You're too cynical. You seem to be saying truth is an illusion. I

cannot accept such a notion.

Stranger: I'm sorry if that's what you heard from me. That was not my

intent. I apologize.

David: Well then, you say something about truth.

Stranger: To me, truth is the paradoxical gift of authenticity received and

nurtured in honest care. Care calls for commitment and vulnerability

without which truth cannot be. Truth is known by caring for it. Without

care, the gift of truth is given up, lost.

David: Your explanation sounds vague.

Stranger: Be careful not to mistake vagueness with mystery. Truth is mys-

terious
/
because it can never be forced into the framework of ones taken-

for-granted expectations. Truth is paradoxical. Any definitions of

truth, any words that we might speak, must be understatements.

David: But, we should not remain silent!

Stranger: Yes, you are correct. We must carefully listen and speak. The

gift of truth is nurtured in such dialogue.

David: Now tell me, can your words have any meaning for the scientists

that you have criticized?

Stranger: Truth is a gift received in care. Care calls for commitment and

vulnerability. The scientists that I may have unfairly criticized should

know this. A scientific community is a community of shared commitment.

Such communities demand that the claims of any individual be subject to

the critical review of other community members. Thus, the claims of all

individuals are vulnerable to the checking up of others. The theories,

concepts, laws,and principles of such communities are vulnerable to the

observations of community members. Without such vulnerability *and commit-

ment, the "truth" of such a community would decay into fraud, deception,

wishful thinking and illusion. Scientific truth depends upon vulner-

ability and commitment; it depends upon care. If scientists don't care,

there can be no science. The "pursuit of truth" is more fundamentally a

"call to care". Truth is evidence that care is neither capricious nor

pointless. Thus, I agree that the true scientist would not enter the



capsule because such an act is a rejection of vulnerability and authentic

commitment. It is a denial of the call to care.

David: I see your point. But you implied that scientists do in fact

construct their own capsules.

Stranger: Yes, I'm afraid that's what I see. The social expectations of

disciplinary communities become constraints upon the gift of truths rather

than an opening for it. Essential paradox is rejected because it does not

meet the expectations of such communities. Community expectations them-

selves become "invulnerable". They become taken-for-granted and they

serve as the unexamined framework, the constraints for "proper care".

Then, truth becomes whatever the community accepts on the basis of its own

taken-for-granted expectations. Paradox becomes a problem because it

exposes cracks in the encapsuling expectations. The field of concern is

thus narrowed to eliminate paradoxical cracks. Specialization narrows

experience and expectation into more "manageable" clusters in an effort to

squeeze out paradox. But taken together, such narrow specialties are

themselves paradoxicaloand so they seldom come together. To me this

narrow encapsulation denies the gift of truth even if within each special-

ized capsule, expectations and experience do more closely conform. But, I

don't intend to single out science in this regard. "Religious" capsules

are also constructed. But the pervasive and persistent encapsuling back-

ground in your world is technology.

David: I agree somewhat with what you sabbut your notion of essential

paradox still bothers me. If paradox always remains, you will always end

up with nothing. Anything goes. Nothing can be taken seriously.

Stranger: I don't understand what you are saying! Truth is a precious gift

of authenticity. It must be nurtured in a caring community. No precious

gift should be treated arbitrarily. All precious gifts should be

respected in word and practice. A precious gift should never be treated

as irrelevant to the behavior of those who have received the gift. Essen-

tial paradox tells us that truth is an unending gift rather than an ulti-

mate capsule. By not accepting essential paradox, you are the one who is

cutting off such gifts. You are the one that ends up with nothing.



David: But, doesn't the acceptance of essential paradox deny the validity

of any possible theories, principlesilawsjand values.

Stranger: No, of course not! I only deny that the validity of theories,

principles, laws and values lies in their correspondence or relative

closeness to some distant "ideal", some ultimate framework "out there"

independent of care where expectations and experience perfectly corres-

pond. I reject this "ultimate capsule". To me, the validity of theories,

principles, laws, and values rests upon the history of care through which

a community nurtures its gifts.

David: Wait, let's go back to what you call essential paradox. Isn't this

nothing more than doubt and uncertainty? Why should I feel grateful for

always ending up with doubt and uncertainty? This seems terribly cynical

to me and I don't see anything wonderful about becoming a perpetual cynic.

Stranger: I don't want you to be a perpetual cynic or pessimist. I want just

the opposite!

David: How am I to believe this when you always end up with doubt and

uncertainty?

Stranger: Doubt is a gift through which the mind inspects the limitations of

its own content. The result is uncertainty. Wonder is an act of whole

involved persons. The result is humility and awe. Doubt and uncertainty

can lead to essential paradox and thus to the wonder and awe experienced

within essential paradox. But if essential paradox is treated as a prob-

lem to be solved, then doubt and uncertainty lead to cynicism and

pessimismjbecause no "solution" is to be found. Then, doubt and uncer-

tainty themselves become problems rather than gifts. Wonder and awe are

forgotten. Then, only power speaks and you are unable to respond to the

gifts given to you. You then refuse to accept even the obvious gifts.

David: What gifts do we refuse to accept?

Stranger: Technology!

David: What? You can't be serious! I thought that technology was the

problem. Now you're telling me it's a gift.

Stranger: I never called technology a problem, but, I can understand why you

do. In Chapter 10 you said that technology defines itself as a problem!



I agreelbut that does not mean that I define technology as a problem.

Technology is paradoxical.

David: But you said technology is a gift.

Stranger: Of course I did. Suppose one of your children was very sick.

You'd take him to a hospital, a technological organization. He would be

cared for by doctors, nurses, and technicians, professional technolo-

gists. They would use technological devices and techniques to save his

life. Certainly you must be grateful for such care.

David: Yes, of course, I'd be grateful. But what about our whole discus-

sion of non-Being, oblivion and capsules? How can I accept technology as

a gift if it might wipe out my very being?

Stranger: You must accept it as a gift,but you refuse to do this. There is

the threat!

David: I don't understand.

Stranger: To understand what I'm saying you must free yourself from the

dominance of your technological expectations. You must encounter essen-

tial paradox; begin there.

David: But you certainly cannot deny the order that is indeed found in the

world. The world is not chaos. Technology makes use of such order to

control events for useful purposes. I cannot deny the reality of such

order and control to merely accept your "essential paradox".

Stranger: Of Course! But my whole stand in Being is different. I encounter

essential paradox, but then, despite this essential paradox, I find that

order and control are indeed possible to some significant degree. But I

can never take such order and control for granted! To do so would be to

deny essential paradox and this can only be done by giving up, getting

into a capsule. I refuse to do this. I accept the encounter of essential

paradox, then I marvel at the order and control that I do indeed find.

What a gift they become! I accept the gift in wonder and awe. I marvel

that there is any order at all; I am grateful for it; it is a cause for

celebration. I am awed by the fact that there are any facts at all. I

wish that you could accept technology as such a gift. I wish that you

could rediscover wonder and awe. But you cannot bring yourself to accept



technology as a gift. You have forgotten wonder and awe. You still treat

essential paradox as a problem to be solved. You yourself have said this.

David: Please explain.

Stranger: You yourself have described technology as a"taken-for-granted

background of expectations." I say that no gift should be taken-for-

granted. But you have taken this gift for granted. You have done this so

pervasively that your world and even yourselves are taken as "resources to

be used." How can you encounter wonder and awe in a world that you take

for granted as a thing to be used? Don't you realize what it means to

take your expectations, your worldland even yourself for granted?

David: Explain what it means to you.

Stranger: When you take your own expectations for granted, they end up defin-

ing who you are and what it means to be. Through default, you substitute

your own expectations for Being itself. You become a closed system that

defines itself. Then you become like the characters in your own

capsules. You pursue your own expectations; you become the product of

your own expectations; you forget that you are the one who is called to

ask "What is expected of me?" you cease to Be.

David: And you say that the acceptance of paradox can change this?

Stranger: Yes! When you accept essential paradox, you encounter the limita-

tions and deficiencies of your own expectations. You realize that you

should never merely survive, exist and go along. The question "What is

expected of me?" comes upon you. The response can never be taken for

granted. The response calls for wonder and awe. You ask the question in

amazement, "How can it be that something is expected of me?" But such a

question must never be limited to an intellectual inquiry. Instead, the

question must be continually asked in amazement. You see, the question

itself, the very ability to ask it, is a gift that calls for wonder and

awe.

David: What gift?

Stranger: The gift of Being! The call to care! Think back on your story

again. You refused the gifts of peace, health,and security provided by

the capsule. Why? Anything we might say is an understatement. We should



say, however, that within the capsule, the question "What is expected of

me?" might not be possible to ask. In the capsule you are in control,

your needs are what count. To enter the capsule is to select control for

your own needs but the price is to be not needed yourself. The gift of

Being involves the capacity to ask "What is expected of me? What is

needed of me?" This is the beginning of care. It is a response to the

call to care. This is the ground of authentic commitment. This is the

step into authentic involvement. When we fail to ask such questions in

wonder and awe, we take Being for granted and its gifts are refused.

David: Wait a minute. Certainly, you've got to admit that a society must

have some common practices. We must take something for granted. Our day-

to-day existence requires that we establish some habits, customsfand

common expectations.

Stranger: Of course! In our day-to-day lives, we do take much for granted.

We develop habits, customsfand patterns of behavior. Indeed, we must do

this in order to live. But life itself, Being itself, must never be taken

for granted. We must return to essential paradox and be renewed. We must

never see essential paradox as a problem to be solved. It is in essential

paradox that we encounter the frontier of revealing and concealing. Here

you must stand beyond your technological background, beyond the dominance

of order, objectivity, precision, productivity, efficiency,,and clock

time. What meaning can these have in the face of essential paradox and

mystery? But we stand there nevertheless, because we are called to tran-

scend what has been given. We are called to be something more than a

component of what has been brought forth and revealed. We are called in

wonder and awe to that which is concealed and hidden. We are called to

summon what is not, listen for what might bejand nurture what has been

given. This is the essential ground of authentic care. If you neglect

this call, then, of course, you should leap into your capsule.. But if you

refuse to enter the capsule, if you even hesitate, then I say,°don't look

for objective reasons to explain your behavior: No, listen to the call

and accept as fact that any words you might speak must be understatements.

David: Wait. You're going a little too fast for me. Let's go back a

little. You said that the gift of Being involves the capacity to ask

questions such as "What is expected of me?"



Stranger: That is only part of what I said. Such questions must be asked in

wonder and awe, as an acceptance of Being, not as an objective intellec-

tual inquiry.

David: Yes, alright. But then you said that this is the ground for

authentic commitment. Now I ask you, might such commitment involve the

technological commitments? Might not the technological commitments them-

selves be our response to such questioning?

Stranger: Of course, this might be. But we must remember that your word

commitment has at least two opposing meanings. First there is taken-for-

granted commitment that arises from habit and routine; the commitment of

the herd. This kind of commitment needs coercion and dullness of mind,

that is, lack of wonder. Second, there is commitment that arises from

care. It is called forth in wonder, awe, appreciation and vulnerablity.

This is commitment to be shared and celebrated as a gift. Without this

second commitment, the first is empty.

David: And you feel that the first kind of commitment is inadequate with-

out the "renewal" of the second kind of commitment.

Stranger: The word inadequate is a gross understatement. Sinful would be a

more appropriate word, but I'll refrain from using this word. Our discus-

sion is already too confused.

David: Then explain to me your use of the word inadequate.

Stranger: That should be obvious. The gift of technology may be lost.

David: I don't find this to be so obvious.

Stranger: Think back on your own words in the earlier chapters of this

book. You have described technology as a set of commitments. I'll accept

this. But you have failed to ask,3why should people be committed to

anything at all? Why should they care?`

David: Your question jolts me. I need to think about this.

Stranger: Yes, indeed you should. I'll agree that behind technological

professions, machines, devices, techniques)and organizations lies a perva-

sive and persistent background of expectations, shared commitments. I'll

accept this background as the essence of technology. But can this back-

ground support itself? You have presumed the pervasive and persistent



capacity for commitment. You have presumed that people do care about what

is expected of them. But you have failed miserably to explain or even

examine commitment itself. You have taken care itself for granted. You

explain commitments but you avoid the act of commitment itself. You have

described technological reason as a set of shared commitments/but the

"reason" for commitment itself escapes you. The question, "Why commit

myself to anything?" is forgotten. "Why become involved at all?" "Why

should I care?" "Why should I give a damn ? ". "Why should anything be

expected of me?" "What difference does it make?" All such questions are

avoided.

David: But certainly there are good reasons for technological commit-

ment. Look at our world! There would be chaos without technological

commitment. We would freeze and starve without pervasive and persistent

technological commitment. Technology feeds and shelters people.

Certainly that ought to inspire commitment!

Stranger: You forget your own story! Your capsule system provides food,

shelter; and much more but you refused to enter the capsule. Are you

telling me that you are sufficiently committed to merely bring forth

capsule systems/while at the same time you yourself refuse to enter

them? There must be something more!

David: I realize that I appear to contradict myself. I see your point.

But look around our world. There are people without basic shelter or

food. Certainly those facts inspire some commitment to help people.

Stranger: Notice how you try to justify technological commitment by referring

to the poor, those who are outside your own technological world, those who

are furthest removed from the capsule systems of your story, those who are

outside your own realm of experience. Get back to your own technological

world! That's the world we're talking about, the organizational world

that you work within, the educational system that you teach within, the

very classrooms that you described at the beginning of this book. Does

this world really deal with the needs of the poor as a persistent and

pervasive concern?

David: Well, we don't have many courses dealing with the needs of the poor,

if that's what you mean.



Stranger: Are you aware of any such courses?

David: Well no, not any specific ones, but I'm sure that there are some.

Stranger: This concern for helpingpoor hardly sounds like a pervasive and

persistent ground for commitment. But I don't mean to single out the

educational system though it does illustrate my point. If I look at all

that is indeed brought forth from the technological background, I fail to

see evidence of a pervasive and persistent concern for the poor, needy and

oppressed. I hardly think that the modern organization is a manifestation

of such concerns. Nor are the multitudes of devices brought forth by

technology.

David: Are you denying that technology couldjand often does, help meet the

basic needs of people?

Stranger: No, I don't deny that, nor do I deny the sincere concerns of many

people within your technological world. I don't deny the legitimate needs

of the poor. What I deny is that such concerns are, in practice, the

inspiration of pervasive and persistent technological commitment. One

could hardly explain television, freeways, rockets1and bombs on the basis

of such inspiration. I see things quite differently.

David: How do you see things?

Stranger: For authentic commitment to be, one must be vulnerable to the call

of care itself. To me, the openness to care requires the setting aside of

your own power to manipulate, uses and control. That is why I have

insisted that the sacrifice of power is required. To me the ineffitable

call to care is paradoxical yet it is this call that leads to authentic

commitment. Prior to a commitment to some particular behavior, the essen-

tial question of commitment itself must arise. One must ask in humility,

wonder, and awe, "How can it be that anything is expected of me?" This is a

renewing question; it is asked in paradox; its priority is continual.

Without such renewal, only habit, duty,/and accommodation can result.

Authentic commitment is forgotten. Now, in your technological world, the

sacrifice of power and essential paradox are strange notions, indeed, I am

beginning to feel like a crazy heretic for even saying such things.

Perhaps I've been here too long; I too may forget.

David: Yes, I'll agree that these are strange concepts.



Stranger: But, you see, that reveals to me a void. I see no ground in your

world for the renewal of authentic commitment and care. When you talk

about "care" for the poor and a "commitment" to help the needy, your words

sound superficial, like a cheap coat of paint. You seem to be saying

something like the following:

"There must be some reason for doing what we're doing. Ah

yes, we can help the poor and oppressed. I'm not sure how
we're really helping them, and I don't have time to find
out. I've got work to do."

You then proceed to bring forth the very capsule systems that you yourself

rejected! You do this not because you've answered the question, the call

of care. No, you've forgotten the question. Your concern for the poor is

incidental, an afterthought, something you occasionally need to justify

your own efforts. I don't think that your efforts would change one bit if

the poor sail,"we don't want your help." But the poor can't say such a

thing. They too must be engulfed by the very technological dominance that

you described in Chapter 9.

David: But you yourself used the phrase technological commitment. You

accept that technology is a pervasive background of expectations. How do

you explain technological commitment as it is actually practiced?

Stranger: I see power that is sustained by habit, routine, authority, intimi-

dation, dullness of mind/and lack of wonder. Authentic care, commitment

and concern cannot be sustained in such a state. Thus, the gift of tech-

nology may be lost, unless essential paradox intervenes.

David: So then technology may be lost.

Stranger: No, I didn't say that! I said that the gift of technology may be

lost. Technology may continue.

David: I don't understand.

Stranger: Look around your world! It should be obvious.

David: I'm afraid it's not obvious. How can the gift of technology be

lost but technology itself survives?

Stranger: When I look at your world, I see a loss of authentic commitment, a

withering of care. I am not surprised by this. I see routine, status,

will power, and intimidation used to sustain patterns of behavior. In

word and action, I hear people saying things like the following: "Who



gives a damn?" "What difference does it make?", "It's only a job." I

see institutions sustained by people who really don't care about the

institutions; indeedlthey distrust them. I can only conclude that there

is a lack of care. Instead, survival, habit and status explain such

behavior. Why else would people sustain a pattern of relationships that

they themselves don't care about? Care has little to do with it. It is

embarrassing to even suggest that wonder and awe inspire such behavior.

Now I ask you, based upon your experience, what happens to technological

activity when people don't care?

David: In engineering, if people don't care, if they really don't give a

damn, then the results are often disastrous.

Stranger: Exactly, but as I see your world, the ground for authentic care is

being mined and exploited like any other "resource".

David: What do you mean?

Stranger: Look around! It's occurring everywhere.

David: Give me an example.

Stranger: That's easy; there are so many examples. Let's see..., ah yes.

This morning I went into a market. A computerized checkout register

determined my bill, and then the computer said, "thank you".

David: So, what's wrong with that?

Stranger: The phrase "thank you" only has meaning because it has been nur-

tured through care. People become involved in tender relationships. They

become vulnerable,and they live out authentic commitments. They encounter

fear, despair and rejectionjand yet, in their vulnerability, they give and

receive not in order to manipulate, control and use but rather to care.

Then in appreciation, in grateful acceptance, the words "thank you" may be

spoken. The meaning of the phrase "thank you" is nurtured, renewed and

sustained through such care.

David: And you see the "thank you" spoken by the computer as different?

Stranger: Yes! The computer was designed, manufactured, programmed] and

operated by a host of people all working under your technological back-

ground. It makes no difference to these people what the computer says and

it certainly doesn't make any difference to the computer. The computer



can be programmed to say any words, it makes no difference, it doesn't

matter. All that's really going on in the computer is an efficient flip-

ping of switches. This flipping of switches can mimic any words. Those

who brought forth the computer don't care, and the computer can't care.

But the computer speaks anyway.

David: But, someone selected the phrase "thank you: rather than something

like "give me your money".

Stranger: Yes, that correct. Now ask yourself why the phrase "thank you" was

selected.

David: Well, I suspect that "thank you" was selected so as to please the

customers rather than offend them.

Stranger: Why?

David: So they would continue shopping at the store rather than go some-

place else.

Stranger: Yes, I agree. The phrase "thank you" is very useful. No doubt the

use of such phrases will be objectively evaluated by technical experts to

determine the most effective phrases with respect to management objec-

tives. Here is your technological background. "Thank you" is another

resource to be used along with trees, soils, coal;and people.

David: You see this as destructive?

Stranger: Yes! The phrase "thank you" is ripped out of the context that

nurtures, renews and sustains its meaning. Through computers and people

programmed to say it, "thank you" is "mass produced" to control, use and

manipulate. This is its new context, the context of your technological

background! But this context of pervasive power cannot nurture and renew

the authentic meaning of "thank you." It's meaning will erode away like

top soil from an overexploited earth. Then these words will be discarded

and some other, more effectiv5unexploited phrase will be used. This is

what I mean when I say that the ground of care is being mined and

exploited.

David: I do see your point. But I'm afraid that we've digressed. You

said that the gift of technology may be lost but technology may con-

tinue. What do you mean?



Stranger: The background of power, your technological background, provides

the context within which words and commitments are nurtured, sustained and

renewed. In this context, the essential call to care is forgotten/and in

its place, the taken-for-granted expectations of power persist and per-

vade. But this context of power cannot nurture, renew and sustain authen-

tic commitment anymore than it can sustain the authentic meaning of "thank

you". Without the renewal of authentic commitment, the gift of technology

is lost.

David: But you said that technology itself might survive despite the loss

of commitment and care. How can this be?

Stranger: Look around your world! Can't you see the answer? Why is it that,

in a time of high unemployment, I find major efforts for automation? Why

is there such a drive for computerization? Why is there such an interest

in industrial robots?

David: I assume that the objective was to increase efficiency and produc-

tivity.

Stranger: You've got part of the answer, though I don't think that you yet

comprehend its significance. Notice that efficiency and productivity are

taken to be norms in themselves. The questions "Efficiency for what?" and

"Productivity of what?" are seldom asked. The question "Why should we

become more efficient and productive?" is heretical; if asked, it is

dismissed as ridiculous. But, it is a good question!

David: Yes, the importance of improving efficiency and productivity is

taken for granted. It is part of the technological background that is

taken for granted.

Stranger: Exactly; efficiency and productivity are key words in your techno-

logical commitments of Table 1. But my questions and concerns address the

act of commitment itself. There is little to inspire authentic commit-

ment. Commitment itself is neglected; it has been too long taken for

granted. Care is forgotten.

David: But the technological background still lingers.

Stranger: Yes, it lingers through habit, intimidationiand dullness of mind.



David: You're saying then, that authentic commitment itself is

withering. People tend not the care. But the background still lingers

because of its power and the absence of anything to replace it.

Stranger: Yes, the background lingers in the devices, institutions, tech-

niques and habits that have been brought forth from the background. But

the dominance of this same background cuts off and exploits the ground of

authentic commitment and care.

David: And what will be the consequences?

Stranger: In the long term, I cannot say. What is brought forth is indeter-

minate. On the one hand, chaos and disorder could result. On the other

hand, the precise order of your capsule system, or something like it,

could result. Both outcomes are now unfolding.

David: Please explain.

Stranger: You see, the technological background provides the context within

which your world is seen and explained. This means that the loss of

commitment and care is also seen and explained from the basis of the

technological background. Thus, the loss of commitment and care is seen

as "a problem to be solved through the orderly and productive use of

resources, objective evaluations of performance, effective use of precise

information, and practical organization of tasks to meet specified objec-

tives." The seriousness of this "problem" is taken to mean that techno-

logical "solutions" become even more imperative. I'm merely saying what

you've already said, a technological world responds in a technological

manner.

David: I agree. It follows then that automation, computers and robots are

employed as "solutions" to the "problem". They are used to replace the

less dependable people.

Stranger: In brief, that is correct. You see, computers and robots are

needed to replace humans because computers and robots can fulfill tech-

nology's background expectations without care, commitment or involve-

ment. Faced with a withering of pervasive commitmentjand care, the tech-

nological "solution" is to bring forth a world less dependent upon authen-

tic commitment and care. With automation, the need for pervasive commit-

ment and care is reduced,yet the actualization of the technological



commitments continue. The technological "solution" is to manufacture a

world where pervasive care and authentic commitment become irrelevant

options. This is why technology may continue1even though the gift of

technology is lost. A gift is something given and received in care and

appreciation. Authentic commitment is a response to such gifts. There

can be no gifts independent of care and commitment.

David: I see your point. But what is the purpose in all this?

Stranger: There can be no purpose without care. The driving force is power

itself. You see, the "technological solution" reduces technological

dependency upon care. In such an act, power seeks to free itself from the

sacrifice of power essential to care. The result is a world where the

justification for power is power itself. The "technological solution"

hides essential paradox through the use of devices that provide for order,

control and efficiency without an ability to ask "Why?" The devices can't

care. They never ask the question, "Power for what?" They are programmed

through precision and order. They are not inspired through wonder,

humilityiand awe. Their overriding quality is that "they work; which

means that they conform to the technological background; they conform to

the will to power.

David: Yes, and the same is true for organizations and techniques! Their

justification is "they work: which really means, "they conform to the

technological background with a minimal need for care, wonder and awe."

Stranger: And what about the sacrifice to power?

David: You don't rise in an organization through the sacrifice of power

and you don't get to seriously ask organizational questions unless you

rise within the organization.

Stranger: Yes, I agree. As I see your world, organizations are those patterns

of human relationships that maximize power while minimizing the respon-

sibilities that the human components might have for the consequences of

power. Techniques are those forms of human knowledge which maximize the

implementation of power, while minimizing the asking of questions that

might hold power itself accountable. Through devices, organizations,and

techniques, authentic care becomes unnecessary and irrelevant,while at the

same time the expectations of power not only become more necessary./ but



they become the basis for relevancy itself. But never forget that behind

such devices, organizations/and techniques lies a pervasive background of

human expectations. When this background is taken for granted, ordinary

people, like you and I, live out the expectations of power and forget the

question "Power for what?"

David: You mean the technological background?

Stranger: Yes, you call it that/but, to me it seems more like a pervasive

servitude to meaningless power. Through this background, power sustains

itself as the pervasive asnwer to the question "Why?"

David: But we cannot abandon technology., as some of its strongest critics

suggest! I don't think that we can give up technology.

Stranger: And why do you say this?

David: The notion of giving up technology is contrary to our own

inquiry. We have reasoned that technology conceals as it reveals, it

covers up as it brings forth. We can't remove this paradox by covering up

and concealing technology itself. What would we replace it with? Would

not any cultural background have this concealing-revealing character?

Stranger: Yes, of course! The paradox remains. It is essential. Every

historical epoch had to wrestle with its own covering up and concealing.

You are thrown into your historical epoch. It is worse than naive to

imagine that the "solution" to your "problems" is to abandon your histori-

cal epoch for some other epoch. I'm certainly not advocating naive senti-

mentalism for some fictionalized age or some unknown future!

David: We agree! I was beginning to wonder.

Stranger: Good!

David: Let me rephrase that statement. I was beginning to doubt whether

we could agree on something.

Stranger: I'd much prefer appreciation to agreement.

David: Good. I'd appreciate it if you would go back to the sacrifice of

power. I'm still uncomfortable with this notion. I know that it doesn't

mean weakness, inactiondor self-negation.



Stranger: I agree! Care calls for vulnerability, the sacrifice of power.

But never mistake such vulnerability for weakness or self-negation. No!

Weakness and self-negation are instead found in the taken-for-granted

conformity with the pervasive expectations of power. The sacrifice of

power seeks to overcome such taken-for-granted weakness and self-

negation. It is a spirited practice of vulnerability through which the

human community asserts itself over power. It is an "overpowering"

practice, an active assertion that refuses to accept power on its own

terms.

David: Then, the sacrifice of power is an act that seeks to hold power

itself accountable.

Stranger: Yes, history offers many examples. The power of ruling elites,

kings, czars and emperors, was often used to control accountability so

that power justified itself. Democracy is an attempt to hold such power

accountable. It requires that power be withdrawn for something else.

Thus, the power of kings, czars and emperors has been withdrawn.

David: But the power that you and I speak of is different. It is a per-

vasive power sustained by common practices and expectations, the techno-

logical background.

Stranger: Correct, but the character of power remains the same. Power seeks

to justify itself on its own terms. Power is employed to justify more

power. Power can only be justified if it is withdrawn for something

else. But the withdrawal of power for something else, the sacrifice of

power, must be a pervasive act because the ground of power is itself

pervasive. It's not enough to only withdraw power only from those who

best exploit power. Power must be withdrawn within the pervasive

community that sustains power.

David: That makes some sense. As an illustration, I hear many people

distressed that "they" are promoting an arms race, exploiting resources or

polluting the environment. All such consequences arise from the profes-

sions, devices, techniques, organizations, and practices that sustain

them. But these professions, devices, techniques, organizations1 and

practices are brought forth from the common technological background

shared by all. If we remove powerful individuals, nothing would really



change. "They" would sustain the condition through their taken-for-

granted practices. "They" are all of us.

Stranger: Yes, and "they" are required to sacrifice power, to withdraw power

for the something else that is hidden and concealed by the pervasive

expectations of power. Through such sacrifice, the human community sus-

tains the question "Power for what?" If this question is forgotten, then

power asserts itself as the answer. Then, in collective forgetfulness,

humans take for granted the expectations of power. Then, in routine,

conformity, common practice,and dullness of spirit, "they" become the

passive components of power. And when this occurs, the sacrifice of power

becomes "absurd" and "unrealistic; because such sacrifice does not meet

the common practices of power itself. Then I say, "they" have forgotten

the question, "Power for what?"

David: I agree that we must ask "Power for what?" But what answer could

there be to such a question?

Stranger: I cannot give you an answer) because that would end the question and

the question is essential.

David: But we must receive something from the asking of the question.

Stranger: Remember, you yourself said that technological power is brought

forth from a taken-for-granted background of expectations. To ask "Power

for what?" has a deeper meaning. It means to ask "What is expected of

me?" It means to not take ourselves and others for granted. It means

that the human community asks in wonder and awe, "How can it be that

anything is expected of us?" Any answers to such essential questions are

always understatements. But, they are essential understatements!

David: Then the essential questions remain?

Stranger: Yes, they must remain unless you leap into a capsule. Essential

questions are not terminated by answers; they are sustained by answers.

Questions become answers and answers become questions. The question "How

can it be that something is expected of me?" is also an answer, "Yes,

something is expected of me." Here is the call to care, the ground for

commitment. But if you forget the question, you loose an answer. That is

when your expectations are taken for granted. Then, power provides only

those questions which have the answer "more power".



David: Now I'm confused. I'm not even sure how essential questions can be

asked.

Stranger: For youIa question is a form of intellectual inquiry, an effort to

"figure out". When you question, you seek to find an answer that meets

your expectations. But essential questions are much more than this.

Through paradox, your expectations themselves are called into question.

David: If that is the case, then I fail to see how an essential question

can ever be asked. After all, the very language that forms the question

arises from the context of expectations that are being questioned.

Stranger: Yes, it is paradoxical.

David: But then nothing can be done!

Stranger: I don't agree.

David: Please explain.

Stranger: Essential questions are not intellectual inquiries, they are living

practices.

David: I don't understand.

Stranger: When a question is asked, you seek out something that you don't

already have. That "something" may be called an answer.

David: I agree.

Stranger: To ask a question is thus to clear an opening where something other

than your own intentions might come into being. An intellectual question,

however, is a very limited opening;because there is an expected framework

into which an answer must fit. This framework is too confining for essen-

tial questions because the framework itself is called into question.

David: But then how can one ask essential questions?

Stranger: One must live essential questions in acts and practices. This

requires what I have called the sacrifice to power.

David: I don't understand.

Stranger: The sacrifice to power is an intentional act where power is with-

drawn for something else. It is the practice through which one chooses to

not manipulate, use,, and control)so that something more essential than



manipulation, usejand control can come into being. By deliberately with-

drawing power) one forms an opening for something essential to be.

David: Then the sacrifice of power is not merely the non-use of power or

the abandonment of power.

Stranger: Yes, that is correct. The sacrifice of power is not mere inaction

and passivity. It is an intentional practice through which our world is

opened up to something more than the products of our own manipulation and

control. Only in such acts can authentic responsibility come into

being. All else is merely an echo of our own expectations.

David: Can you illustrate what you mean with an example?

Stranger: When a caring parent listens to a child, the parent does not manip-

ulate the child or the child's words. The parent has the power) but this

power is intentionally withdrawn so that something more precious and

wonderful than the power of the parent can be. The parent's power is

justified by its capacity to care for the child; but for the child to be,

this power itself must be withdrawn. This deliberate withdrawal of power

does not mean that the child is abandoned; any caring parent knows this!

David: Then the caring parent clears an opening, as you say, so the child

itself can come into being.

Stranger: Yes.

David: It seems to me that we parents often act as though we are listening,

but in fact we impose a hidden agenda upon our children's words.

Stranger: Yes, we often take our own expectations for granted and impose them

upon others. But the caring parent encounters paradox. Gratitude and

resentment intermingle. Hope and disappointment coincide. Through such

paradox, we are not totally encapsuled by our own expectations. The

question, "What is 'expected of me?" renews itself.

David: Such caring can lead to dispair and pain.

Stranger: Yes, care calls for vulnerability. The alternative is to leap into

a capsule. The caring parent accepts vulnerability and from such prac-

tices, appreciation and trust can be.



David: Are you saying that appreciation and trust arise from the sacrifice

of power?

Stranger: Yes. A parent doesn't appreciate a child by manipulating the

behavior and words of the child to meet the parents own expectations. A

parent doesn't trust a child by maximizing control over the child. The

woreappreciation''implies gratefulnesslwhile the word trust implies con-

fidence. Both words are essentially grounded in the same intentional

acts, the choice to not manipulate, useland control so that something

essential and wonderful can be.

David: Then, listening, appreciating and trusting are based in what you

call the sacrifice of power?

Stranger: Yes, if you only hear what you expect, yodnanot listening. If you

only value that which is useful, then you're not appreciating. If you're

only confident in that which meets your own expectations, youllanot trust-

ing.

David: But how does your parent-child example apply to technology?

Stranger: For one thing, I think that it demonstrates that the controversies

in your world over technology are absurd and essentially irrelevant.

David: I don't understand what you mean.

Stranger: As I see your world, the controversies over technology involve two

opposing sides. One side argues that if technological activity continues

to accelerate, catastrophe in the form of resource depletion and pollution

will occur. Thus, moderation is required to avoid catastrophy. The other

side argues that expanding technological power will serve to make new

resources available and control pollution. Thus, technological power aorta

productivity should be increased.

David: And you see this as an absurd and even irrelevant debate?

Stranger: Of course!

David: Which side do you disagree with?

Stranger: I disagree with both sides.

David: Do you deny the possibility of catastrophe through resource deple-

tion or pollution?



Stranger: No, of course not. I also don't deny that technology can make new

resources available and control pollution. I deny the controversy itself,

it is absurd and essentially irrelevant.

David: I don't understand.

Stranger: Let me use an analogy. Consider two parents with a child. Both

parents exert a demanding power over the child. One parent recognizes,

however, that the child is growing up and may someday rebel against the

parents. This parent says, "Someday we may not have the power to dominate

the child, and the child will strike back at us. For our own good, maybe

we shouldn't be so demanding." The other parent disagrees. "Don't

worry," this parent says, "we'll be able to dominate the child. I'm

taking karate lessons, and I can always get some brass knuckles," The

other parent replies, "But maybe you won't get good enough at karate.

Maybe the brass knuckles won't be enough." "Then I'll get a club or

something else," responds the other. "But you might hurt the child and

then where will we be?" "Don't worry," the other retorts, "I'm also

taking first aid lessons."

David: Both parents miss the point! Both are terrible parents!

Stranger: Why?

David: Because they don't care for the child.

Stranger: Correct! If they truly care for the child, they must sacrifice

power. They must deliberately withdraw their power so the child can be,

so that they can listen to the child, appreciate the child and trust the

child. Only then can the child be something more than a thing to be

manipulated, controlled1and used. Only then can the child grow. Only

then does the power of the parents have any meaning. Don't you see a

connection to technology in this story?

David: I suppose technology is the power and the child is the earth. The

two parents are the two sides in the debates over resource depletion and

pollution.

Stranger: Yes, that is correct. But you must also realize that you are also

the child. You, all of you, are parent and child. It is your being that

is threatened. When you take the expectations of power for granted, you



deny the child, you deny the earth, you deny yourself. Then your power

has no meaning.

David: Then we must sacrifice power or else power has no meaning.

Stranger: Yes, but this sacrifice of power must be a deliberate choice, an

intentional practice. It cannot arise from threats, laziness, fatalism,

necessity, or usefulness. It must be a freely given gift, a wonderful act

of care given in responsibility, appreciation and trust. Any caring

parent knows this!

David: But is there really something that can grow/come into being as you

say) through the pervasive sacrifice of power? The parents of your story

can see the child. They can see other children. But technological power

is pervasive. We can't merely look someplace else and say, "Look over

there, see what might grow if we sacrifice power. Let's sacrifice power

and get. it."

Stranger: But you can see if you look.

David: But what do we look for?

Stranger: I'm at a loss for words.

David: Please explain as best you can.

Stranger: I will try to explain but any explanation will be tentative, incom-

plete)and "unrealistic". An explanation needs words1 but the meanings of

words are nurtured through those acts that speakers and listeners take to

be real. Our reality is different and thus our words will have different

meanings.

David: Can you illustrate this with an example?

Stranger: I will try. You accept time to be real, an essential reality. To

me your notion of time is unreal and confusing.

David: Yes, that's correct.

Stranger: These different realities are sustained and expressed by different

practices, like strapping a clock to your body.

David: I agree.



Stranger: These different practices sustain different meanings 0; words. The

meanings of words sustain practices. Shared practices and words sustain

one's reality. Thus, when you glance at your watch, say "I'm late!" and

run off, you sustain the reality of time consistent with such practice and

words. Your practices, words, reality and expectations are all inter-

woven.

David: Yes, I described technology as the pervasive and persistent back-

ground for this interwoven world of practice, expectation, words/and

reality.

Stranger: Within this world of yours, you say to me, "you cannot change the

past; the past is gone."

David: Yes, that is essential to the definition of past.

Stranger: But the reality of the past is not denied. The past is real but

gone.

David: Correct.

Stranger: Your words and practice reflect this "reality". As an example, you

say "you can't turn the clocks back". This confuses me because it is

obvious that the hands of a clock can be pushed backwards.

David: Yes, of course, the physical hands of a clock can be pushed back

but that really doesn't change the past.

Stranger: Then such an act does not really enable me to alter the past?

David: No, the past is really gone, you cannot change it.

Stranger: This seems terrible to me.

David: But why?

Stranger: Imagine that I was involved in some harmful or evil event. If I

accept my own responsibilty for the harm done, if I did truly repent for

my wrong doing, if I truly forgave those who harmed me within this event,

then, my actions serve to bring forth a change in the significance of this

event. The event might be redeemed from being something harmful, wrong,or

evil and transformed into something enlightening, good, significant or

meaningful. Forgiveness, repentance and redemption are acts that do in

fact transform what has been done. They are very special acts through



which Being grants us choice concerning that which Being itself has taken

seriously.

David: But wait. In my view, this is not really an alteration of the

actual past. Words such as forgiveness describe changes in personal

attitudes towards past events. One might forget an event, give up resent-

mentjor withdraw any demand for revenge or debt. This might influence

future events but it doesn't actually change the past.

Stranger: But then an act such as forgiveness becomes merely an "inward" and

"subjective" act, something one conjures up in one's mind. For you, a

really real act, an "outward" and "objective" act, involves something like

hitting a nail with a hammer.

David: But wait, I'm not saying that forgiveness is not a good thing to

do.

Stranger: I realize that. What I can't comprehend is a world where hitting a

nail with a hammer is a more "real" act than forgiveness and repentance.

We are at an impasse. What is essentially real to me is taken by you to be

an inward, personal option, a nice thing to do.

David: I sense your frustration. I also feel frustrated,because I can't

even sense where this discussion is going.

Stranger: Yes, it is frustrating. But let me still attempt to explain myself

by going back to my perception of care and vulnerability.

David: Please do, I have the time. No, let me rephrase that. I'd appre-

ciate hearing your words.

Stranger: Thank you. For me, the call to care is essential to my very being.

But if indeed I truly care, then I am called to actually live out my care

through choice. I become actively involved; I become committed. But care

requires vulnerability. Because I care, a most painful consequence of

vulnerability is the realization that my choices and actions are often

ineffective and wrong. Indeed, I have come to assume that my finest

choices have little effectiand they often bring forth wrongs that I may

never know.

David: That sounds terribly depressing.



Stranger: No! It is paradoxical and that is essential! Through care I

become actively involved in life. I become committed to people, causes

and behaviors. I take deliberate action. I speak out. I exert power.

But care also demands vulnerability. Care requires the sacrifice of

power. The call to care is paradoxical! The call to care only becomes a

depressing impossibility if you accept such paradox as a problem to be

solved. But such paradox can never be solved. It is the essential open-

ing from which "something else" can be revealed, something more than my

own expectations can come forth.

David: But, if care calls for commitment and vulnerability, will not all

such commitments be tentative, weak and unreliable?

Stranger: No! Vulnerability does not mean that commitments are accepted

tentatively. It means that commitments are accepted paradoxically.

Tentativeness calls for hesitancy. Paradox calls for humility, wonder,

awe, and grace. In hesitancy, one tends to withdraw into the taken-for-

granted. But in humility, wonder, awe and grace, authentic commitment is

renewed.

David: It still seems to me that the paradox of care is frustrating at

best. If you care, you act, you exert power, but care demands vulner-

ability, the sacrifice of power. It sounds like you're damned if you act

and damned if you don't.

Stranger: No, you are not damned; you are graced!

David: I don't know what you mean. This notion of essential paradox is

frustrating. I accept my own responsibility for this frustration. I know

that I'm caught up in the technological background. I still look for some

"specified objectives", "orderly plans", "problem solutions", and "evalu-

ation criteria". I recognize that this background can be a trap, a

capsule. Yet, I need to act and I need some basis to act. I can't simply

sit around contemplating paradox. I must do something, but what? What

can I do?

Stranger: This is a serious question! Too quickly the answer becomes,

"nothing ". "There is nothing I can do ", one says. Resignation sets in.

Authentic commitment, appreciation and trust withdraw. Then, expectations

become taken-for-granted. Power then determines the questionsland even-



tually the answers all becoMe "more power". But, the answer "nothing"

still remains because the question, "Power for what?" is forgotten.

David: But what alternative do you suggest?

Stranger: Do not withdraw from the paradox that honest care reveals! The

call to care is indeed paradoxical. Care demands active commitment and

vulnerability. Such demands reveal essential paradox. Every parent,

every lover, every friendjand even every engineer should know this!

Certainly your frustrations, disappointments, despair, and pain reveal the

paradox of being both committed and vulnerable. If you cannot accept such

frustrations, disappointments, despairs and pain, then leap into your

capsule; forget Being.

David: But is there nothing more?

Stranger: No, there is everything more! It is the capsule that has nothing.

David: What do you mean?

Stranger: If I refuse the capsule, I sacrifice power and accept essential

paradox. Any words that I might say are vast understatements, but I must

speak such words because I care. I am called to care. I become involved

and committed because I care. I become vulnerable because I care.

Vulnerability lets me know that I am ineffective and wrong. Because I

care, this matters greatly to me. But care is a calling and a calling is

a gift, not an affliction. Commitment and vulnerability are not afflic-

tions. I choose them when I care. If they were afflictions, I woud leap

into your capsule, but I refuse! And in my refusal, I acknowledge the

fuller gift. The call to care does not leave mejdespite my ineffective-

ness and wrongs! The call to care persists/not because of my abilities

and values, but in spite of them. I see the call to care in the eyes of a

child. I hear the call to care in the tired breathing of the elderly and

sick. I smell the call to care in a flower. I see, hear, and smell all of

this and more
)
despite my ineffectiveness and wrongs. The persistent call

to care reveals the fuller gift, the gift of grace! I am called to care

despite my faults and weaknesses! In this continuing call to care, I

myself am paradoxically accepted. The call to care is essential care

itself, a care that says to mej"you matter; your choices matter, your life

matters despite any reasons that you might have to the contrary." This



gift is freely given. The call to care does not leave,me no matter how

severely others may judge me, or I may judge myself. Grace is a continu-

ing call that affirms my essential Being.

David: Then this is what you meant when you said that I was "graced"

rather than damned.

Stranger: Yes, that is correct. Without the gift of grace, all sorts of

barriers to care emerge. All sorts of reasons to not care would quickly

arise. Grace sustains care despite such reasons. Without care, all other

gifts are lost including technology, reason, justice and truth. But the

call to care continues despite any contrary reasons and barriers. The

gift of grace is freely given. You are not damned because of mistakes,

wrongs, confusions1and faults; you are graced in spite of them!

David: Then you're saying, "be vulnerable to the gift of grace and thank-

ful for it."

Stranger: Yes, sacrifice power and be grateful. But remember, our words are

paradoxical understatements.

David: But such words must still be spoken.

Stranger: Yes, I agree. Such words are both essential and paradoxical.

Therefore, never forget that such understatements should be spoken in

wonder and awe. Anything less is dishonest!

David: Let me paraphrase some of your words as best I can. You say that

grace is the continuing call to care, to make difference, to be both

committed and vulnerable, despite any faults and deficiencies. Grace is

acceptance and affirmation of our essential being, despite any reasons we

might have to reject or refuse such acceptance and affirmation.

Stranger: The meaning of the word grace, like all words, must be nurtured in

living practice. We must practice acceptance and reconciliation despite

faults, ineffectiveness and wrongs. This does not mean that we ignore

faults, ineffectiveness1and wrongs within others or within ourselves. Our

gifts of truth, justicejand morality must not be ignored or made irrele-

vant. But care calls us beyond judgement. We are called to forgive and

repent)despite any reasons we might have to the contrary. We are called

to appreciate, not because of our value system but in spite of it. We are



called to trust, not because of our own expectations, but in spite of

them. But such acts of appreciation, repentance, forgiveness and trust

can never be mere "internal" changes of attitudes and opinions! They must

be lived out as acts of real significance. Through such acts, we nurture

the meaning of the word grace. Then, we might share this living word in

practice, story, and communion. Then we might know the meaning of grace,

not from doctrines, definitionsjor intellectual inquiry, but through

living practice. Then, despite the understatements of our words, we might

speak of the gift of grace. We might marvel and celebrate with smiles our

continuing call to caret despite our gravest faults and most colossal

blunders.

David: I'm beginning to understand your distress with my world. You are

distressed becausejas you see it, we do not accept forgiveness, repent-

ance, appreciationjand trust as really real acts. We see them as inter-

nal, subjective, attitudes.

Stranger: Yes, to me they are real acts through which the essential meaning

of grace becomes realized. It is not enough to accept such acts as nice

things for individuals to do if they wish. They are essential acts! The

living acts that nurture the meaning of grace will not be acts that meet

the demands of your technological expectations. They do not arise from

power's taken-for-granted expectations. They are not acts of control and

use. They are not legitimized by performance criteria. Their intents are

not motivated by specified objectives. They are not means to solve prob-

lems or complete tasks. They cannot be objectively and precisely

evaluated. The word,'grace:'must be nurtured through the practice of

spirited acts that refuse to take such expectations for granted. If this

is not done, then care and vulnerability become afflictionsjand escape to

capsules becomes the "solution" that power provides.

David: Then the technological background conceals the meaning of words

such as grace by depriving the reality of those acts which might nurture

their meaning.

Stranger: I agree. The background un-realizes the practice of acts that

realize the meanings.

David: Your words still sound strange.



Stranger: The meanings of words are nurtured through use within the context

of common practice. The use of words in turn conveys the context within

which common practice is sustained. Technology is the background for

common practice and words are shaped to meet technology's expectations.

Meanings of words that do not conform to the background receive little use

within the context of practice that the background pervasively and persis-

tently sustains. Through neglect, the words are either transformed to

meet the background's demands, or they are withdrawn from the sphere of

common practice and placed within the isolated sphere called "private",

"subjective", "inward", and "personal". Meanings are thus lost because

they are not nurtured in shared practice that is accepted as real and

essential. The deprived meanings lose their influence upon common prac-

tice and without the renewal of shared practice, the loss of meaning

continues. The system of practice, word1and meaning closes in on itself,

and in this way, the gifts that such words might express are given up.

The meanings become "unreal," though the speaking of the words may linger.

But, now listen carefully as I whisper. In these lingering words

lies the spark of gentle practices. The meanings of words such as care,

appreciationjand grace have not been totally extinguished. There is

sufficient spark left in these words to reveal the paradox of your taken-

for-granted background. These words must be spoken quietly, carefully and

gentlyjor else the spark of meaning they contain will be lost in the rush

of common practice. Some words even I have not spoken1lest the precious

spark of meaning they hold be snuffed out before the words leave my

lips. Their spark of meaning must be kindled in gentle practices that

make known the gifts that they convey.

Through gentle practice, you must nurture a context within which

words such as care, appreciationjand grace may be spoken,and the gentle

strangers within your midst may be heard. There are many gentle strangers

in your world that can tell you far more than I. But remember, their

words, like mine cannot stand the pressure of your background expecta-

tions. Any meaning that such words might have for you is dependent upon

your gentle care. If you place such words on the rack of objectivity,

efficiency, practicality, and utility, they will surely die. As for my

words, listen to the words and smile; then forget the words but remember

the smile.



CHAPTER 15

CLOSURE WITH A SMILE

"Whoever knows the world as something to be utilized knows
God in the same way. His prayers are a way of unburdening
himself - and fall into the ears of the void. He, and not
the atheist . . . is godless."

Martin Buber, I and Thou

Our inquiry now comes to an end. Let us reflect upon where this inquiry

has taken us. We have sought to better understand the essence of technology and

its limitations. That was our intention. Our inquiry took us beyond the

technological experts and their powerful methods, theories and techniques. We

ventured beyond the countless techniques and methods that our world has come to

depend upon. We looked beyond the machines and devices that fill our existence

and make possible tremendous acts of power. We searched beyond the social power

of organizations. Beyond all this, we found our own expectations. Behind the

unimaginable host of technological products, behind the technological power in

our world, we found a background of human expectations that we ourselves take

for granted. Here is the essence of technology, human expectations that lay in

the background persistently and pervasively shaping common practice. From this

background, hidden in normalcy, all else that we call technology comes forth.

Our inquiry sought to question the essence of technology. We have found

that this means questioning our own expectations. We cannot merely point to

some other group or organization; we must question ourselves. We cannot study

technology as an outside observer. We are within technology and it is within

us. Technology sustains us and we sustain technology. To question technology

is to question the pervasive and persistant expectations that we hold for others



and others hold for us. To question the essences of technology is a spirited

act that says, "we refuse to take for granted what is expected of us!"

But a spirited act may not be a comfortable act. There is a security to

be found in taken-for-granted expectations. To question such expectations is

risky. Such questioning stands out as an unusual and even irresponsible act;

afterall, such questioning is not consistent with what is expected of us. It is

also lonely because it departs from that which is pervasely expected. But there

is a deeper risk. We may encounter the meaninglessness of our own expectations.

Then, we experience uneasyness and dispair with the world brought forth from

these expectations. We come to realize how much we ourselves have become a

product, a fabrication, of our own expectations. Then, within this uneasyness

and despair, we may wonder why we even began such an inquiry. But if we can

reach this point of despair, if we can accept responsibility for our own

expectations, if we can recognize the emptiness of becoming a product of our own

expectations, then we become open to be something more. We may sense that being

human involves more than taking for granted our own expectations.

If we take responsibility for our own expectations and if we do not hide

from the threats they pose, then we might come to ask in frustration and wonder)

"What is expected of us?" In asking this question, we may discover that we can

be more than the product of our own expectations. We can be the being called to

ask, "What is expected of us?" To forget this question is to forget our being.

To ask this question is to wonderland in wonder we may hear a stranger. That

is, we may hear something other than the fabrications of our own tak-

en-for-granted expectations. Such listening must be a gentle practice, a caring

practice, within which we set aside our own expectations, choose vulnerability,

sacrifice power. In such listening, we will often be confusedIbut we may also



be led to wonder. In wonder, we may discover more about ourselves than our own

expectations reveal.

But our background expectations are persistent; we take them for granted,

and thus we have difficulty accepting gentle practices as essential rather than

optional. It is difficult for us to truly accept gentle practices as real acts

of real significance. In practice, more so than in words, our background

expectations tend to dismiss the essential reality of such acts. Acts of care

and appreciation become merely nice things to do. In practice, their essential

significance is easily set aside as "impractical", "unproductive", "non-objec-

tive" and "useless". We don't "have the time." Our own expectations cover up

the significance of gentle practices. "Afterall," we say, "they don't provide

practical solutions, workable plans or specified objectives." Care and appreci-

ation become "subjective feelings", "personal preferences;' and "nice things to

do when we have the time." To expect more of care and appreciation is deemed

"unrealistic." Then in common practice, we take for granted the expectations of

power and cease to wonder. We sustain a cult of power, a cult whose expecta-

tions are persistently and pervasively followed without asking, "why?", a cult

of pervasive power that defines our being for us and only requires that we go

along. Then we come to know ourselves and the world as something to be uti-

lized. We avoid the dreadful thought that we may become the product of expecta-

tions that we ourselves numbly sustain within our cult of pervasive power. We

avoid the dreadful meaning of such thoughts by tossing ourselves within the busy

work of such expectations.

To truly question the limitations of technology is to expose a dreadful void, a

world of power without purpose, a meaningless existence. It is to despair over a

world that expects us to busy ourselves within an endless blur of capsules,

where we can hide from the meaninglessness of our own empty manipulations. To



consider the world of our taken-for granted expectations is to encounter

hopelessness and vulnerability. Again, the temptation is to hide within our

capsules, to busy ourselves with what we take for granted, to avoid existential

vulnerability.

But wait! Should such d &spair and vulnerability be avoided? Should we

instead be more "positive" about our technological abilities and cover up this

dreadful void? I think not. If we dare to expose ourselves to the essential

emptyness of our own expectations, we may discover that we can be more than the

products and definitions of our own expectations. In such vulnerability, we

might discover that gentle practices are indeed essential. In gentle practices,

we might discover that which should never be taken for granted or made trivial

by our own expectations. We might come to know a world through appreciation.

We might discover something essential in a gentle smile. Then, we might come to

see technology as a precious gift that helps us care for what is essential.

But wait! Is all this merely some sort of trite sentimentalism? Does it

really make any sense to say that we must face the emptiness of our own techno-

logical world before technology itself can be a means of care? Can we really

know that something essential might be found in a gentle smile? Do such words

have any real significance or are they merely clever things to say.

I cannot answer. I do not know. Such things cannot be known alone. What

any of us can ever know must be nurtured in community. We can't simply decide,

"Yes, F =ma)' and we can't simply decidei"yes, I will find something truly essen-

tial in a gentle smile." Gifts of knowledge must be nurtured in caring communi-

ties: they must be nurtured from a history of caring acts. If we are to know

such things, then we need to nurture communities that could know such things.

We must treasure such tender communities and the gentle practices that sustain

them. Through caring vulnerability, we must protect such communities and their



background of gentle practicesjor else the expectations of power will dismiss

them and encapsule us.

I suspect that such communities must share stories. In ending this book,

I'd like to share a story with you. It's a story about care and hope. It's a

story about the question, "what is expected of me?" It's a story about the

capsules of our technological expectations, capsules that constrain us from

Being. It's a story about a smile.

A Story

Over the years, most of my teaching has been in the area of environmental

engineering ( ). Most of the material within these courses fits within the

environmental engineering paradigms. One particular graduate course, however,

stands out in my mind. The course was taught in the spring term)and nearly all

the students had been in our graduate program for at least two terms. The class

was relatively small, approximately a dozen students. They were particularly

bright students and deeply concerned. They asked difficult questions, and we

often continued our discussions long after the scheduled class ended.

As the term progressed, our discussions increasingly dealt with broader

questions and concerns. We discussed the expanding array of synthetic chemicals

that were being produced and released into the environment, ecological complex-

ities that made assessments difficult or even impossible, expanding societal

needs that required ever expanding technological efforts, and institutional

constraints that often prevented effective environmental protection.

Toward the end of the term, the mood of the class began to shift toward

hopelessness, cynicism, and a sense of futility. Our discussions seemed to

deepen this mood. Topics such as the arms race seemed to enter our discussion

as a justification for our mood of cynicism and futility.



I felt uncomfortable with this mood; afterall; my intention was not to

convert these people into cynics. The students assured me that they didn't need

to be converted. The origins of their cynicism long preceded my course. But I

was not satisfied with this response. I really didn't want them to be cynical

or fatalistic. I worked hard to end the course with a more "hopeful" outlook.

I began to emphasize solutions to problems, workable steps that could be taken)

and plans to meet desired objectives.

"It won't make a bit of difference," they replied.

I argued all the more. I was determined to be more hopeful, more "posi-

tive". But these students were bright! If I gave them half a chance, they

shot down my arguments. They could devastate any solutions that I came up with!

As I recall, my solutions fell into two general categories: (1) solutions that

were of such an enormous scale that they were virtually impossible to carry out)

and (2) more workable solutions that were of trivial significance in comparison

to the scale of the problems. Indeed, my "best" solutions seemed to fit both

categories!

I then began to do what professors often do when pressed by students. I

pulled rank on them. I was more subtle than most,but the effect was the same.

I talked louder and more enthusiastically. I gave "pep talks" disguised as

strategies and tactics. I filled the board with flow charts and cited impressive

references. I began to organize my lectures so as to better structure the

course toward more workable topics and problems with practical solutions. I

implied that the students had only scratched the surface,and, with experience

and age, they'd understand the difficult explanations that I outlined for them.

If they were confused in what I said, it was their fault. If they were dis-

couraged, they needed to motivate themselves (more pep talks). The questions

stopped; the class was silent except for my own monologue5.



I guess I could have finished the course that way, but the silence got to

me. The students took notesjbut the silence seemed to reveal a dishonesty in

all this. Then, in the middle of a class, I suddenly stopped my monologue.The

class was silent. I sat down in a chair (actually, I slouched). Suppressed

thoughts arose in my mind. Could it really be that hope can only arise from

narrow mindedness? Had I undermined hope by bringing attention to problems for

which I had no solutions? Is hope nothing more than the deception of asking

only those questions which have answers that meet our expectations? Had our

discussion reached a level of concern where hope and honesty become incompati-

ble? I didn't know what to say.

"I really don't have solutions to the problems we've discussed," I con-

fessed.

More silence.

"But is there something that you can do?" I continued.

"Yes, of course," they replied. "But it really won't make a bit of differ-

ence. It won't really change anything. Face the facts . . ."

"Wait," I said. "First let's agree that you can do something. I mean, you

can use your abilities to do something in response to these problems."

"Yes, but . . ."

"Wait! First say to yourself that you can do something. It will take

work; you'll have to do your homework but you can do something."

"All right, we could do something," they said somewhat in disgust.

Silence.

"Now say to yourself, but it won't make a bit of difference."

More silence, but, a different silence, an alert and honest silence.

"Now say to yourself, I may later find out that I was wrong."



More alert silence.

"Now say to yourself, and I'll probably get in trouble."

Silence.

"Now say, but I'll do it anyway."

They smiled.

"The answer is in the smile."

They accepted the answer.






